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RÉSUMÉ

L' objectif de notre thèse est d'examiner la place qu ' occupe la créativité dans les
technologies de l'information (TI). Nous présentons dans un premier lieu une
discussion des principaux travaux qui ont traité de la créativité dans les systèmes
d'infOLmation (SI). Ensuite, nous discutons de la relation entre la créativité et la
technologie. Cette thèse contient trois articles, et nous présentons ici le contenu de ces
articles. Dans le premier article, nous avons effectué une revue de la littérature et
nous avons examiné la place de la créativité dans les systèmes d' information et
positionné cette recherche à patiir de la classification d' Orlikowski et Scott (2008) de
la variance, des processus et de la relationalité. Nous avons situé la littérature sur la
créativité dans la recherche SI dans une logique de variance et nous avons proposé
d' élargir la recherche en étudiant cette relation dans une logique de processus
sociaux. Dans le second article, nous nous sommes concentrés sur l'impact des
technologies sur la créativité et nous avons mené une étude ethnographique sur un
festival à Québec. La conh·ibution de cette article consiste à voir cet impact comme
transmissif, interactif et imaginatif. Dans le troisième atiicle, nous nous sommes
concentrés sur l'impact de la créativité sur l'utilisation de la technologie et nous avons
mené une recherche qualitative dans le secteur de la radio à Montréal. La contribution
de cet article est de montrer l' importance de la créativité dans l' usage des systèmes
d' information. L' objectif général de cette thèse est d'étendre la connaissance
scientifique et pratique en ce qui concerne les SI et la relation entre la créativité et la
technologie à partir de la logique du processus social.
Mots clés : technologies, créativité, processus, acteurs, industries créatives, usage de
technologie.

- - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

ABSTRACT

The goal of this research is to examine the place of creativity in infom1ation
technology (IT) research. We examined research on creativity in the infonnation
systems (IS) discipline and discussed the relationship between creativity and
technology. The thesis contains three articles, the summary ofwhich is as follows: In
the first article, we conducted a literature review and examined the place of creativity
in IT research, positioning this research on the basis of Orlikowski and Scott' s (2008)
classification of variance, process, and relationality. We positioned the creativity
literature in IT research under variance logic and we proposed avenues ofresearch to
study this relationship by adopting social process logic. In the second article, we
focused on the impact of teclmology on creativity and conducted an ethnographie
study on a festival in Quebec City (Carnaval du Québec), discussing this relation
under transmissive, interactive, and imaginative categories. In the third article, we
focused on the impact of creativity on the use oftechnology and conducted a
qualitative research study on the radio industry in Montreal; we discussed creativity
under two themes that play important roles in the use of technology and showed the
importance of creativity in this context. The general goal of this thesis is to ex tend
research on the relationship between creativity and technology from the point ofview
of social process logic in the IS discipline.

Key words : Technology, creativity, social process, actors, creative industries,
technology-in-use.

INTRODUCTION

Due to its undisputable relevance to individuals, organizations and societies, the
concept of creativity has been widely discussed over the last decades in a variety of
social science disciplines. It is understood that creativity is the means for, if not the
engine of, renewal and a vital source for the firm ' s competitive advantage. While
other disciplines have dedicated en tire journals (e.g. Creativity Research Journal,

Journal of Creative Behavior, etc.) to creativity and its related research areas
including both theoretical and empirical studies, it is apparent that the information
systems (IS) discipline-here we also include information technology (IT) , or
technology- has paid relatively little attention to studies related to creativity. In other
words, there has been a paucity ofresearch aimed at specifying the relationship
between creativity and IS.

This dissertation, conducted in three separate essays, focuses on the relationship
between creativity and information systems by pushing the boundaries of earlier
studies of creativity in IS as weil as identifying future avenues of research. In
addition, we extended the understanding of the creativity- technology relationship by
investigating it in the context of creative industries with the help of qualitative
research.

Over the past three decades, there have been few attempts in the IS discipline to
present a literature review on the place that creativity occupies. The first study was
conducted in the early 1990s by Couger et al. (1993) ; they conducted an extensive
investigation in order to understand the place of creativity, and presented two
research approaches for discussing creativity: 1) an origin-oriented approach, and 2)
a process-oriented approach. In the first approach, creativity arises from the
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conflicts within an individual where the creative process involves externalization of
the internai product of imagination via the interaction of ptimitive and more mature
types of thinking. The second, or process-oriented approach, reveals that an
individual 's creativity is a function of his or her ability to invoke and explore remote
associations in selecting a response to a problem. This study and its successors
(Seidel, Muller-Wienbergen, and Becker 2010, Tiwana and Ephraim 2005)
highlighted the importance of creativity in the IS field. However, creativity has been a
neglected concept within the IS discipline, and moreover, there is in pmticular a lack
of empirical evidence in qualitative studies associated with the creativity concept.

This dissettation focuses on the place of creativity in the IS discipline and extends
this understanding to the relationship between creativity and technology. The
dissettation project has been designed through the integration of three atticles in order
to explore three main research questions. We present clear research questions not
only to help explain the motivation behind the study but also to provide a framework
for making decisions about data collection and analysis (Phillips and Hardy 2002).

In our first atticle, we examined the place of creativity in the IS discipline; we aimed

to understand the approach towards the relation between creativity and technology,
and we positioned the existing literature based on the Orlikowski and Scott (2008)
classification. The following question was the main driver of this thesis and was
developed in Atticle 1: What is the place of creativity in the IS discipline and under

which logic has the relationship between technology and creativity been studied?

In the second article, we examined: What are the impacts oftechnology on creativity?
This question reveals basic assumptions that are held about the definitions of
technology and creativity. We considered technology and creativity as socially
constructed , and the impact oftechnology on creativity follows a process over time.
The literature reveals that technology has been mainly considered a facilitator of
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creativity. We also extended our research to examine the hindering impacts of
technology on creativity. We grounded our research on an empirical study that
combines an ethnographie study spanning two months with interviews and filming
before, during, and after a festival.

In the third article, we asked: What are the impacts of creativity on technology use?
The basic assumptions we hold about organizational phenomena are: 1) Technologies
are not taken for granted but their use is socially constructed over time; each choice
of use and way of use reflects social issues in the organization; 2) Different people
interpret technologies and the use oftechnologies differently; 3) We also draw upon
the concept of absorptive capacity to understand the impacts of creativity in the use of
technology while considering that this requires integrating expe1iise to accomplish
creative work. We grounded our research on a retrospective, in-depth case study with
interviews spamling over two years.

Key Conh·ibutions of the Thesis

In this section, we highlight the specifie contributions of each article along with other
practical implications of the dissertation. The articulation among the research
questions and the papers are shown in Table 1.
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· tl1e arti
culati on of three pa pers
<
Ta bie 1 Th CS IS,
(

~
Arti cle Ill

1

Article 1

1

!
1

Subject of
research: New
research trends
relating
technology to
creativity as social
pro cesses
Main contribution:
Discuss the
existing literature
in IS on creativity.
Position this
literature, and
identify the
existing gap, and
propose extension
to study ISCreativity under
social process.

Nt;do Il

Subject ofresearch:
Technology for
creativity:
transmissive and
interactive in the
experience of a
cultural festival in
Quebec

Main contribution:
Classify the existing
literature on the
impact of technology
on creativity in IS
discipline; extend the
Iiterature on this
impact fi·om social
process logic by
conducting a
qualitative empirical
study.

Subject ofresearch:
Creating-intechnology from a
technology-in-use
perspective: case
study in the radio
industry

Main
contribution:
Understand the
impact of
creativity on
technology-in-use
from social
process logic
using the case
study highlighting
the imp01iance of
the "absorptive
capacity" of the
actors in their use
oftechnology

[\
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Summary of Atiicle 1: Research Trends on Creativity-Technology: Connecting
Technology to Creativity as Social Process

In the first atiicle, we capitalized on an extensive literature review regarding the
position of creativity in the IS discipline and positioned this literature under the
variance logic proposed by Orlikowski and Scott (2008) as weil as the more general
management or social science studies of creativity. We conducted an in-depth
literature review in order to study this relation from the perspective of social process
logic. Our contribution is twofold: First, we have positioned the existing literature
and second, we have extended the discussion on the relationship between creativity
and technology to include social process logic. In this vein, we discuss the impact that
creativity has on technology use, and also the impact that technology has on creativity
from the social process perspective.

Summary of Article II: Technology for Creativity: Transmissive, Interactive, and
Imaginative Technological Impacts on the Creativity Process

In the second atiicle, we conducted an empirical study in order to understand the
impact oftechno logy on creativity using an ethnographie study on an open-air
festival in Quebec City, Canada. Our contribution classified the existing literature
regarding the impact of technology on creativity under the categories of transmissive
and interactive. Second, we extended our analysis under the social process logic to
examine this impact using a case study. Based on our analysis, and in addition to
earlier classifications, we identified another category called imaginative.
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Summary of Atiicle III: The Impact of Crèativity on Technology Use: The Case of
Radio

In the third atiicle, we conducted an empirical study in order to understand the impact
of creativity on the use oftechnology (or techno logy use) by conducting
retrospective, qualitative research at a radio company in Montreal, Canada. Our
contribution underlines two theses of technology use as an impact on creativity. Our
article has been submitted to the Special Issue: Creative Industries in the Journal of

Bu iness Research (JBR) , following the presentation of a preliminary atiicle at

3rd

INTERREG conference on " Creative industries: Think tanks for innovative practices

in management, strategy and organization ?" held in Deauvill·e on November 7-8th
2013.

Other Practical Contributions

In addition to academie contributions, we extended the knowledge to the practical
field. This dissetiation yields a better understanding ofhow managers can implement
processes in their organizations and use the creativity of indiv iduals for the
advancement oftheir projects. We discuss the fact that in each organization, there is
no predetem1ined factor that determines how creative work can happen and how
individuals can use technology to create novelty. In addition, we discuss the
deliberate use oftechnology for the creative work to develop itself. Moreover, it
draws attention on information systems by opening reflections, discussions and
negotiations around the concept of creativity and extending the understanding on how
IS can have an impact on creativity of individuals and organizations. We aimed to
enhance the understanding of managers and CTOs (ChiefTechnology Officers) on
how to create an atmosphere in the company that fosters initiation and suppo1i for
creative work.
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Ethical Issues ofResearch lnvolving Humans

This research respected all requirements established by TELUQ University ' s Ethical
board, including guidelines for infonned consent, participant consent forms and
research ethics protocols. The signed versions of each consent fonns by each
individual who pa1iicipated in this research are available upon request.

Dissetiation Plan

The dissetiation is structured as follows: After this introduction, we present an
extensive literature review on technology and creativity as different concepts. We
present different epistemological approaches for these concepts. We also present the
context of this dissertation as creative industries. Secondly, we present the extensive
methodology and data collection we have used for this dissetiation. Following these
two chapters, we present the atiicles 1 and II and III successive! y. The article 1 is
single authored (by myself), while articles II and II are co-authored by myself and the
supervisors. Finally, we present the discussion, conclusions, including practical
implications and we also present potential research avenues together with limitations
of this dissetiation.

-

- -- - - - - -

CHAPTERI
TECHNOLOGY AND CREATIVITY: TRENDS AND
EPISTEMOLOGIES

1.1 Introduction

We consider that IS , whether at their early stages of implementation, use or towards
the end of the process, with impacts, are not pre-determined and the reactions are
socially constructed over a given period oftime. Second, each individual in the
society or in the organization considers and interprets IS differently. It might be the
case that individuals have some assumptions which are identical, but when it comes
to IS use, and receiving impacts from IS , orto interpret them, individuals and groups
in the organization take different decisions and these decisions are unique, and shared
on a different basis from one individual or group of individuals to the ether.

On the ether hand, we hold ce1iain assumptions regarding the impact of IS, which
could be only understood over the course oftime. The studies on IS have undergone
tremendous changes from acceptance to use; adoption and adaptation and the
influence ofhuman-machine interaction have been given significant attention in the
literature. This highlights unpredictable results on the use of IS in organizations
which differs from one another and from one stream of research to another. The
pattern of use and impact ofiS in the organizations has been widely studied in
organization. The process (processual) mechanism of use ofiS in the organization
present different tendencies on the outcomes and resulting impacts in the organization
which are context-dependent.

1
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On the other hand , creativity studies also present different trends and epistemological
grounds. Creativity also has been studied from the individual, to the group and
organization, and from the individual to the social perspective.

In this chapter, we discuss various philosophical perspectives (paradigms and
epistemologies) towards IS and creativity as separate entities and we discuss how
scholars considered these two concepts, defined them and used them in various
empirical researches. Following this brief introduction, we present the trends of
technology studies and discuss different philosophical perspectives given in
information systems. This implies different epistemological grounds given to IS ,
which enables different visions towards IS, its implementation and its use by
individuals in the organization. Second, we present the different trends and
definitions towards creativity as means of creating something novel and we present
the trend of creativity from the individual to the social. Third, we briefly present the
difference between creativity and innovation, and finally, we present the creative
industries as the context for our empirical papers.

1.2 From Technology Determinism to Human Agency

With every new introduction oftechnology, researchers tried to provide theories
about how technology and human can form organizational structures, processes and
outcomes. Over the last few decades, different perspectives have been developed on
the role of technology. In order to study technology, several epistemological
perspectives have been used to constitute.valid research. One ofthese is Hirschheim
(1985), where he considers that in IS there are four stages ofhistorical perspectives
refen-ed to as: 1) the mTival and positivist, 2) emerging anti-positivism, 3) re-entering
of positivism (through logical positivism and finally 4) the arrivai of contemporary
critics. In this disse1iation, we conducted qualitative research and according to Guba
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and Lincoln (1994), there are four paradigms of qualitative research known as
positivism, post-positivism, critical theory and consh·uctivism. However, other
scholars like Orlikowski and Baroudi (1991) suggest three categories ofiS
epistemology paradigms, known as positivist, interpretative and critical. In the next
sub-section, we present the main discussions attached to these paradigms.

1.2.1 Technology Determinism
In early studies oftechnology and organization, the assumption was that technology
is an exogenous and relatively autonomous force that can drive organizational
change. As technology is stable, it bas significant and predictable impacts on
organization and human practices, such as governance structure, work routines ,
inforn1ation flaws and performances (Brynjolfsson and Hitt 1995). This sh·eam was
developed mostl y in the 70 ' s where teclmological advances started to change the face
of organizations (Winner 1977). According to this view, technology is hardware
which is distinct from human and organization and can directly impact human
behaviour and organizational characteristics.

Many researchers followed this sh·eam of research to fi nd relationships between
technology and organization in a way that technology characteristics and types can
predict organizational elements (Markus and Robey 1988). The framing of
technology as an engine of change (Markus and Robey 1988), and causal determinant
of organizational elements is the foundation of the literature based on the contingency
the01·y. Contingency- based studies have argued that situational factors interact with
technology to cause outcomes (DeSanctis and Poole 1994). The commitment of
contingency theories to study the powerful effect oftechnology on organizations and
people conhibuted to the development of a more moderate teclmological determini sm
perspective (DeSanctis and Poole 1994). These studies oftechnology determinism
followed a positivist approach in arder to find generalizable rules from statistical
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analysis and empirical studies (Markus and Silver 2008). Therefore, they looked at
patterns of impact across various technologies and organizations, so tbat they can
detem1ine predictable impacts and effects ofteclmology. For example, these studies
are interested in seeing how the use of media su ch as audio, video and email can
facilitate communication in virtual teams based on different contingencies such as
team size, demographies, or mutual understanding (Katz and Te' eni 2007). These
studies have severallimitations which have led to the emergence ofhuman agency
and other approaches towards technology.

1.2.2 Human Agency and Emergent Approach
The interest and importance of explaining information teclmology ' s organizational
consequences, and challenging the role of technology as the main determinant of
change in organizations, has led increasingly to studies that privilege the human role
over social structures and technological features (Boudreau and Robey 2005 ,
Orlikowski 2000). In the strongest versions of this view, only human agency can
properly be thought of as an explanation for social phenomena (Markus and Silver
2008).

A human agency view suggests that humans are relatively free to enact technology in
different ways. In contrast to technological detem1inism contention, humans canuse
technology minimally or maximally, individually or collectively, and improvise it in
ways that produce new and unexpected consequences (Boudreau and Robey 2005).
Therefore, technology is not the determinant of social change; rather it is implicated
in organizing through the discretion ofhuman agents (Orlikowski and Barley 2001) .
In these theories, human actions are central, particularly those associated with
embedding structures within a technology during its development (socially-embedded
structures) and the actions associated with appropriating those structures during the
use oftechnology (Orlikowski 2000). There have been severa! theoretical
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developments in this trend. These developments have led to emergent approaches that
consider the interaction between technology and human agency in organizing and
structure.
The 1990s is a period of significant advancement for interpretativist theories of
organizational change, despite the fact that positivist views were dominating the
research. In particular, the structuration view developed by Giddens (1984) was
expanded extensively to technology research . These theories have been based on
intellectual tradition of social construction, saying that technology is shaped through
its cultural meaning and social interactions among relevant social groups. Central to
this view is the assumption that understanding oftechnology is neither fixed nor
universal, but emerges from situated and reciprocal processes of interpreting and
interacting with particular technologies over a period oftime (Orlikowski 201 0). This
emergent process perspective focuses primarily on the embedded and dynamic
meanings, interests, and activities that are seen to provide an ensemble of
technological relations (Markus and Robey 1988). Studies based on this perspective
ttied to examine how the particular interest and situated actions of multiple social
groups shaped the signs, meanings and uses of new teclmology over the course of
time. Studies of this view have roots given by the constructionist studies elaborated
in the next sub-section.
1.2.2.1 Social Construction Studies
Since the beginning of 1990, the new way of seeing the organization is based on
social constt·uction approaches. Berger and Luckman in their famous book on the
Social Construction of Reality (1967) has staJ.ied the new way of lookjng at reality as
based on social construction rather than something fixed or pre-described. By the
1980s, Giddens (1987a) with his structuration the01·y of society has given a new
turning point in this field.
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Imp01tantly, social construction is not a the01·y that could be applied to an
organization; it has roots from social science and philosophy (Pinch and Bijker 1984).
Social construction proposes a new look at the nature of science and also of reality
(Le Moigne 1995). According to the social construction point ofview, the scientific
reality is plural and is consh·ucted socially with interactions between individuals and
the object. Simultaneously, these social interactions take into consideration the
historical, a priori beliefs of the individuals. In other words, reality does not exist by
itself; it is the result ofhuman work in a social environment. On the other hand , the
social construction point ofview makes it possible for researchers to look at the
world differently, and muse on the social reality of the organization rather than the
reality by itself.
As mentioned , the social construction view requires a pre-construction based on the
history, and the a priori beliefs of the individuals. Kimberly and Bouchiki in their
article (1995) present a set ofinfluential factors , intemal or extemal, based on the
important place of the past.

On the other hand , social construction gives an impottant place to the individual, and
the actions of the individual within the organization. At the same ti me, the action is
within a particular context which is by itself associated with the organization and the
enviromnent in which the organization is present. This rejoins the fact that not ali
identical actions/interactions in various organizations willlead to the same result. ln
other words, actions might be the same in two organizations but the result might
differ due to the intention of individuals, their interactions, and the context in which
the action is taking place.

Bouchiki (1998) believes that the behavior of individuals in the organization is
complex, multi - directional and in some cases contradictory. He believes that an
organization is a social space continuously torn by its members in multiple and
contradictory directions. According to Bouchiki, the organization is viewed as
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puzzled tensions in the behaviour of individuals, for example between integration
behaviour and differentiation behaviour, between innovation and conservation etc. At
the same time, in the social construction approach, individuals are considered to have
the capacity to learn from their actions and the notion of experience, familiarity and
acquüing knowledge based on experience become important. On the other hand, the
individuals are considered as reflective on what they are doing, and they can question
themselves on what they are doing in their daily lives based on their experience,
history and the context in which they are doing their job.

Based on this, the individuals construct the reality for themselves. The social
construction considers that reality could be deconstructed with the mindset of
reconstructing it. This means that the individuals deconstruct what they have
constructed in the view of reconstructing the reality based on the events that have
taken place recently or to stabilize the social reality.

In summary, the foundation of social construction considers that: - the scientific
reality do es not exist by itself; it is the result of various interpretations and
interactions between the researcher and the object in a social environment. - The
reality is not prescribed, or something that is given a priori; rather, it is the result of
human social activity.- The individual is considered as a reflective actor, who has
experiences and historical backgrounds.

The action and the structure in which the action is taking place have an important
place in the social construction of the facts. Giddens (1987b) bas illustrated this
position. According to Giddens (1987b), individuals are competent actors in the
social environment. At the same time, they have a reflective capacity and social
knowledge which regt·oups their competencies. Their social competencies are
expressed in the way they communicate. On the other band, they are capab le of
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observing and understanding what they do while they are doing the action. They are
also able to theorize their actions or the actions of the ir peers (Rouleau 2007).

In the 1990s, the structuration the01·y penetra tes in different branches of management
(strategy, innovation and technology). In IS for example, one of the main authors is
Orlikowski; she takes into consideration to re-conceptualize technology like a
structure with its objective and subjective characteristics (Orlikowski 1992). Later in
the 2000s, she considers technology in the practice of its users, i.e. in the way that
individuals use the technology and appropriate it over time. (Orlikowski 2000, 2002).

1.3 Creativity Studies: Definitions

Creativity like technology has been studied from various epistemological
perspectives; however, before elaborating on different epistemologies of creativity,
we need to understand the definitions attached to creativity. In other words, we must
understand what we mean by creativity. Formulating its definition is difficult. Many
authors, from various disciplines in human sciences, have examined the notion and
definition of creativity. For example Ston (1972) has defined creativity as " the
ability to bring something new into existence" . In the same vein and along the !ines of
this definition, Ha1ih and Kosslyn (Harth 1993 , Kosslyn 1983) defined creativity as
' the ability to contemplate something that has never existed before ' .

As mentioned earlier, in the literature, creativity has been studied from different
perspectives and it has been associated with various definitions. For example,
Uns worth (200 1) has mentioned that:

'these perspectives range from Rocye 's discussion of inventions in 1989 to
Gui?ford 's cal/for creativity research in 1950: research into creativity in
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classrooms to research into creativity in organizations and Freudian accounts
to cognitive accounts,· p ersonality accounts, sociological accounts,
interactionist accounts and psychological accounts '.
Slavich (20 10) has conducted an extensive literature review to understand the bread th
of definitions of creativity in the literature. His literature review, which was
conducted through content analysis from Business Source Complete , conducted over
18 years, from 1990 to 2008 , analysed over 462 atiicles in academie joumals and 50
books, including top journals such as Th e Acaclemy of Management Journal, The

Acaclemy ofManagement Review, Administrative Science, Creativity and
Management, Creativity Research Journal and Organization Science. He found 94
definitions of creativity and constructs that represent this concept. At the end of his
analysis, six conceptual categories were identified as representative (definitions) for
creativity: Creation, Engagement, Interaction, Modification, Outcome and Synthesis
(see Table 2).
T abl e 2: Synth es is o f c reati vity definiti o ns (S iavich, 20 10)

Primary Con truct

Other conunon constructs

Creation

Production, development, generation, materialization, imprvisation,
acheivement

Engagement

Total invo lvement

Interaction

Conu11unication, social process, collaboration, influence, working togetber

Modification

Transformation , change

Synthesis

Thought, imagination, knowledge, problem olving, improvement,
discovery, intuition, invention, conceptualization

Based on his analysis, conducted with coding and the use ofNviVo software, 39% of
definitions of creativity refer to outcome, 32% refer to synthesis, 19% to creation, 5%
to modification, 3% to interaction and 2% to engagement. Appendix 1 refers to
Definitions of creativity and its conceptual categories.
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1.3.1 From Persona! Creativity to Social Creativity
Initially some scholars have discussed creativity as related to individuals ' set of
characteristics (Barron and Harrington 1981) .However, over the last three decades,
scho lars ' attention has been moved from internai (individua l) to external (contextual)
characteristics of creativity. Many scho lars (Amabile 1988, Oldham and Cummings
1996, Ford and Gioia 1995b, Shalley 1991) have examined how environmental
characteristics affect creativity at work and how such environmental characteristics
can facilitate or impede creativity. In this subsection, we elaborate on various types of
creativity.

1.3 .1.1 Organizational creativity
Davis and Scase (2000) discuss organizational creativity in length. They mention that
for an organization to have creativity there shou1d be three key dimensions respected :
autonomy, nonconformity, and indeterminacy. By autonomy, they mean that
individuals should occupy broadly defined work roles which allow them to
experiment and exercise relative! y independent judgments in how they execute their
tasks and fulfill organizational objectives. By nonconformity, they mean a certain
culture within the organization, which in their view contrasts with bureaucratie
organizations; this encourages employees to undertake their tasks and pursue their
goals in often different and unusual ways. The third element is indeterminacy, which
refers to the extent to which employees not only enjoy relative independence and
autonomy but how the achievement of organizational goals is translated into
operational practice.
In the same vein, Woodman and Sawyer (1993) developed a theoretical framework
for understanding creativity in complex socia l settings, identifying both social
influences and contextual factors. They have taken an interactionist approach,
integrating process, product, person and place (e.g. environment) factors in
developing a comprehensive organizational creativity (Mumford , Hunter, and Bedell-
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Avers 2008). Woodman and Sawyer (1993) present three propositions that explain
the prediction of creativity at the individual, group, and organizational leve!
(Mumford, Hunter, and Bedell-A vers 2008) ;

Individuallevel: individual creativity is a function of individual characteristics, social
influences, and contextual influences.

Group-leve!: creativity is a function of individual Creativity of group members, and
of group and contextual characteristics.

Organizational-level: creativity is a function of group Creativity and organizational
characteristics.

1.3.1.2 Functional Creativity

The functional creativity approach puts emphasis on the evaluation and exploration of
creativity (Mumford, Hunter, and Bedell-A vers 2008 , Cropley and Cropley 2005).
Functional creativity argues that most definitions and measurements of creativity
overemphasize the aesthetic aspects of creativity. Indeed, most creativity tests or
measured products involve wordplay, collages, poeh·y, and sim ilar exercises. Y et for
demains that must create a workable product (as in organizations), the relevance and
effectiveness of a product are key considerations (Mumford, Hunter, and Bedel1Avers 2008 , Cropley and Cropley 2005). If we look at creativity from an engineering
perspective, the majority of discussions about creativity is without functional
manifestation, or functional purpose, whereas for engineering creativity, it is the
result with purpo e which counts (Kaufman and Baer 2005). They also link creativity
to "good engineering" (Kaufman and Baer 2005).
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1.3 .1.3 The 4-Ps Madel of Creativity

Amabile (Amabile 1997, Amabile 1988, Amabile et al. 1996) provided the 4-Ps
madel of creativity which represents creativity as a dynamic phenomenon comprised
of four highly interactive components: Persan, Process, Produce and Place (Press,

Creative environment). A considerable number of researchers, in particular Ackoff
(1981 ), have worked on the creative individuals (Creative Per ons). Research
demonstrates that creativity is present in everyone (Couger, Higgins, and Mclntyre
1993), however fewer people use it.

Ackoff and V egara (1981) in their famous article of 1981 present two approaches to
the nature of creativity, from The Origin Oriented Approach to The Process-Oriented
Approach; un der origin-oriented approach, they consider it from the point of view
of:

1) Psychoanalysts: Creativity arises from conflicts within an individual. The
creative process involves externalizing the internai products of imagination
through the interaction of primitive and more mature types ofthinking (Freud
1970).

2) Humanistic Psycho/agi ts : Creativity arises when there is no conflict within
an individual. The creative process involves the release of a natural creative
potential through the removal of inhibitions from the individual and
obstructions from his or her environment (Fromm 1959).

3) Psycho-metricians: Each individual ' s natural creative potentials are limited by
his or her genetic endowment and can be measured by standard tests. The
1

creative process involves the interaction of two contrasting types of thinking:
divergent, which converts information into a variety ofunconventional
alternatives, and convergent, which aims at unique or conventional outcomes
(Gui1ford 1950).
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Under Process-Orientecl approach;

1) Associationnists: An individual's creativity is a function of his or her abi lity to
invoke and explore remote associations in selecting a response to a problem
(Mednick 1962).

2) Gestalt Psy chologists: Creative thinking proceeds neither by piecemeal
logical operations nor by disconnected associations by more determinate
restricting ofthe whole situation (Wertheimer 1959).

3) Cognitive Science Th eorist: The human thinking process can be simulated as
the process of information processing in computer programs. Creative activity
is a special class of problem-solving activity characterized by novelty,
unconventionality, persistence, and difficulty in formulation (Newell , and
Shaw 1972).

As for the second P; the Creative Process: One of the earliest theorist, Wallas (L926),
anchored his notion of creativity in the very process of creation itself, by postulating a
series of four steps: preparation (gathering of inf01mation, thinking about the problem,
and coming up with possible solutions) ; incubation (the setting aside of the problem from
consc ious active thinking, and allowing the issue to ferment) ; illumination (the "Aha! "
experience, which is the point at which everything cames together and the solution is
clear) ; and verification (the solution is checked for feasibility, effectiveness, practicality,
and appropriateness). Drazin and Glynn (1999) consider the process orientation of
creativity, as creativity is the process of engagement in creative acts, regardless of
whether the resultant outcomes are novel , useful or creative (Watson 2007). By utili zing
the approaches that facilitate the creative process, people can enhance their creative
abilities and therefore creative results (Couger, Higgins, and Mclntyre 1993).

The third P: the Created product: the major theme is the product perspective. This vision
of creativity focuses on the outcomes of creative activity: new ideas, models, scientific
theories, attistic works, perf01mances, and other kinds of outputs (Sternberg 1988) .
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Taylor and Getzels (2007) identified creativity as new content, such as new scientific
the01-y or a literary novel. This theme has been one that bas perhaps generated the most
agreement and added some additional conditions and has defined

cre~tive

work as

original and purposeful on the part of the creative individual. Amabile (1997) considers
creativity as simply the production of novel and appropria te ideas in any real human
activity. She uses the social psychology of creativity in her study setting (Watson 2007).
At the same time, Ford and Gioia (1995a) considera combination ofproduct and
persuasion orientation to creativity, where they mention that creativity is domain specifie,
subj ective judgement of the novelty and va lue of an outcome of a pmticular action
(Watson 2007) . Along the same line ofthought, King (1995) considers that work
Creativity is seen as the process by which an individual produces a novel and appropriate
solution to a work-related problem. King ( 1995) takes into account both product and
process orientation. On the other hand, an analysis of Creativity cana iso statt with the
end product, by identifying the characteristics necessary for objects to be classified as
creative (Morgan 1923, Couger, Higgins, and Mclntyre 1993).

Finally, the foutth P is: Place or Creative Environment; it is the relationship between
human being and environment and how the environment influences Creativity (Amabi le
1988, Cummings 1965 , Couger, Higgins, and Mclntyre 1993).

Similar to the 4-Ps mode! of creativity, 'Piucker (2004) proposes a definition of
creativity th at takes into account the concepts of persan, place, process, and product:
"creativity is the interaction among aptitude, process, and environment by which an
individual .or group produces a perceptible product that is both novel and useful as
defined within a social context" . ln other words, creativity is the how (ability and
process) and the where and when (environment) made by the who (individual or
group) making the what (a specifie product both new and useful). This is very close
to Amabi le's 4-Ps . Altho ugh perhaps too general to provide precise guidance to
researchers and practitioners, such a definition magnificently articulates the complex
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and comprehensive nature of creativity and the multi-level considerations inherent in
the construct itself (Mumford, Hunter, and Bedell-A vers 2008).

1.3.1.4 Social Creativity

There have been various researches that discuss the social and contextual side of
creativity. The very first scholar who developed a mode! within a social context was
Amabile (Kuo 2011), Componential Mode! ofCreativity in 1983 (Amabile 1983).
This mode! can be mentioned as the first one to consider the cognitive, personality,
motivation and social influences in the creative process. In Amabile (Amabile et al.
1996, Amabile 1983), creativity is the creative product that emerges in a five step
process 1) problem or task identification; 2) preparation ; 3) response generation; 4)
response validation; and 5) outcome evaluation. Furthermore, the process interacts
with task motivation, domain-relevant skills, and creativity relevant skills. Figure 1
below illustrates Amabile 's Componential Mode! of Social Creativity.
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Figure 1: Componential Mode! of Social Creativity (A mab il e, 1983)
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Another attempt to discuss the social context of creativity was elaborated by
Ciskszentmihalyi, who investigated the relationship between creativity and cultural
evolution (Kuo 2011). Inspired by the process ofspecies evolution, Ciskszentmihalyi
developed the DIFI framework in 1988 (Kuo 2011 , Csikszentmihalyi 1998). This
framework contains three sub-systems; 1: lndividual ; F: Field; 1: Interaction.

Furthermore, Ciskszentmihalyi revises the framework and names it System Mode! of
Creativity in 1999 (Kuo 2011), according to the mode!, creativity can be best
understood as the confluence ofthree sub-systems . In his social mode! of creativity,
the individual is the most important one from the psychological perspecti ve (Kuo
2011). An individual makes a novel variation in the contents of domain and the
variation will be evaluated by the second part of the system, which is the field (Kuo
2011). The fields are held by various gatekeepers, such as expetis and scholars, who
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have the right to choose which variations can be reserved in the domains (Kuo 2011).
The creation by an individual must be sanctioned by a group of some sorts group
entitled to make decisions as to what should or should not be included in the domain
(Kuo 2011). Figure 2 below illustrates Csikszentmihalyi ' s Systems Mode/ of

Creativity.

Figure 2: Ciskszentmihalyi's Social Mo del of Creativity (Cs ikszcntrnihalyi. 1998)
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Another attempt to discuss the social context of creativity is Strenberg and Lubart' s

In vestment Th eOI'Y ofCreativity in 1991 (Kuo 2011 , Sternberg and Lubart 1991).
Unlike researchers like Csikszentmihalyi or Amabile who focus on describing the
subsystems and its interactions, Sternberg and Lubati have investigated the different
factors that might influence creativity (Kuo 2011) . To them, creative people are those
wi lling and able to " bu y low and se li high" in the real rn of ideas (Kuo 20 Il) .
Sternberg (2006) explains that buying low means pursuing ideas that are unknown or
out oftaste but have growth potential (Kuo 2011). To Sternberg, creativity is a
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decision making process or choice which relies on analytic, creative thinking and
practical ski lls(Kuo 2011). In the creative process, the investigator needs to take the
risk, overcome obstacles, and have tolerance of ambiguity (Kuo 2011). They asseti
that the creative perfonnance or products rely on many factors that may be wellknown (Kuo 2011). In the!nve tment Th eory ofCreativity, the production of
creativity requires the assistance of combinations of divergent elements, such as
intellectual abi lities, knowledge, think:ing styles, personality, motivation, and
environment (Sternberg and Lubati 1991 , Sternberg 1988 , Kuo 2011).

1.3 .2 Paradigms towards Creativity: He-Paradigm, 1- Paradigm and We-Paradigm
Acco rding to Glaveanu (20 10), the study of creativity has known three paradigmatic
stages: The genius stage (He-Paradi gm) , the creative persan (The I-Paradigm) and the
social stage (The We-Paradigm) .

He-Paradig m, the Lone Genius: takes into consideration the strongest individualistic
stand in the conceptualization of creativity. lt is based on the individuality, insight,
outstanding ability and fertility of genius as elitist and essentialist account of
creativity. lt is considered that creativity is given by God.

1-Paradigm., the Creative Persan: It considers that everyone can be creative white
replacing the genius with a nonnal persan.

We-Paradig m, Social Psycho/ogy ofCreativity: It considers that creativity takes place
within, is constituted and influenced by and has consequences on social context.
Creativity is connected with creative production, a creative persan, a field (social
system) and a domain (system of symbols).
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1.4 Distinction between Creativity and Innovation

There is an impotiant variability in defining creativity and innovation. The terms
innovation and creativity have often been defined with ambiguity in the literature.
Both terms incorporate novel ideas and novel ways, processes or characteristics,
however these two concepts are not the same. Many authors consider creativity as
generation of new and novel ideas and innovation as the application of these new
ideas (Amabile 1988, Van de Ven 1986). For example, Amabile et al.(1996) consider
that: ' [ ... ] ali innovations begin with creative ideas.

We defi ne innovation as the successful implementation of creative ideas within an
organization. In this view, creativity by individuals and teams is a starting point for
innovation; the first is necessary but not a sufficient condition for the second .
Chouteau and Viévard (2007) mention the word creativity, as synonymous to

inventivité. They actually borrow this word from Louis Armand who introduced it in
1970. In the same vein, Amabile (1988) , defines creativity: ' A product or idea is
creative to the extent that it is botha novel and appropriate response to an open-ended
task. ' (An open-ended task is one that does not have a clear and straightforward path
to salutation. On the contrary, Amabile (1988) , also suggests that ' innovation is the
successful implementation of creative ideas about products or processes within an
organization ... The products and processes can range from management ideas to
manufacturing methods ' . Therefore, it is important to consider that behind (most but
not ali) every innovation, there is creativity or inventivité. The same thing happens in
the industry; as an example, Leonardo Da Vinci had the creativity or idea of the
flying back in 1500. This idea became an invention by The Wright brothers in 1903 ,
but only in 1918 did the idea- invention became an innovation by US Air Mail.
Table 3 below illustrates different dimensions of creativity and innovation with
respect to various sub-themes.
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Ta ble 3: Di fference between C rea ti vity and Inn ovati on
Innova ti on

C reati vity
Novelty and Usefuln e
Described as somethin g new and useful to an indi v idu a l o r
society (Am abil e 1988; Nemeth and Nemeth 2001 ). U e o r
va lu e is interpreted di fferentl y by diffe rent di sciplin es

Novelty
Abso lute o r re lati ve to th e
uni t or organi za ti o n
(Am abil e 1988)

Big and Sma ll C rea ti vity
Perta ins to outstandin g achi evements th at cross di sc iplin es
and epochs, term Bi g Cor brea kin g throug h creativity
(Cs ikszentmih a ly i 1999, Fe ldma n 1999). lt ca n be a lso
mani fe t itselfa everyday achievement or lesser
magnitud e at the indi vidu a l leve!, sometimes to as Sma ll C
(B asadur 1993, 1 aksen 1988)

Applica ti on
An Appli cati o n co mpone nt
(A mabile 1988)

lntrins ic and developmenta l
Big and Sma ll C ca n be deve loped to va ry ing degree and
is agreed to in vo lve sho rt and long te mr in ve tm ents in
tim e, co mmitm ents and resources (A mabile 1988). Sma ll C
is an essenti a l, inn·in ic or natura l inc li nat ion amo ng
peo pl e, encouraged by mea ningful and who le work and li fe
ex pe ri ence (lsa ken 1988)

Purposeful
Intenti o n of be nefit or va lu e,
for exa mpl e
comm ercia li sa ti on of
crea ti ve id ea ( We t and Farr
1999)

Ho li sti c a nd compl ex
ls ho li sti c, mu lti- faca ted and comp lex ( Fe ldman 1999). lt is
a lso co ntex tu a l ba ed it is intluenced by s itu ati ona l factor
such a do ma in a nd environm ent (Cs ikszentmih ahy i 1999) .
Ho lis ti c ex pl a nati ons about crea ti vity hi ghli ght th e interrelatedn ess o f th e perso n, process , product and process
(A mabi le 1999)
lt is doma in-specifi e (Amabil e 1999, 1988, 1983)

Ma naged or strateg ie
A managed process (Gaynor
2002)
Sma ll o r large Sca le
Ca n be va lu ed on a large or
sma ll sca le ro utin e
(in crementa i) o r radi ca l
(radi ca l) (Gavor 2002)

Source: Adapte d fro m S lav ic h (20 10 )

1.5 Creative Industries as Context

We have chosen creative industries as the empirical settings for our research . These
sectors are becoming increasingly important components of moderm post-industrial
knowledge-based economies (Van der Pol2010). Not only are they thought to
account for higher than average growth and job creation, they are also vehicles of
cultural identity that play an important role in fostering cultural diversity (Van der
Pol 201 0) . Severa! creative industries a Iso known as cultural industries have been
defined as activities which have their origin in individual creativity, skill and talent
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and which have potential for wea lth and job creation through generation and
exploitation of intellectual property (DCMS 2001). According to Thomson (2002),
cultmal and creative industries consist of those organizations that ' design, produce,
and distribute products that appeal to aesthetic and expressive taste more than to the
utilitarian aspect of customer needs, su ch as films , books, building design, fashion
and music ' . According to Thomson (2002), the main activities ofthese industries are
the ' production or products that serve important symbolic functions such as
capturing, refracting and legitimizing societal knowledge and values.'

In other words, creative (cultural) industries are understood to involve mainly
industries that commercialize literature, music, film , and visual and performing arts
(Throsby 2001). All these industries face, on an ongoing basis, ten ions between
miistic and commercial values. Indeed, the debate on industries that commercialize
cultural products is rooted in a sociological debate emanating fi·om the Frankfmt
School. Horkheimer and Adorno in 1944, with a rather negati ve view of the industry,
argued that at1 and culture were being transfonned into an industrial mass product
(Horkheimer and Adorno 2002). Moreover, cultural industries operate in a projectbased context (DeFi llippi and A1ihur 1998). Technology has been an impotiant
dimension in cu ltural and creative industries. The creative economy straddles
economie, political, social, cultural and technological issues and it is at the crossroads
of the atis, business and technology (Van der Pol 2010). Therefore, understanding the
role oftechnology and in patiicular the IS in creative industries and its use bas been
given an important role, especiall y with the role of digital distribution of design, and
music which has developed global markets and new industries (PWC 2007).
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1.6 Summary

In this chapter, we have discussed various definitions and trends attached to creativity
and technology. The topics presented in this chapter are used as contextualisation of
the literature reviews for the articles I and II and III which will be presented later.

The goal of this research is to examine the place of creativity in infonnation
technology (IT) research. We examined research on creativity in the information
systems (IS) discipline and discussed the relationship between creativity and
technology. The thesis con tains three articles, the summary of which is as follows: In
the first article, we conducted a literature review and examined the place of creativity
in IT research, positioning this research on the basis ofürlikowski and Scott' s (2008)
classification of variance, process, and relationality. We positioned the creativity
litera ture in IT research un der variance logic and we proposed avenues of research to
study this relationship by adopting social process logic. In the second article, we
focused on the impact oftechnology on creativity and conducted an ethnographie
study on a festival in Quebec City (Carna val du Québec) , discussing this relation
under trans_missive, interactive, and imaginative categories. In the third article, we
focused on the impact of creativity on the use oftechnology and conducted a
qualitative research study on the radio industry in Montreal; we discussed creativity
under two themes that play important roles in the use oftechnology and showed the
imp01tance of creativity in this context. The general goal of this thesis is to extend
research on the relationship between creativity and technology from the point ofview
of social process logic in the

rs discipline.

Key words: Technology, creativity, social process, actors, creative indusnies,
technology-in-use.

CHAPTERII
METHODOLOGY AND DESCRIPTION OF CASE STUDIES

2.1 Qualitative Research in lnfom1ation Systems

In this disse1tation, we have chosen to conduct qualitative research rather than
quantitative. Qualitative research suits in-depth investigation of research phenomena
that are social and contextual (Patton 2002). On the other band, quantitative
approaches are generally used as means ofunderstanding objective phenomena (this
could include variable, factors, and hypothesis) (Crotty 1998). Part of our research is
to understand creativity, and creativity is a complex phenomenon requiring rich
description and multiple perspectives. Qualitative research thus presents advantages
in human science research. One of the main aspects of qualitative researches which
have been atticulated by many authors is its contextual nature. High ranking scholars
such as (Denzin 1974, Patton 2002, Yin 2009) have emphasized the importance of
context in these types of research. Furthermore, qualitative research was appropriate
for our research as there was a need for a holistic understanding of participants '
experiences in complex matters of creativity. Qualitative research does however have
some weaknesses, one of which is the subjectivity of the researcher (Gu ba and
Lincoln 1994, Patton 2002) . This weakness can be minimized by systematic and
creative data collection and interpretation of data (Patton 2002).

In the IS discipline, like any other discipline ofhuman sciences, qualitative methods
are widely used. One of the motivations for doing qualitative methods, as opposed to
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quantitative methods, is the ability to observe and converse freely. The impotiant patt
of qualitative methods is the fact that it enables the researcher to understand people
and the social context in which the study happens.

In this chapter, in addition to what will be explained further in atiicles I and III, we

describe the context in which we have conducted our study. We also describe the
methodologies which have been used to conduct the studies. For the 1st case study,
we used the setting of cultural industries, known also as creative industries and
conducted an ethnography study. The study was do ne in the Cat·nival of Quebec, in
Quebec City, a city in the Notihern pati of the province of Quebec, Canada. For the
second case study, we conducted a single in-depth case study, based on qualitative
semi-structured interviews in a Radio organization based in Montreal, Canada.

2.2 Ethnographie Approach (Atiicle Il)

As previously mentioned, we have decided to use ethnography study as our research
method, which refers to both the research method and the written account of
describing the case and getting more insights into the work place (Morse and Field
1996). Sin ce our aim was to study the impact of infonnation technology on creativity,
we have chosen this qualitative research method as we foresee the social world as a
process and not as static event. Therefore, ethnography, as the means of studying the
social process, while observing the study and getting insights into human phenomena
and interactions with the environment (technology) was a suitable approach to
achieve the aim of our study. One of the well-known definitions of ethnography given
by Hammersley and Atkinson (2007) is:

'... Ethnography is a particular method or set of methods. ln its most
characteristic form it involved the ethnographer participating, overtly or
covertly, in p eople ·s daily livesfor an extended p eriod o.ftime, watching what
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happens, listening to what is said, a king questions - infact, collecting
whatever data are available to throw light on the issues that are the fo cus of
research. '

The ethnographical approach used for thi s stud y was based on an in-depth
involvement of the researcher in the fi eld . We have gathered and developed
ethnographi cal notes to understand the impact of information system on creativity
with an acti ve pariicipation of the researcher in every activity within the co ntext of
the research.
2.2. 1 Description of the Case of ' Carniva l of Que bec '
In Canada, the Cultural industri es, also known as Creati ve Industries, play an
important role in economie growth. Whil e they have inherently creati ve
characteristics, they have been given impotiant attention by cities Iike Montreal and
Quebec City. According to Statisti cs Canada, the direct impact of cultural industries
to the Canadian economy in 2001 amounted to more than $38 billion doii ars, whi ch is
close to 4% of the Canadian economy. lt is impmi ant to mention that the growth is
ongoing. Based on statistics, we see an important economie impact of cultural
industries in the Canadian economy. As an example of the GDP contribution of
Festivals or Car·nival in Canada, Statistics Canada report shows the proportional
growth of Festivals in Canadian economy over a 4 year period. Tabl e 4 below
iiiustrates this growth by the industry. Given the imporiance of creati ve indu sh·i es and
the lack of empiri cal research in these industries, we have decided to conduct our case
study in festi vals.

Process ofchoosing the Carnival ofQuebec: At first, my supervisors and 1 gathered
the nam es and data on a few festivals in the province of Quebec. Among ali of them,
we shori-listed 17 fes ti vals in the province; notably: Festival des guitares du monde,
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H20 f estival Coop !GA Amos, Le tour de l 'Abitibi - Coupe des nations, Truck
Rodeo, emerging Music festival , Concert aux iles du Bic, Fete du Chocolat de

Bromont and Cami val of Quebec. Given the importance of Cami val of Quebec and
its international and local reputation, we have decided to go along with the Carnival
and we made initial contact. The main entrepreneur of the Carnival was very kind and
helpful and open and he came to our University office, during his visit to Montreal ,
where we met and agreed to conduct our study on the Cm-nival of Quebec.
Table 4: Pl ace of Festi va ls in the Canacli an GDP , Statisties Canada Report 2002

GDP growth nues in culture sub-sectors

Percentage change
1997
to 1998

Culture sub·sectors
1 rn m ustry
Archrtec ure
Advertrsmg
Written medra
Broadcas rng
Heritage
Design
Pho ography
Libranes
Perlorming arts
Sound recording and musrc publishmg
Visual arts

71
13.0
21
6.5
-27 9
-0.8
-6.3
12.0
-10.8

34.1
0.6
5.6
0.02
5.9
1.9
0.9
-0.8
14 2
78
6.2

2.9
20.7
3.9
20
5.0
32
53.2
-0.8
12
-31.0
9.6

1999
to 2000

2000
to 2001

1996
to 2001

34 .0
13.3
12.5
98
5.3
7.8

-10.5
. .6
7.5
5.5
4.2
19
-8.6
-0.7
54
-5.3
-15 .6

46.2
4 .0
42 1
33.5
24.4
23.2
6.4
-3.7
-5.9
-13.3
-17.7

4.5

-0.7
-17.6
9.9
-6 02

9.8
79
7.3
6.1
4.5
~ .3

4A
-0.8
-0.6
-1.3
-3 .3

History and the Importance ofCarnival ofQuebec: The empirical setting of this case
study was Quebec City, a city in the Northern Pm1 of Quebec, where the Cami val,
one of the most famous winter carnivals in the world, takes place. The Carnival of
Quebec has received impot1ant attention from the Federal Government of Canada and
provincial Quebec govermnent. ln addition, The Bonhomme, the mascot of the
Cm-nival of Carnival, is a key figure of not only the Cami val itself, and its creative
dimension, but has also been an impot1ant political (or marketing) figure
accompanying the Premier of Quebec in a few business development trips overseas.
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Moreover, the Bonhomme of the Carnival symbolically receives the key of Quebec
City for the course ofCarnival from the Mayor of the Quebec City.

Since the beginning of the French colonisation of Canada, the inhabitants ofNew
France created a rowdy tradition of getting together just before Lent to eat, drink and
be merry. The custom of celebrating from the end of January until mid-February has
long been popular. The Quebec Carnival in Quebec City, also considered the world ' s
snow capital, started in 1894 (Provencher 2003).The Cami val of Quebec was
inten-upted by the Two World Wars. The first official edition of the Quebec Win ter
Carnival took place in 1955 . The Cm·nival snowballed into an undeniable
manifestation for the entire Quebec City population, and it also becan1e an imp01iant
vehicle for tourism and economie activity of the city. This winter festival or catnival
plays an impottant role in the City ' s GDP growth. In 2011 , the 5i 11 edition of the
Cm·nival alone generated more than $31 million incrementai GDP for the city and
created more than 630 additional direct jobs for the population of Quebec City 1• The
number of visitors to this event was approximated at 750,000 tourists from various
locations within and outside Canada. The Cami val is unique because of its location.
lts reputation has spread beyond borders due to increasing international recognition.
From one winter to the next, the Carnival enriches its activity pro gram. The activities
in the cm·nival are mainly" winter sports, snow sculpture, dogsled races and eancekayak races on the St-Laurent river. It is the largest winter carnival in the world and is
the third on the list of the top carnivals after the famous Rio and New Orleans
carnivals (Provencher 2003 , Hulbeti 1971). lt is impotiant to note that winter in
Quebec is not an ordinary winter; the average temperature during the cat·nival is about
-20 degrees Celsius whilst not taking into consideration the wind factor.

1

Cami val website

- - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - -
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Organization ofCarnival ofQuebec: The organization of this carnival is quite typical
in the sense that the number of employees varies depending on the work required .
There are approximately 55 permanent employees in the cm·nival premises
throughout the year, and they are considered as full-time employees of the carnival.
The second parts of employees are the ones are hired during the pre- and postcarnival periods. The dura ti on of their work is approximately 2-3 months. The third
type of employees are mainly volunteers who work free of charge during the carnival
and help with the organization of the carnival by giving assistance to tourists and
taking care of the premises. It is impo1iant to note that the location in which the
catnival takes places is very central and meaningful. It is next to The Quebec
Parliament and the historie Pl ains of Abraham (a historie area within the Battlefields
Parks in Quebec City) which recalls the English-French traditions of Quebec City and
the province of Quebec.

2.2.2 Strategies for Interacting with Empirical Material
2.2 .2.1 Preliminary Data Collection (phase one)
A fier first contact with the catnival authorities, we designed a plan of intervention at
the carnival premises to conduct our study. At first stage, as mentioned , the
entrepreneur general of the cm·nival came to our office around April2009, where we
discussed in details our intervention in Quebec City. Our first study was to
understand the nature of the carnival; therefore, we requested documentation from
him. It is impmiant to note that each year, at the carnival office, they create a press
review of ali that has been said and discussed in the media over the cm·nival. We
received a copy of this book named: le 55e CaJ-nival a entrainé tout le monde dans la

ma ca rade ! 30 janvier au 15 février 2009. A fier c.areful review of this document as
weil as the official website of carnival, we were invited to the D~filé du Canaval , a
rail y of the Cmnival in Montreal , wh en each year, the catnival of Quebec co mes to
Montreal to show some oftheir creative works to Montrealers and attract them to the
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following year' s event. This rall y took place in September 2009, where we were
personally present in order to understand what the Cami val means in real terms.

Our second intervention took place on a trip with my supervisor to Quebec City on
September 11 th 2009, where we went to the HQ of the Carnivallocated in a suburb of
Quebec City, where the production of creative goods and rally machines are
physically present. We had a meeting with the main entrepreneur, the director
general, and we were introduced to various employees in the carn ival office and we
have been welcomed by allmembers of Cami va l operational and technical teams.
During our first intervention, we conducted audio-video interviews of the
entrepreneur who gave an overall view ofhow the cmnival works, and what they do
in the camival. This gave us a better understanding ofwhat we have in the cm·nival
and what we can stud y.

After the day-trip to Quebec City, we prepared a summary of our meeting and
(together with my supervisors) concluded how we can intervene and conduct our data
collection. The carnival edition of2010, where we conducted our case study was
planned to take place from January 29th 2010 to February 14th 2010. We decided to be
present statiing from the 1st week of January, until the end of the Camival and until
the dismantling of the cm·nival was over. This meant that our data collection in
observation, ethnography (which will be explained fmiher) took place from the 1 t
week of J anum·y 2010 un til the end of February 2010, or approximately two months
of data collection. The Cami val lasts for two weeks, however, the preparation and
construction took approximately four to five weeks and the dismantling
(deconstructio n) took another two weeks, thereby giving a total observation period of
two months .

We made a second day-trip to the Carnival in Quebec City, on October !6th 2009.
During this trip, we now had better understanding of the cm-nival and we conducted
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our interviews based on the interview guide that we have prepared beforehand. The
entrepreneur presented the plans that he had for the next year' s event, i.e. the 2010
edition of the camival, and we went through the specifie details ofwhat he was doing
and how the designs and discussions around the theme of cami val wou id be
organised.

lt is important to mention that there is a new theme to the carnival each year. This
theme comes as the fruit of discussions and interactions between ail three layers of
employees who come up with a creative theme for next year' s event. While doing so,
they get together, ask questions on what has been gone right or wrong during the
carnival and they document every aspect of the carnival. The team comes up with a
few themes which act as the umbrella for the next year' s creative theme. The
executive team along with honorary members of the car·nival sit together and choose
the final theme. We were given access to observe one ofthese gatherings.

l ee Palace as the Research Case: The cat·nival, as mentioned, is dispersed in various
locations in Quebec City next to the Pari iament of Quebec. Traditionally, the
Cat·nival usually has: an lee Palace, a symbolical construction of an entire palace built
in blacks of ice, the Canoe Race, the Snow Sculpture, the Night parade, The Queens
and Duchesses, The Effigy and the Carnival Bonhomme. Due to the number of
different teams and different tasks which happen at the same time in the camival both
at the construction-event-deconstruction, and also at the pre-construction events of
the carnival at the carnival premises, we decided to study the lee Palace within the
cami val.

Symbolically, the lee Palace is built for the Bonhomme of the Canival, who is the
cami val' s gu est of ho nor. It is an impressive construction of an en tire palace nearly
50 meters wide, 20 meters deep and 20 meters high with an estimated cost of around
$65 ,000, adding $20,000 for the electric installations (Provencher 2003) . The carnival
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ice palace is constructed by typical oxygen-free industrial ice blocks and its overall
weight reaches almost 9,000 tons ofice and snow. Figure 3 is a picture ofthe 2010
edition of the cami val ' s Ice Palace.
Figure 3: lee Palace - Cat·ni va l ofQuebec 2010 editi o n

2.2.2.2 Ethnography Study (phase two)
After the day trips to Quebec City, and gathering necessary documentations for our
study, we planned to be present, as mentioned, stmiing from l 51 week of January to
end ofFebruary 201 O. In addition, we were given access to their database, ali the
documentation that they prepared for the last year's edition and ali the press reviews
that were published for the 2009 edition of cami val. We decided to conduct an
ethnographical study for the purpose of immersing om·selves into the daily li fe of
individuals and have a better understanding of what they do and how they do their
work. We prepared our research plan for our intervention in the field. Table 5 below
illustrates this plan together with interview guides which have been prepared for our
study.
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Tabl e 5: Research Plan
Structure
Presenta tion

W ork load and the evo lution in
the co mpany

La nd marks
The aim of the interview: In the framework of my Ph .D. program
at UQAM, 1 w ill do a research in your compan y and I wo uld like
to cond uct interviews with your e lf, yo ur peer and the key actors
of your co mpany to understand yo ur creative work, the
techno logies yo u use to accomp lish yo ur wo rk, both before,
du ring and after the constructio n of fe ti va l. In thi re pect, I a k
yourself about yo ur work, yo ur pos ition, yo ur previous wo rk
experience, number of yea r you have wo rked in this company
Pe m1ission : I prepared a consent fo rm taken from TELUQ
uni versity, s igned by myself, my superv isors. I explained the
confi dentia lities of his/ber pre ence in my re earch and I
requested fo r the pennis ion to record this audio and or vi ual
interv iew. I a Iso a ked him/ her to ig n the le tter. Once copy was
given to the parti c ipant and one copy wa kept fo r ethica l issues
and pem1iss ion fo r my thesis. I a lso mentio ned that the access to
the interv iews is only shared between me and my superv isors.
Each interview began with generatio n question relating to the
interviewee's ro le and re pon ibili ties in the company.
It a lso fo llowed with asking the previous position of the
interv iewee in the company and evolution of his previous
positions until now.

Creativity and teclmo logy

I have a few interview guides, because based on my case stud y,
the ro les and responsibi litie of the people within the case are
diffe re nt and bence s light modifica tio ns were required during the
interviews. Secondl y, since I was do ing an etlmographic stud y,
o me of my inter views were onl y compo ed of the wo rk or the
fie ld or the ac tion which I did no t under tand, or 1 aw the
pertinence and need more c larificatio ns. T berefore, the interview
guides were fl ex ible and adj u ta b le in regard to tl1e situation in
which 1 required clarifica tion.
The interviews were open-ended questions, and sometimes
specifie, when required for a specifie actions o r·creativ ities in the
festi va l. 1 o b erved the teclu1o logies invo lved in the creati ve
wo rk and 1 asked people who are us ing the techno logies wh ile
no tify ing the creati ve work that they were acco mp lishing.In terms
of open-ended questions, some of the m were contex t oriented, fo r
example, we were not be able to ob erve or be present in the field
fo r a specifie event and we que tioned, what happened after 1.le ft
in that day? O r how did the teclmology help yo u to do this
pec ific task? O r how do you de cri be the impac t of techno logy
on this specifie creative work?
As mentioned , due to nature of an etlmographic stud y, we bad
diffe re nt que tions du ring the events and we ca1mot plan a li of
tl1e m in adva nce. Since our aim is to get as much as information
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Structure

Landmarks
we can, in a more detailed manner, we adapted ourselve to the
si tuations and we questioned the employee accordingly.
Secondl y, we u·ied to create a friendl y atmosphere between the
research and the employees and not research employees'
relation . We had to imitate the contacts in such a way that we
can get the respondent's tmst and confidence so that we can get
good answers fro m hi m/her. Moreover, we also asked to be
present in theil· informai work and ga therings after hours. This
created a more relaxing atmosphere and contJ·ibuted confidence
buildli1g with the fe ti va l employees and reduced the di stance
with them. After ali , we were conducting an etlmographic stud y
and we were immersing in theil· daily life.
It was also necessary to leave the necessary reflection time for the
respondent to respond. It was important to be patient and indeed

no t at ali inteJTupt the interviewee. The interruption may rnislead
the il1terviewee and affects the quality of the interview.
It is important to al o note the eleme nts which the respondent did

Questions

not develop in the responses and which are important for me. 1
kept them in mind and noted them, and finally renewed the
questions in due time to have clarifi cations.
Here, I present the list of questions:
1. Brief de cription of yo u, yo ur na me and responsibilities
in the orga nization
2. De cribe your role and how did you become a member
of festi va l.
3. Are yo u permanent or temporary employee?
4. How many years are yo u wo rking with the festival ?
5. What are the technologies that you use to accompli h
yo ur work?
6. What did yo u u e to do witl1out these teclmologies
before their presence and how do you describe the use of
teclmologies for your work and theil· impacts?
a. Note: This question can be repetitive depending
on the number of technologies that the
respondent is usrng for hi s work.
7. How do you describe the impact oftechnology on yo ur
creative work when the information is ava ilable to
everyone and it is stored in yo ur data base ?
8. How do you describe the impact of teclmology in
regrouping o ld idea into novel ideas, or even exploring
for novel idea ?
9. How do yo u describe the impact of teclmology in
crea ting contact between yo u and other member of the
organiza tion? How does this affect in yo ur creative
work? Can you discuss what yo u used to do without
having this teclmology?
1O. How do you de cri be the usefulnes of teclm ologies in
general in yo ur creati ve work? Can yo u give examples?
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Land marks
Il. Do you think that teclm o logy can hinder your creativity and
ifso how?
12 . If you have thing else to add, please let me know.

Structure

Note: The inter views were conclucted mai nl y in French but lh ere have been
interviews in Engl ish too.

The interviews were ended by thanking the participant, a suring
the confidentiality of the answer . I also requested that 1 might
need to retum and ask for clarifications or conduct a
complementary interview.
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Before going to the cm·nival premises, we created a set of dimensions to study the
creative work in the case study. Each set of parameters came up as result of the 1st
phase of data collection, where we went to the car·nival premises and understood the
nature of work in the field.

Table 6 illustrates the set of direct observation parameters for our observation in the
field .

Table 6: Observation Parameters

Contex t
Before the construction
During the construction

During the festival

After the festiva l
Dime ns ions
D ail y work and routines

Teclmology

lndicators
Visiting the place, visiting the atelier, the wo rk groups, the method of
work, the ex-changed discuss ion be tween them, frequency of contacts
The geography of the place; the gro up work the method of
organization ofwork (including use oftechnology); the ex-changed
conver ations; the frequency of contact both while working and also
after wo rk and during breaks; preparation fo r the meetings; decision
makings, description of place and weatber; identification of creati ve
work and the teclu1ologies related to them;
The type of ceremonies; discourses and tl1e discussions ; the reaction of
employees; the reaction of participants; teclmologies used, how they
are used ;
Type of interacti on ·; discourses and discussions; final steps of
ceremonies; the reactions of the employees;
Land marks
Explaining the CUITent events (how do yo u explain the
situation?);receiving the instructions from the head quarter or the mai n
entrepreneur; construction work o n the site; receiving materials ;
securiti es on the site
Types of teclu1ologies ava ilable ; interactions between hu ma ns and
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Creative work

technologies ;
Creative work ; type of creativity ; how did the creativity appear;
discussion and discourses around creativity and creative work

Source: Adaptee! from Rouleau ( 1995)

Each day, after the interviews, observations, taking videos and photos, a daily diary
of events was written and completed . Overall, we gathered an important amount of
data from the case of the cm·nival, which are not on used for Article II, but we plan to
use them for other articles in the pipeline. We gathered 21 da ys of ethnography study.
Everything was recorded , everything was noted . After the carnival was over, we
gathered ail the infonnation and created an in ven tory of the collected data. Overall,
we collected 1781 pages of documents, wrote 116 pages of field notes, and gathered
25 hours of audio-video and 511 photos from the cm·nival. A detailed understanding
of the inventory of our case is attached to thesis. (Appendix 1)

2.3 In-depth Case Study (Aiticle III)

In the second empirical research of this dissertation, we conducted a study on the
radio industry. Since 1 have engineering background, digital broadcasting and digital
world have been always a great persona! interest to me. Moreover, I have been
working in Radio stations both in France at Radio France International and in Canada
at Radio Canada International. Therefore, studying the radio was not only a means of
case study, but was also a persona! passion towards the industry, and also I wanted to
have more knowledge about recent evolutions. Our aim ofresearch for this empirical
case study was to understand the impact of creativity on the use of technologies in the
radio stations. However, before presenting the case and the details of the qualitative
research, it i important to contextualize and present an outline of the change in radio
industries which have been partially a moti vation for this research on the digital
world.
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Radio Indu try : Towards Digitalization: Existing analogue radio services (s uch as
AM and FM) have for a long time provided good quality sound and favorable
reception conditions. Unfortunately, when conditions are Jess favorable, AM and FM
broadcasters suffer a Joss of sound quality. Obvious examples of this include:

Night-time fading experienced on AM rad io ;
Signais reflected from building or hi li s (multi-path propagation) causing
distortion of FM radio ;
Electrical interference, from domestic equipment or motor vehicles, causing
unwanted bursts on noise at the receiver side.

Digital broadcasting offers the opportunity to deliver a signal from broadcaster to
receiver without any such Joss of quality. In addition, nowadays, we have tremendous
changes in radio programming on the Intemet. With internet radio, ali these problems
are resolved , and radio-on-demand has been widely used by the end- users on the
intemet. By introducing Digital Radio and radio-on-demand, both end-users and
digital broadcasting centers undergo a tremendous change, both externally and
internally. Radio stations can now have access to bigger populations internationally
and provide different services to them. These services are more than listening to
simple radio stations. For example, with targeted advetiising, radio stations can find
out the location of the li steners and feed them with local ads; they can feed them with
what is going on around the listeners (e.g. news, local events etc.). While a listener is
listening to a musical radio station, the station can offer them to purchase songs or
album s related to what they are listening to. Moreover, radio listeners can also choose
what to li sten to, when to listen to it and how to listen to it (with what deviee). This
radio-on-demand creates more flexibility and aims at a more targeted audience for the
radio stations and also for the listeners. From the li stener' s side, we see that a great
nwnber of internet users listen to radios while they are working on other issues on the
internet at their work-stations, or on mobile deviees. Statistics shows that in emerging
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markets, 78% of internet users li sten to on-line radios while working on their
eomputers or mobile deviees. On the other hand, from the mature markets, 58 % of
internet users listen to radio station while working on their eomputers or mobile
deviees. Table 7 below shows the statisties on the on-going growth ofradio-ondemand and internet radio while people are doing other aetivities on-line.
Table 7: Onlin e stati stics on In ternet User in Mature vs Emerging Markets 2009

Online Activities of Internet users in Mature* vs.
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Therefore, we have a grea ter number of market shares in crea ting and designing
radio-on-demand. One of the motivations to start this research was to understand the
development of radio-players which are used in various radio stations, on various
means of access to the radio dming the design and conception of these players.
Bence, we have chosen a leading radio player designer in the world to conduct our
study. However, in arder to have a better understanding of the radio industry and the
field ofresearch, although we have personally worked in the radio stations, we
'

conducted a pilot study. One of the members of the research team participated in an
International conference on Radio industry held in Tokyo, Japan in November 2010.
There were over 400 participants coming from ali five continents. There were
various workshops and conference sessions on the digital world and the change that is
happening in this industry. I conducted this pilot study over this conference, which
enabled us to understand the setting of digital radio, allowed us to redefine the
research questions, improve the interview protocol and also provided us with enough
information to find the radio station that we have studied in our case study. At the
same time, it enabled us to create links in the industry and understand the settings of
this digital radio. During this trip to Tokyo, I gathered many documents, and
discussion power-points which were presented during the conference. I also
interviewed a few participants over coffee, lunch or dinner, which gave an
explorative view on digital radio and how the designers of radio live with this change
(digitalizing and radio on-demand) ofindush-y. We have transcribed ali the interviews
and .they have ena bled us to crea te our research interview guide and re-structure our
questions in arder to get as much details as we wanted during the main empirical case
study.

After this phase of pilot case study, we were able to reconfim1 the choice that we
made initially for our empirical case, and we re-contacted the company and asked for
interviews and presence in their premises.
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2.3 .1 Description of the Radio Case based in Montreal
In order to empirically explore the impact of creativity on the use oftechnology, we
have chosen an imp01iant key figure company in the radio player designer industry.
This radio player company is considered a North American leader in the live radio
streaming business. lt is 8th amongst the of the top-1 0 US radio broadcasters.
Internationally, in more than 25 countries, they have designed radio players for more
than 2,000 stations. In addition to their office in Montreal, they have offices in
Geneva, Boston, Los Angeles, New York and Singapore and they provide end-to-end
salutation for live media dedicated for the broadcasters. Their work consists of
creating live radio players on every deviee, whether it is mobile phones, PDAs, iPads
and also on the internet. They also conduct audience measurement analysis, showing
the number of visitors and listeners for each radio channel, and they prepare
comparative analyses of the project radio station to others ofthe same format. One of
the key impotiant creative works they do with their technologies is to insert ads, on
the sh·eaming radio program depending on the area or the deviee where the listener is
located. These inserted ads are not only from the geographie locations of the listeners,
but also from the type of their connections, their age, and their gender. Ali these
additional technologies are available to radio stations in order to monetize the content
of the radio stations. As mentioned earlier, for example, if you are a listener of the
typical pro gram which broadcasts a song, on the widget or banner si de of the player,
you will be able to pm·chase and 'listen to other songs of the same album or the same
singer. At the same time, you will be able, to check the dates of the next concert of
the singer in your area and purchase your ticket online. This is not only additional
revenue for the radio, but also brings a competitive advantage for the radio station
compared to other radio stations which are doing more or Jess the same type of
content programs for the same targeted audiences. These radio players enable the
end-user, listener, to use radio-on-demand, meaning that the end-user can easily save
the radio program that he is willing to listen later and buffer it for the future. At the
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same time, the end-user then can schedule the program that he wants to listen to in
advance. All these features are available to the end-user to listen as he wishes to,
where he wishes to, and from any deviee that he wishes to use. The types of players
are presented in figure 4.

Fig ure 4: Type of pl ayers des igned by Montrea l-based Compan y
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The job of the radio designer company is to design su ch radio players for stations
internationally, and the use ofteclmology in creative ways is at the heart oftheir
work. They have various technologies, from across the spectrum and expetiise and
they create, design, and operationalize the radio players for the end-users.

At first, before going to the company, the project leader was kind enough to give us a
2-hours presentation of his company and what they are doing. This was quite
enrichi ng for us to understand the nature oftheir work and what they do. In addition,
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we were allowed access to various documents regarding their projects, i.e. their ongoing projects. Second, the team leader took us to an informa! lunch with a few other
members of his team in the aim of introducing us to the rest of team. Over the lunch,
we were able to get acquainted with all of them, tell them what we are looking for,
who we are and have little off-the-record discussions in order to create a trust
between the team members and us.
In the third step, the team leader took us to meet the team at their offices and we
stmied to discuss about their position, their work and their on-going project. We
examined ali the manuals, including internai documents related to their on-going
work, and finally we were given a presentation of the company.
Interviews: We started the 1st round of interviews with the team leader and his team
members who were working on the ESPN project radio player. The first round of
interviews was in November to December 2011. We prepared an interview guide
beforehand. An example interview guide is in Table 8 together with the parameters
that we prepared for our observation-shadowing during our intervention at the radio
station.
Ta bl e 8: Observatio n parameters

Context
Before the start of project

During the project

After the project

Dimensions

Indicators
Visiting the key person of the company, meeting with him to find out
what they do exact!y and what are the noveltie that they bring to the
radio i.ndustry
The group work, the method of organizati on of work (i ncludi.ng use of
teclmology) ; the conversations; the freq uency of contacts botb whi le
working and also after work and during break ; preparation for the
meetings; decision makings, description; identification of creative work
and the teclmologies related to them;
The type of teclmologies; discourses and the discu sions; the reaction
of employees; the reaction of end-user digita i softwa re; teclmo logies
used, how they are used;
Type of interactions; di cour e and discussion ; fina l steps of project;
the reactions of the employee ; feedback from the end-users for the
recursive nex t projects
Land marks
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Dail y wo rk and routiJ1es
Teclmology
Creative work

Explaining the proj ect , fro m initial steps, to prototypes, to end user
interaction, meetings and brainstorming
Type of technologie avai lab le ; mteractions between human and
teclmologies ;
Creati ve wo rk ; type of creativity ; how did the creativity raised ;
discu ion and di cour es around creativity and the crea ti ve work; how
type of creativities changes the use of technology

In general, we gathered more than 12 interviews, including the pilot study. Average
duration of interviews was from one hour to one and Y2 hour. We initial! y,
interviewed people whom we thought could provide a rich input and insight into the
project. Therefore, we started interviewing the project leader. Subsequently, as the
project leader, had introduced us to the rest ofteam, we interviewed them as weil. We
were also in their premises and pa1ticipated in their meetings and did our own
observations. The Interview guide is presented in Table 9 below.

The second round of our data collection happened nearly 6 months after the first
round and we went again to the company premises and conducted the interv iews with
more or less the same people. We have transcribed ali the interviews, which serve as
our primary data for our analysis. The analysis and mode! of analysis are presented
in A1ticle III.
Table 9: In terview Guide

Pre entation

Landmarks
The aim of the interview: In the framewo rk of my Ph.D . pro gram at
UQAM, 1 do a re earch iJ1 your compan y and I would Iike to
conduct interview with yo ur elf, yo ur peers and the key actors of
yo ur compan y to understand your crea ti ve wo rk, the technolog ies
yo u use to accomplish yo ur work. In thi respect, I ask yo ur e lf
about your wo rk, yo ur position, yo ur previous work experience,
number of yea rs yo u ha ve worked in this compan y
Permi ss ion: I prepared a consent form taken from TELUQ
uni versity, signed by myself and my supervisors. l explained the
confidentia lity dimension of the research and I reque ted for the
pem1ission to record thi audio or visual interview. I a l o a ked
him/her to ign the letter of consent. One copy wa given to the
parti cipant and one copy was kept for ethical i ue and permi 10n
for my thes~ I also mentioned that the access to the interviews will
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Work load and the evo lution
in the company

Creati vity and technology

Landmarks
be onl y sbared between me and my supervisors.
Each interview began witb general que tion relating to the
interviewee ' roles and responsibilitie in the company.
It also fo llowed by asking the previous position of the interviewee
in the company and evolution of his previous po itions un til now.
Section l ) Questions on the participants' professional activity
-Can you tell m e about yo ur organization?
-Can you tell me about your positions and responsibilities in the
company?
-Can you tell me about yo ur responsibilities in the proj ect
The interviews were based on open-ended questions, and sometimes
pecific, when required for a pecifi c actions or creative acti vities in
the Radio and the position of peop le in the company. I noted the
techno logies invo lved in the creati ve work and I as ked questions of
people who are using the technologies white noting the creative
work that they are accompli shing or have accomp li hed .
It was also necessary to avo id repeatù1g questions which may

wea ken the answers in giving them a negati ve tone. The researcher
left the necessary reflection time for the respondent to respond. It is
important to be pati ent and indeed not at ali interrupt the
interviewee. The ù1terruption may mislead the interviewee and
affects the quality of the interview.
It is important to also note the elements which the respondent did
not develop in the responses and which are important for me. I kept
them ù1 mind and noted them, and finall y asked the questions in due
time to get clarifications.
Section 2) T he impact of creati vity on technology
-Do yo u consider the radio sec tor is a creati ve sector and if so wh y?
-How do yo u define the creativity or creati ve work?
-How do yo u describe the relationship between teclmo logy and
creativity in yo ur job? What are the impacts?
-How can yo ur crea tivity impact the choice of technology for the
radio player? Where do yo u see its manifestations?
-To what extent do yo u use the previous players for the new
project? And what are the criteria involved? Where can creati vity
come from and where do yo u see it?
-Over the process of crea ting new players fo r the radio, how would
yo u describe the steps in designing the players and to what ex tent
does creativity play a role in each step?
a) You have de igned a methodology for the project which regroups
the steps to take and the pecifications; what is the pl ace fo r
creativity in between and does creativi ty have an impact on
teclmology, choice of teclm o logy, app ropriation of teclmology,
usage of teclmology in each step? Can you develop?
b) Can yo u tell me about the right fra mù1g of the players?
-How do yo u describe the impact ofyour creativity and yo ur
colleague's creati vity on the use of the new techn ology)
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Land marks

Feedback part of proj ect

Section 3) Is there anything else you want to mention?
Due to the nature of radio proj ects in thi company, there were postmortem meetings and we were also investigating the po t-mortem
meetings by conducting questions during the e meeting . We a lso
requested for exa mp les of po t-mortem documents and gathered
data which are di tributed among the tea m members. These
question were asked if the respondent i part of post-mortem
meeting :
Section
-

4) - if the respondent i member of post-mortem team.
How do yo u conduct the post-mortem meetings?
Who are the members of po t-mortem meetings?
Wh at are the teps of post-mortem meeting ?
How frequent wi ll yo u do the po t-mortems?
Do yo u do post-mortems interna li y or a lso with end-user ?
Do yo u have any quality control tea m? If so how they are
involved in the post-mortem meeting ?
How the e meeting are recorded and distributed in the
orgaili zation?
What will happen after post-m ortem meetings? H ow do
you integra te the feedbacks into the nex t projects?
What was the technology used for co ll aboration and
di tribution of feedbacks?
What do yo u think are the key obstacle to integrate the
knowledge, yo u ga ined from la t project , into next
projects? What wou ld be the change of u e of technologie
with respect to previous project?
What do you think of the impact of creati ve wo rk on the
use of technology after post-mortem? How ca n yo u
describe it? Any exa mples?

Note: The interviews were conducted main ly in English but th ere have been
interviews in French too .

Acknowledgement

The interviews were ended by thanking the pat1icipant, assuring the
confidentiality of the answer . I also requested that I might need to
retu rn and ask for c larificatio ns or conduct a co mplementary
interview.

2.4 Summary
We have conducted two qualitative case studies for this thesis; ethnography and indepth case study. Although our initial aim was to conduct both studies on the basis of
an ethnography approach, it was not feasible for the second case study, due to the fact
that during our research the company has been purchased by a bi gger US-based
company and we could no longer gain extensive access for ethnography. These two
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studies have been used for articles II and III. The case studies and their illustrations
are also pmiially introduced in each respective article. Due to the nature of the articlebased dissertation, we have given more space in this section and elaborated our
intervention in their premises fmiher.

- - - - - · - - --------

CHAPTERIII

ARTICLE 1: RESEARCH TRENDS ON CREATIVITYTECHNOLOGY: CONNECTING TECHNOLOGY TO CREATIVTY
AS SOCIAL PROCESS IN INFORMATION SYSTEMS 2

2

Single authored: Hamed Motaghi
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3.1 Résumé

Le but de cet article est d'examiner la place de la créativité dans la discipline des
systèmes d' information. La place de la technologie dans la discipline telle que
comprise par Orlikowski et Scott (2008) est structurée selon trois logiques : variance,
processus et relationnel. Nous avons effectué une analyse des travaux existants sur la
créativité, et les résultats indiquent la prédominance de la logique de la variance, en
pmiiculier dans les demières années. Dans un deuxième temps, nous avons étendu la
recherche de la créativité dans la discipline en tenant compte de la logique du
processus social. Cela nécessite un ré-examen de la créativité dans la logique du
processus social et de la technologie du point du vue de la logique du processus social
et de ses combinaisons. Nous présentons cette fusion de la créativité- technologies de
l' information sous l' angle du processus social comme une nouvelle perspective de la
recherche dans la discipline.

Mots clés : Créativité, technologie, processus social
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3.2 Abstract

The goal of this research is to examine the place of creativity in IS research, identify
the existing gap and push further the research. The place of IT as understood by
Orlikowski and Scott (2008) is sh-uctured according to tlu·ee logics: variance, process
and relationality. We have conducted an analysis of existing IT research on creativity,
and the results suggest the dominance of variance logic, at !east in recent works. As a
second step, we will develop a research agenda for extending the study of creativity
in IT research by taking into account social process logic. This requires a
reconsideration of creativity from the point of view of social pro cess logic, of
technology from the point of view of social pro cess logic and their combination also
from the point of view of social pro cess logic. We see the fusion of creativity-IT
un der social pro cess as the future of research in this field.

Key words: Creativity, technology, social process
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3.3 Introduction

Creativity is important for long-term survival of organizations (Amabile 1988) as it
enables organizations to remain competitive in a rapidly growing and changing
environment. Competitive advantage depends upon the firm ' s utilisation of the
existing creativity and its ability to generate new ideas and knowledge more
efficiently (Cummings 1965). Creativity has been considered vital to organizational
success and performance (Dewett 2003). Due toits indisputable relevance to
individuals, organizations and societies, the concept of creativity has been widely
used in many social science disciplines. In the early 1990s, Couger et al. (1993)
conducted an extensive literature review on this subject and found that the subject of
creativity was a neglected area in information systems (IS) research and required
further development.

Following this research, Tiwana & Ephraim (2005) continued in the same direction
and conducted an investigation on the place of creativity in information teclmology
(IT). According to their study, a review ofiT literature from 1981-2003 , creativity
remains rather under- studied in the IS literature. For them, creativity in this
discipline translates into a couple of them es: first, studies focused primarily on
creativity as a causal outcome of IS use. Examples include studies of decisions
suppmi systems (DSS) and how the use of software tools stimula tes individual
creativity. Second, the unit of analysis used to examine creativity has been primarily
individuals, whereas most information system developments (ISO) in contemporary
organizations are carried out by project teams.

A lm ost 20 years after Cou ger et al. (1993), Sei del et al. (201 0) took the same
approach to investigate the role of creativity in IS research. ln this literature review,
on average, less than 0.5 percent of the atiicles published in information systems (IS)
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top-tier journals focus on creativity-related tapies, and some top IS journals have
never published an article on this tapie.

The literature confinns that there have been some attempts at presenting creativity in
the IS discipline (Tiwana and Ephraim 2005 , Couger 1990, Seide!, MullerWienbergen, and Becker 201 0). However, in contrast to other research disciplines,
the IS discipline has looked at creativity from a fairly reductionist position, and there
is a gap in understanding how creativity is translated in the process and what the
relations between creativity and technology are. In addition, given the indisputable
role of creativity in contemporary organizations (Florida 2002, Amabile 1997,
Amabile 1988), we argue that although a fairly small number of scholars have studied
this tapie from anIS perspective, there is a need to look at creativity from this
perspective.

The goal of the present research is to push fmiher the research on and academie
understanding of creativity studies in the IS discipline and to propose trends of
research based on empirical evidence. It is impo1iant to highlight that our literature
review reveals that there is Jack of empirical studies (in pa1iicular qualitative studies)
on creativity within the IS field. Moreover, not only do we have this Jack of empirical
evidence, but also the studies in IT -Creativity have given a reductionist view on
looking on! y at the IT from the tool point ofvièw rather than interaction of people
with technology in various social contexts (Seide! , Muller-Wienbergen, and Becker
201 0).

In this vein, we provide two distinct contributions: first , by adopting the classification
of Orlikowski and Scott (2008), we situa te the current studies of the relationship
between creativity and technology, hereafter also referred to as information
technology (IT) , and information systems (IS) under variance logic (technical
detem1inism approach). Secondly, we adopt another research trend to investigate the
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relationship between creativity and technology under social process logic, in which
creativity and technology are considered as processes and are social! y based. It is
important to emphasize that after technical determinism (Ellul1967, Fasching 1981),
process the01ies are not new in social science studies; their roots go back to the 1980s
and 1990s in innovation stud.ies and socio-technical processes in innovation (Callon
1992, Tremblay 2007 , Tremblay 1989, Flichy 1995). We argue, however, that the
newness of studying the co-existence of creativity and IT and their relationships in
the IS discipline from the social process logic perspective enhances the understanding
of the nature of creativity and ad van ces academie knowledge in the IS field .

The general progression of this paper is as follows: after this introduction, we discuss
the existing literature in IS-Creativity. Second, we situate this article. Third , we
present the problems with this literature and discuss the new frame of creativity and
IS under process logic.

3.4 Existing Research in IS-Creativity
3.4.1 Theoretical frame-work and process of analysis
In our literature review, we present the key studies which have conducted the
creativity in the IS discipline and the relation between creativity and technology. The
process includes identification of definitions of creativity, the definition of
technology and their epistemological groups.

Since our focus is on the IS discipline, we have adopted a well-known conceptual
framework from the IS literature that enabled us to situate the literature according to a
particular classification. For this, we have adopted Orkikowski and Scott' s (2008)
article on the impact oftechnology in organizations to situate this literature.
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Orlikowski and Scott (2008) conducted an extensive literature review oftechnology
journals from 1997 to 2006 and proposed a comprehensive classification.

In their classification, Orlikowski and Scott (2008) classified the literature on
technology published between 1997 and 2006 into two main categories: discrete

entities, and mutually dep endent ensemble; fmihermore, they proposed a new
category: sociomateriality.

The first category, also known as technological determinism, considers technology as
hardware. It is distinct from human beings and organizations, but it can have a direct
impact on human behaviour and organizational characteristics. From this perspective,
technology is considered an exogenous and relative! y autonomous force of change in
organizations. In addition, it has a significant and predictable impact on organizations
and human practices (Brynjolfsson and Hitt 1995). In this category,
humans/organizations and technology are assumed to be discrete and independent
with inherent characteristics (Orlikowski and Scott 2008). This category, according to
Orlikowski and Scott (2008) follows variance logic; and hencef01ih , we adopt their
tenninology and call this category variance logic.

The second major perspective posits important attention to the human aspect. Using
this perspective, which is known as human agency, emergent proce

or mutually

dependent ensemble, scholars suggest that humans are relative! y free to enact
technologies in different ways (Orlikowski 2010, Orlikowski and Scott 2008). In
conh·ast to the contention of technological detenninism , hu mans can use technology
minimally or maximally, individually or collaboratively, and improve it in ways that
produce new and unexpected consequences (Boudreau and Robey 2005). Therefore,
technology is not the determinant of change; rather, it is implicated in organizing
through the discretion of human beings (Orlikowski & Barley 2001 ). In these
theories, human action is central , especially those kinds of actions associated with
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embedding structures within a technology during its development (socially embedded
structures) and the actions associated with appropriating those structures during the
use oftechnology (Orlikowski 2000). In this category, the underlying logical
conception is process-based; and henceforth, we shall adopt this tenninology and cali
it social process logic.

In order to situa te the epistemological grounds of this litera ture, we have adopted a
well-cited study on epistemology in IS by Orlikowski et al. (1991). In this
classification, studies are classified into three paradigms, positivist, interpretive and
cri ti cal studies. In positivist studies the premise is on the existence of a priori fixed
relationships within phenomena which are typically investigated with structure
instrumentation (Orlikowski and Barou di 1991 ). In interpretative studies, the
assumption is that people create and associate their own subjective and intersubjective meanings as they interact with the world around them. In interpretative
studies, the researcher attempts to understand the phenomena or problematic of
research by accessing the meanings that participants assign to them(Orlikowski and
Baroudi 1991). In critical studies the aim is to critique status quo, through the
exposure of what are believe to be deep-seated, structural contradictions within social
system, and thereby to transform these alienating and restrictive social
conditions(Orlikowski and Baroudi 1991).

3.4.2 Methodology
In order to investigate the place of creativity in IS research, we analysed the six plus
two top-ranked IS journals proposed by the Association of Information Systems.
European Journal oflnformation Systems (EJIS) , the lnfotmation System Journal
(ISJ), Infonnation Systems Research (JSR), Journal oflnformation Technology (JIT) ,
Journal of Management Information Systems (JMIS), the Journal of Association of
Infonnation Systems (JAIS) , the Journal of Strategie Information Systems (JSIS) and
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The Management oflnformation Systems Quatierly (MISQ).The research strategy
was a keyword seat-ch for creativity in the title, keywords and abstract fields. We
collected the data using the electronic library databases such as Business Source

Premier via EBSCOhost, ABIIINFORM Global via ProQuest, and Science Direct via
TELUQ, HEC Montreal and UQAM databases. Given the fact that creativity has been
understudied in the IS field (Seide!, Muller-Wienbergen , and Becker 2010, Tiwana
and Ephraim 2005), we extended our research to include creativity and more general
journals such as Creativity Research Journal, Journal ofManagement, Creativity
Innovation Management, Administrative Science Quatierly, The Academy of
Management Journal and the Creativity Research Journal. ln order to select the
miicle, apart from the keywords, we have sotied out the atticle by reading their
abstracts. This has enabled us to ensure the relevance (appropriateness of articles) in
our research . We have also conducted backward strategy, i.e. finding articles from
the references of main atiicle. In total, we have found 45 relevant atticles in the
research.

3.5 Variance Logic: Dominance ofResearch in IS-Creativity

We identified the key scholars who have discussed and investigated the place of
creativity in the IS discipline and ether scholars who have worked on the relation
between technology and creativity in ether disciplines.

In terms of definitions of creativity, we identified a number of different definitions
that have been given for creativity, notably, creation of something novel; novel idea
generation at the individual, group and organizational levels; linking people together
in order to crea te novel ideas (electronic brainstorming); creativity as problem
solving; creativity as production of something new, creativity as combining known
things ; and , finally, creativity as exploring or searching for new things. As mentioned
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earlier, creativity studies have paid little attention to the IS discipline and, especially,
the relationship between creativity and technology. However, taking into account that
the idea of creativity is mainly adopted from the field of psychology (Gui1ford 1950),
and creativity has been studied from different approaches, notably creativity as
product, creativity as process and everyday creativity, we consider that there is still
work to be do neto consider creativity in itself from different angles and its impact on
technology in the

rs discipline.

In tenns of definitions oftechnology, our literature review reveals that the definition

oftechnology in creativity-technology within the IS discipline is a tool view. A tool
view, according to Orlikowski and Lacono (200 1), is that the technology, the
engineered atiifact, is expected to do what its designer intended it to do. IT as the
independent variable is conceptualized as a black-box, while at the centre ofinterest
is the dependent variable, which is affected, altered, or transfonned by the tool. This
view bas two aspects in the literature; either it is meant for enha.ncing the productivity
of individuals ', groups ', or an entire organization' s productivity, or it is a means for
humans to pro cess and access information (Seidel, Muller-Wienbergen, and Becker
201 0). This vision is very detenninistic in relation to technology and considers th at
technology is the main driver of change. We consider that there is a lack in this
literature sin ce the use of technology is taken for granted across organizations. The
same type of technology can be deployed in two identical organizations but give
entirely different results. A good example of this type of study is the CT scan study
by Barley (1986), which illustrates the same technology deployed in identical places
resulting in entirely different outputs.

Apart from the studies ofürlikowski (Orlikowski and Barley 2001 , Orlikowski and
Lacono 2001 , Orlikowski and Scott 2008) on technical determinism, many first-rank
scholars, notably Ellul (Ellul 1967), have worked on and initiated the theory of
technical determinism. In fact, Jacques Ellul can be considered one of the main
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founders of technical determinism. According to the Dictionnaire de l 'histoire et

philosophie des sciences (Lecourt and Bourgeois 2006), the word "determinism" was
introduced by Claude Bernard in 1865 to mean that scientific principles which follow
existing conditions are detem1ined, fixed in advance. Technological determinism
scholars consider teclmology to be the most important influence upon society; that
technology is autonomous, like the weather, and that it causes social change.

Techno logical detem1inism is most usually referred to in a crude, undifferentiated
mann er. In the two extremes, there are hard and soft varieties of technological
detem1inism (Smith and Marx 1994). The hard distinction is based on a spectrum of
technological detenninism with movement along the spectrum involving the degree
ofurgency, or the power to affect change, attributed to technology. At the hard end,
technology has ce11ain intrinsic attributes that allow little scope for human autonomy
or choice. At the other end , soft determinism simply emphasizes the large scope for
human intervention and choice. Overall , studies of determinism have followed a
positivist approach in order to find generalizable rules from statistical analysis and
empirical studies (Markus and Robey 1988). Therefore, they have studied the
patterns of impact across various technologies and organizations so that they could
predict the effects oftechnology. For example, these studies are interested in seeing
how the use of various media such as audio, video , email, etc. can facilitate
communication in vütual teams based on different contingencies, such as team size,
demographies, or mutual understanding (Katz and Te ' eni 2007). However,
inconsistency in the findings has resulted in the development of new perspectives.
Boudreau and Robey (2005) identified three types of contradictions within studies:
studies in which the expected consequences of information technology did not occur;
studies in which different organizational consequences resulted from the use of nearly
identical technologies in comparable settings; and studies in which contradictory
consequences resulted from the use of the same technology in a single organization.
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These findings resulted in producing opposing views that consider the power of other
agencies above and beyond technology.

In terms of epistemological grounds, this literature reveals the objectivist paradigm
that has produced positivist studies. The underlying view of these studies is that they
can capture objective reality and translate it into testable hypotheses, usually in the
form of statistical or other kinds of numerical analyses. Our literature review posits
that scholars of technology-creativity in the IS discipline have followed the positivist
approach in order to find generalizable rules (Markus and Robey 1988) conceming
the place of creativity

~n

the IS discipline and the relationship that technology and

creativity can eventually have.

In terms ofpositioning our literature based on Orlikowski and Scott' s classification,
our literature review analysis (see the Table 10 below) reveals that creativity studies
within the IS discipline are highly deterministic. Drawing on Orlikowski and Scott' s
(2008) classification, the impact of TT is considered via the detem1inism and variance
logic, in which technology becomes a facilitator of creativity within groups, teams,
organizations and also at the individuallevel. This logic posits that technology has
been unifonnly accepted and used in an organization and does not posit any social or
hum an aspect of technology by itself. In addition, the role of context is minimal in
these studies.

In terms of impact of technology on creativity, we find that technology is considered
as a supporter and facilitator of creativity (Dewett 2003 , Dewett and Jones 2001 ,
Tiwana and Ephraim 2005). Technology is used to codify knowledge across an
organization and create infonnation and knowledge bases to which ali the users in the
organization can have access. In addition, browsing to find novel ideas and exposure
to new ideas has been increased. Moreover, technology has been used for
coordination and cooperation between various parties, which can lead to increased
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linking between people and increased knowledge exchange, while increasing
boundary spanning. These interactions between individuals create and maintain
interdisciplinary contacts between various levels and people in the organization.
Similarly, technology has been considered an enabler of creativity at the individual
leve! (Massetti 1998, 1996, Wierenga and Bruggen 1998), at the group leve! (Weber
1986, Elam and Mead 1987) and in electronic meeting events (Dennis, Daniels Jr,
and Nunamaker 1993, Easton et al. 1990).

Tab le 10: Summary of finding in the Litera ture

Positioning based
on Orlikowski
categorizati on
Variance:
-Tool view 1
Creativity is con idered the
Human is not free
Information
producti on of novel and useful
to choose their
technology too l
ideas.
technology, human
Creativ ity i considered as
The use of
teclmology is
and techJlo logy are
regrouping novel ideas
uniformly accepted· independent,
technology is
and there is no
interpretation
table, effects of
invo lved in the u e technology wi ll be
inevitab le
1-::--...,-,---.,-------------1 depending on
contextual factor
Creativity is :
- considered by linking with the
idea of genius.
- the ability to think visuall y instead
ofverball y
Creati vity means radica l newness .
- een as a prod uct of the thinking
which has nove lty or va lue.
- is an unconve ntiona l thinking,
whi ch requires mod ification or
rejection of previously accepted
ideas.
Crea tivity as generating new
paradigm-breaking ideas
transforming products and serv ices
Creati vity is
-abili ty to present information in a
light which has not appeared before,
relates the unrelated,
prob lem-so lving,
crea tes original ities
Definition of Creati vi ty

Defi nition of
Teclmology

Examples

Dewett (2003)
Burkhardt (2010)
Kendall (2004)
Mills (1994)
Dean (2006)
Lee (2003)
Lilley ( 1992)
Massetti ( 1996)
Shepherd (1995)
W ierenga ( 1998)
Aaen (2008)
Edward (200 1)
Nagasundaram
( 1994)
Couger (1990)
Giambatista (20 10)
Dem1i ( 1993)
Garfield (200 1)
Ocker (1995)
T iwana (2005)

Bawden ( 1986)
Easton (( 1990)
Elam ( 1990)
Lee-Partridge
(2000)
Ocker ( 1998)
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Definiti on of Creati vity

Defi nition of
Technology

Creativity is the abili ty to put
together ail the information and put
it into a form that e ther people can
understand
Creativity as development of
so mething novel, non-analytical,
solutions for re-engineering

Positi oning based
on Orlikowski
categorization

Exampl es

Santanen (2004)
Weber ( 1986)
Stylu·e (2005)
Avital and Te'eni
(2009)
Cooper (2000)
B ender (2002)

3.5.1 Problems with Existing Logic
The variance perspective towards technology has various problems. This perspective
considers technology as the main driver of change in organizations. According to the

rs literature, this perspective has severa! limitations, among them the observation that
detenninistic studies are unable to explain the role ofhuman agency and social and
historical practices in technology relations (DeSanctis and Poole 1994). Another
problem cornes from the main assumption of this view, which holds that teclmology
is lm·gely exogenous, autonomous, homogeneous, predictable and stable, and that it
will operate as intended and designed across time and space. Thus, this perspective
disregards the dynamic and situated actions that can change teclmology. Evidence
shows that even when teclmologies are ' hardwired ' into routines such as ERPs, users
can still resist technological features (Orlikowski 2000, Boudreau and Robey 2005 ,
Vaast and Walsham 2009, Orlikowski 2010).

A third limitation of this view is that researchers (Markus and Robey 1988) tend to
operationalize technology in such a way that it enables comparison and
generalization. Therefore, they use abstract conceptualizations of technology so that
they can advance general explanations about technology and organizations. What is
missing here is attention to the contextual specificity of technologies, as well as the
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loss ofthick descriptions about the detailed practices between the social environment
and technology that shape the organizational outcomes.

A fomih limitation of this view from the creativity side is that these studies have
given limited attention to human and social dependence of creativity whi te using the
technology. In addition, creativity is considered as individual, and the social side of it
has been neglected.

3.6 Moving Forward : Beyond IS-Creativity Separation and Towards Fusion of
Processes
In view ofproblems with existing literature, we discuss a new vision of creativity and
technology and instead of considering them as separate entities which are
independent, we take the logic proposed by Orlikowski & Scott (2008) by looking at
the fusion ofthese two concept based on the procedural (pro cessua[) logic where
interaction and outcomes are seen to be mutually dependent, integrative and coevolving over time. These inter-connections between creativity and technology are
understood to be embedded and emergent, and there is no determination. Technology
and creativity are understood as the product ofhuman actions and the structural
properties. Therefore, there is an inherent inseparabi lity between the teclmical and the
social (Orlikowski and Scott 2008).

On the technology side, Orlikowski & Scott (2008) present few key miicles which
illustra te the logic of argument and definition behind the technology based on the
process logic. In Barley (1988), technology is defined as abjects and actions that
adm it the possibility of ostensive definition(Orlikowski and Scott 2008) and their
logic of argument is to consider the technology which has dual nature, as a social and
physical abject (Barley 1988). In their logic of argument, they consider that
technologies are constructed and reconstructed as they are designed, built, sold and
used , but also they acknowledge that this process of social construction is limited by
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technology ' s physical properties and by the lat·ger socio-economic context (Barley
1988, Orlikowski and Scott 2008).

Another petiinent example of considering technology based on the process logic is
the study of Roberts et al. (1996). In their study, they consider technology as
comprising mechanical (i.e. hardware) , human (i.e. skills and human agency) and
knowledge (i.e. meaning and concepts) systems (Robetis and Grabowski 1996,
Orlikowski and Scott 2008). In addition, their logic of argument is to consider the
technology as dual nature, as product and a process where the relation between
technology and the structure in the organization is understood to be continuous,
changing and interactive (Orlikowski and Scott 2008 , Robetis and Grabowski 1996).

On the creativity side, in the last two decades scholars have shifted from internai
(individual) to extemal (contextual) creativity. Like the technology studies, we have
different perspectives attached to creativity (Glaveanu 201 0), He, 1 and We, also
known as genius stage, the creative p erson ·tage and the social stage, which
translates into the shift from positivist towards social construction perspective. The
social and psychology of creativity has been proposed as such by Teresa Amabile
sinèe the beginning of 80 ' s (Giaveanu 201 0). In social creativity, the creativity is the
result ofhuman interaction and collaboration with the context and between humans
(Giaveanu 2010, Westwood and Low 2003). In other words, creativity takes place
within, is constituted and influenced and has consequences for, a social
context(Westwood and Low 2003 , Glaveanu 2010). This idea ofcreativity as social
process rejects the positivist approach towards creativity and adopts a more holistic
and systemic way of looking at creativity promo ting the We-paradigm as social nature
of creativity(G iavean u 201 0). It is a pro cess th at spurs out of transactions between
self and others and self and environment(Giaveanu 2010, Purser and Montuori 2000).
A prime example of this research considering creativity as a social process is PerrySmith (Perry-Smith 2006, Pen·y-Smith and Shalley 2003). In their view, they
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recognize the possible influence of social factors which affect the creativity of
individuals (Pen·y-Smith 2006, PeiTy-Smith and Shalley 2003). Another prime
example of creativity as social process is Watson (2007) where he gives mind maps
of creative processes with four possibilities of creative persons, individuals, social
units such as teams and organizations.

Process logic is nothing new to the social sciences; it has been studied widely, having
been inh·oduced in the late 1970s and 1980s (Langley 2009, Langley 2007, 1999,
Mohr 1982, Poole 2000, Cohendet, Kern, and Melm1anpazir 1996). Process logic
occupies an important place in innovation/creativity studies and technological studies.

Process theories like variance theories, have been widely used in the IS discipline.
Some examples of variance research in IS are Ai man-Smith and Green, Blau et al.
and Huber (B lau et al. 1976, Huber 1990, Aiman-Smith and Green 2002). The
following are two well-known definitions ofprocess. The first is by Nicholas Rescher
in his book Process metaphysics (Rescher 1996). It focuses on the nature of
processes: " A process is a coordinated group of changes in the comp lexion of reality,
an organized fami ly of occurrences that are systematically linked to one another,
either causall y or functionally" (Rescher 1996).

In this definition, process is considered a dynamic that occurs over time; and reducing
that process to a tenn such as implementation represents "synoptic thinking": a kind
of thinking that tends to redu ce a complex change pro cess to a single concept (Poole
and Van De Ven 2004). While that concept captures something important about the
essence of the process, it misses many of other things that go on in the lived
experience of the process. Therefore, in looking at these processes as coordinated
groups of changes that are systematically linked to one another and ex tend over ti me,
we are really adopting a very different frame of reference in studying organizations.
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The second definition involves what it is to live like a researcher. Monge, Farace et
al. (1984), in a very influential psychological study, consider that the researcher
perceives the pattern in the process and that pattern is perceived in reference to time:
"A pattern that is seen in references to ti me is cal led a process" (1984). We present an
extension oflooking into creativity- IS via logic ofprocess by conducting qualitative
researches.

3.7 Conclusion

This study was motivated by the idea that creativity is essential for the continuous
bread th of IT in organizations. In addition, our intention was to understand where the
discipline situates itselfwith regard to creativity-IS studies. Although there have been
a number of attempts in the past, we still argue that scholars in TS have given fairly
reductionist approaches towards creativity-related phenomena. In other word, despite
the fact that there have been more studies in IS on the concept of creativity, we argue
that we still have a deficiency in the literature. First, our findings suggests that studies
of creativity in the field of IS have mainly looked at the creativity and TS from the
variance logic, where the two concepts are independent. In addition, their view
towards technology is the tool view, which is a detem1inistic approach. While the IS
discipline has produced some remarkable results in the creativity-IS field , we propose
that there is room for pushing further the discussion around the concept of creativity
by loo king at this from the process logic, where the role of IT and creativity are
considered as inter-related and co-evolving over the period oftime.

The concepts oftechnology and creativity have been studied separately from the
process logics, the works of Amabile, Orlikowski, Barley and many other scholars in
this field have studied these concepts. However, the ensemble of these two concepts
from the logic ofprocess is missing in the discipline. Therefore, we decided to unfold
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IS and creativity and look at their fusion as an ensemble of interaction over the
process of ti me.

For future research, we propose to study the process logic futiher by looking at
impact of creativity on the use of technology and the impact of technology on the
creativity by conducting qualitative studies.

CHAPTERIV
ARTICLE II: TECHNOLOGY FOR CREATIVITY: TRANSMISSIVE,
INTERACTIVE AND IMAGINATIVE TECHNOLOGICAL IMPACTS
ON CREATIVE PROCESS 3

3
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4.1 Résum é

Nous en savons beaucoup sur la créativité et la technologie comme des concepts
isolés, mais très peu sur leurs interconnexions. Dans cet atiicle, nous analysons
comment la technologie influe sur la créativité. Dans une première patiie, en se
basant sur la littérature, nous créons deux catégories so it les effets transmissifs et
interactifs de la teclmologie sur la créativité, tels que vus par la recherche actuelle.
Nous soutenons que ces types d'impacts sont développés conformément à la logique
de la variance (Orlikowski et Scott , 2008) . Ainsi, dans une deuxième pa1iie, nous
reprenons ces visions dans une perspective de processus social et proposons un
nouveau type d'impact- imaginatif-, tels qu'il ressort de l' étude ethnographique que
nous avons menée dans le contexte organisationnel et créatif d'un festival culturel au
Québec. La recherche empirique est basée sur l'analyse du discours des entrevues et
des documents ainsi que l'observation systématique. Les résultats proposent une
meilleure compréhension des impacts transmissifs et interactifs de la technologie sur
la créativité, mais aussi font apparaître un nouveau type d'impact fondé sur
l' imagination virtuelle. Des orientations pour la recherche future sont fonnulées et
discutées.

Mots clés: Technologie de l' information, créativité, l' industrie créative, festival et les
études de proce sus
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4.2 Abstract

We know a lot about creativity and technology as isolated concepts, but very little
about their interconnections. In this paper, we analyze how technology impacts on
creative activity within organizational settings. In the first part, based on the
litera ture, we identify two categorizations of transmissive and interactive impacts of
technology on creativity, as they are supported by existing research. We argue that
these types of impacts are produced in accordance to variance logic (Orlikowski and
Scott, 2008). Thus, in a second part, we reconsider these impacts from a social
process perspective and propose a new type of impact - imaginative -, as it emerges
from the ethnographie study we have conducted in the organizational and creative
context of a cultural festival in Quebec. The empirical research is based on discourse
analysis of interviews and documents as weil as systematic observation (field notes
and filming) . Results propose a better understanding of the transmissive and
interactive impacts oftechnology on creativity, but also generate a new type of
impact based on virtual imaging. Orientations for further research are formulated and
discussed.

Key words: Technology information, creativity, creative industries, cultural festival ,
process studies
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4.3 Introduction

Creativity is an energizing factor in the everyday li fe of organizations, as it drives
motivation for inventing, patenting and innovating in terms of new products and
services. The use of Information Technology (IT) can be both the support for and the
result of creativity. Indeed, we know that teclmology facilitates creativity, notably for
purposes of infom1ation sharing, information exchange, ease of cooperation, ease of
communication, and maintaining the historicity of events (Dewett 2003 , Dewett and
Jones 2001). Our knowledge is stilllimited for explaining in detail how technology
shapes creativity. Moreover, existing research is often theoretical, rather empirical
and sometimes limited to a one-dimensional view (the variance logic ofknowledge
production, as fom1Ulated by Orlikowski and Scott, 2008).

In this paper, we seek to make a two-fold contribution. On the one hand, we expand
the conceptualization ofthe impact oftechnology in creative activity by adopting a
theoretical background based on the social process logic. On the other, we analyze the
impact oftechnology on creativity in an empirical context and we highlight new types
of impacts. The goal is to explore and understand the impact of technology on
creativity and what could be prospective contributions while we look at technology
and creativity from the same epistemological ground.

From our literature review in the Information System (IS) discipline; it is clear that
technology and creativity have been studied separately from various epistemological
grounds, but based on our literature review; we argue that their relationship has been
studied only with a positivist epistemology. Therefore to extend the literature, we will
consider technology and creativity as based on social process logic.
In the following sections, we will discuss a conceptual mind map on the impact of
technology on creativity. We will then present our conceptual framework in the
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context of an organization. Lastly, we will apply our framework to a case study in the
creative industries.

This article has three distinct parts. First, we classify the existing literature on the
impact oftechnology on creativity as concerns transmissive and interactive aspects.
By transmissive, we mean transmission of information in an organization and by
interactive, we mean the communication between the actors of the organization.
Second, we extend the literature and consider the effect oftechnology on creativity as
a fonn of social process. Third, we ex tend our study to a case from the creative
industries to discover the effect of the process oftechnology on creativity and to
propose an extension of the h·ansmissive-interactive classification. Our findings
confirm the transmissive and interactive from the variance logic but also lead us to
propose a new vision of the technological process in relation to creativity based on
imaginative technologies.

4.4 Transmissive and Interactive Impacts ofTechnology: The Variance Logic

In order to examine the impact oftechnology on creativity, we have conducted
extensive research (databases and books: Google Scholar, Google Books, JSTOR,
EBSCO, Science Direct) using many tetms interchangeably, such as creativity,
creating, creative, inf01mation systems, information technology and technology.
We have identified the key scholars who have discussed and investigated the place of
creativity in the IS discipline. It appears that Jess than 45 papers have been published
in IS related journal which discuss creativity in IS discipline. In order to have a
deeper underestanding of their definition of creativity, and epistemological ground ,
we have classified them in Table 1 1 .
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Table Il : Summary of findin gs in th e litcrature
Definition of crcati vity

Defi nitions of techno logy

Ep istemologica l groups

Prod uction of
novel useful idea
-regrouping novel idea
-Radical newness
Putting togethcr from
diverse resourccs
Problem so lving
Refra ming and reeng ineering
So luti on findings

Tool view, IT arti fact

Positivist

Positioning ba edon
Orlikowski categori zation
Variance, determini t
approach

Further, we have deepened our analysis of the classification of the impact of
technology on creativity and we have found nine types of impacts oftechnology on
creativity under two lm·ger categories. As presented in Table 12, we have organized
them according to the two axial c ateg01ies proposed by Dewett (2003): Interactive
impact refers to the way teclmology enables interactions between individuals in the
organizations.
Transmissive categories suggest a general nature oftechnology as a facilitator of
creativity by transmitting information across the organization, preserving the history
of events, enabling access to information, enabling combining data and other types of
infom1ation and exploring new things. Interactive categories, on the conh·ary,
stimulate creativity by helping people (e.g. groups, departments) contact others,
exchange information and coordinate activities .

Table 12: Transmissivc and Interactive Impact ofTechnology on Crcativity
Impact
Codifying

Technology
Creativi ty
TRANS MISSIVE IMPACT
Assists (a) the storage and re tri eva l of
Based o n access to d o main-re leva nt
c riti ca l documents a nd large amounts of
knowledge a nd initial knowledge about
data more quickly and inex pe ns ive ly
a spec ifie ubj ect (H ube r, 1990,
(Huber, 1990; Dewett, 2003) a nd (b) the
Dewett, 2003)
codificati o n of information for cap turing
and integrating exp lic it knowledge
(Anand, 1998; Dewett, 2003) and
increasing o rganizat iona l memory
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Acce sing

Combining

Exploring

(Re)tracing

Sharing

Contacting

Exchanging

Coord inating

(Burkhard!, 20 10).
Allow fl ex ible and large access to critical
and comp1ex information (Dewett 2003;
Mill , 1994; Edmondson, 1998) ,
timulating a direct invo1vement of
information users (Bawden, 1986)

Enables the earch for new ideas and the
comparison of concepts in novel patterns
(Boden, 1994, Edwards, 2001 ).
Enables and facilitates search for new
ideas and development of previously
unknown concepts (Edwards, 200 1).

Based on fl ex ibl e and large access to
information (Mills, 1994), and its
effects in terms of increa ing (a)
autonomy (Burkhard!, 20 10), (b)
problem olving capacity (Edmondson,
1998), (c) creative thinking process
(Couger, 1990) and (d) accurate
understanding of info m1ation (Mills,
1994)
Facilitated by the search of new ideas
(Edwards, 2001).
Teclmology Enable deconstructing
ideas to fac ilitate building new creative
ideas and processes ba ed on old
patterns (Edwards, 200 1)
Teclmology Allows creating an
inventory of materials during the
creati ve proces (Styhre, 2005)

Techno logy allows creating a traceable
hi tory of organization and event into
info m1ation available to everyone i11 the
organization (Dewett, 2003)
Enables sharing information, which is
Teclmology Enables sharing ciriti cal
critical in creati vity and intellectual
info rmation and crea te knowing i11 the
process (Quinn, 1996, Dewett, 200 3)
organization (Dewett, 2003)
INTERACTIVE IMPACT
Technology Allows communi cation
Ena ble in 1inking employeers both with
and between functions and di visions of
and effecti venes (Dewett, 200 1,2003)
organizations, through data ba e ,
Based on perspecti ve of info rmation
seekers, enables searching for
repositorie , te1econferencing and
electronic mail (Dewett, 200 l )
info rmation and absorp tive capacity of
Allor info rmation acquisition for
individuals to get new knowledge fro m
info rmation seekrs (Dewett, 200 14)
other people and other sources
Enables cooperati on and co ll aboration
(Tushman, 1997, Dewett, 2003)
across leve1s and di vi ions in organization Stimulate crea ti vity by creating
interdisciplinary contact and will
(Amab il e, 1996)
increase peripberal info nnation
(Bawden, 1986)
Ena ble e1ectronic ties which will produce Allows information ex-change,
di vergent thinking processes (Dewett,
identi fy ing mind maps or geographica l
representation of ideas which allow
2003)
Allow info m1ation exchange between
better conveying of relations and
people, and between peopl e and mac hines, concepts (Edwa rds, 200 1)
enablillg deconstructing thought pattems
Enables infonnation preci ions, with
(Proctor, 199 1)
Jess expensive co mmunication, easy to
Enables to an wer que ti on , fi nd
acce within and between various
o lutions and interac ti ve ex-change
geographica l location (Detweet 2003)
between users (Detwett, 2003)
Fac ilitate communicati on and
Ena ble horizontal coordination cros functional work (Edmondso n, 1998 ,
coordination bet\veen partieis fo r
problem-solving (Couger, 1990)
Dewett, 2003)
Enables coordination and co mmunication
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The overall argument is that the more we have information across the organization,
and the better this infom1ation, the better our chances of being creative (Dewett,
(2003, 2001). In other words, information and communication at the disposai of
employees in the organization produce stimuli for creativity.

In this literature, technology is treated mainly as a specifie and relatively distinct

entity that interacts with various aspects of organization. In this sense, the technology
has been considered mainly salient during moments of use. Scholars in this stream of
research consider technology as an independent variable. In the same vein,
technology can also be treated as an independent variable, viewing it as a moderating
variable that influences the organization and work. What is important in this literature
is the fact that the assumptions towards technology are fixed entities with varying
attributes, and the explanation is based on efficient causality. Moreover, technology is
considered fixed , across time and context and the meaning attached to technology is
single over time. This literature is based on the various theories or logic of study
where su ch theories are concerned with predicting levels of outcome from levels of
contemporaneous predictor variable. At the same time, these studies consider the
"cause" as precursor which is posited as a necessary and sufficient condition for the
outcome. These theories reside under variance approach or variance logic (Mohr
1982).

Based on our study, we argue that the impacts of technology on creativity have been
studied using variance logic (Orlikowski and Scott 2008). In this approach, actual use
oftechnology has been ignored (Orlikow ki 2010). Researchers in IS have studied
the weakness of variance logic or stream of research and the incomprehensiveness of
variance logics to illush·ate the reallife oftechnology in the organization (Attewell
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and Rule 1984, Buber 1990, Dewett and Jones 2001). In particular, Attewell et al.
(1984) consider the need of defining technology within the context and raise cri ti cal
issues about the social consequeneces oftechnology. In addition, the
recommendations (Attewell and Rule 1984, Buber 19.90, Dewett and Jones 200 1)
positon studying the technology in a given context and over time (Orlikowski and
Scott 2008).

Given the importance of context, time and interactions with technology, researchers
in IS have taken a deviated direction from the variance logic where the technology
and work in the organization is neither independent nor dependent, but rather the
issue is to adopt procedural logic of interactions between people, organization and
technology (Orlikowski and Scott 2008) . It is these interaction that are impacting the
work in the organization over time based on integrative and mutually dependent
technologies in the workplace in a co-evolving manner. Therefore, we propose to
further our study based on process logic, where the interaction between human,
organization and technology are assumed to be interdependent, to examine the
technological effects on creativity in terms of transmissive and interactive categories.
4.5 The Creative and Technological Experience of a Cultural Festival in Quebec

In arder to explore the impacts technology has on creativity from the social process
logic perspective, we have conducted an ethnographie study in a Cu ltural Festival in
Quebec City, Canada. Founded in 1894, the Win ter Cm·nival of Quebec City is a
creativity-based organization, producing and commercializing creative products and
services. The Carnival snowballed into a significant cultural man ifestation, a source
of finm1cial incomes, and an important vehicle for tourism for the city. ln Quebec
City, the Winter Carnival plays an important role in the city ' s GDP growth. In 2011
alone, it generated 31 million incrementai GDP for the city and created more than
630 additional direct jobs.
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The number ofvisitors to this event was approximated at 750k tourists, coming from
various locations within and outside Canada. From one winter to the next, the
Carnival enriches its activity programs (e.g. winter sports, snow sculptures, canoe and
dogsled races) in order to atti·act more tourists. In our research, we have focused on
the lee Palace, an ephemeral and symbolic construction, because many technological
deviees are mobilized during the process of creating the carnival miefacts. A magical
ice palace is built each year for Le Bonhomme, the iconic mascot of the cm·nival, who
is elected as the event ' s representative and the Carnival's guest ofhonour.

4.5 .1 Ethnographie Study

Si nee our aim was to understand the impact of technology on creativity fi:om the
social process logic perspective, we have chosen a qualitative method of research, as
Blaskie (1993) contends that qualitative research views the social world as an
evolving process, not a static event. The ethnographie study oftechnological and
creative processes in the festival is intended to challenge theoretical statements on
existing categories oftechnological impacts on creativity (transmissive and
interactive) as well as generating new categories. Ethnographie research seeks to
understand how people make sense of the world in naturally occurring settings
(Hammersley and Atkinson 2007) and understanding events and actions in their
natural setting is a core priority in this article. As our focus is the social process logic,
the ethnographie approach allowed us to interact with rich and profound analyses for
grasping conceptual ideas (Atkinson 1992, Brewer 2000) and meanings people
convey (Jones, Moore, and Snyder 1988) to technological and creative practices.

The ethnographie work was structured in three phases:
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Phase I - durin g the construction of th e festival (2 weeks) - interaction
between employees and technologies in creating the festival
Phase II - duting the festival (1 0 days) - interaction between employees,
teclmologies and visitors in creating the festiva l.
Phase III - during the the festival (4 days)- interaction between employees
and technologies in arder to develop ideas to create the next festival.

The research information includes more than 1780 pages of documents, 116 pages of
field notes, 511 photos and more th an 25 hours of video interviews and observations.
The participant observation was conducted over 21 days, where we interviewed
workers, did observations, took videos and photographs.

The festival bas three phases: planning, construction, and re-construction for the next
year. In the first two phases, we were physically present on the site. We took
photographs of the events and requested permission for filming. A li activities were
done so as to gai n in-depth infom1ation about the different aspects of each phase.
Because of the impotiance of the situatio n, the camera was placed at pertinent angles .
In some cases, the camera was zoomed-in to the event that was taking place. More
than one angle was used to get varia us aspects of th e work on site bath for the
construction and the deconstruction of the festival. During the re-construction, we
conducted interviews to complement our data collection.

Each day, we fi lmed imp01iant events and also conducted interviews; but in arder to
enrich our observation, every evening and every day during the observation period we
wrote field notes (Emerson, Fretz, and Shaw 2011 ). At ali stages, we were on site
before the construction of the festiva l and du ring and afier the event. We took notes
about the physical conditions of the place, including the use oftechnology in the
organizers ' and employees ' creative work and their relations with the technology. We
took notes on the types of technologies that are used on the premises. We also took
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notes on what were the creative works that were done with technology and what the
role oftechnology was in their work. We paid attention to and took notes on the
verbal communication between parties in the organization on the field and how they
interacted with each other. We took notes on important events going on before,
during, and after the festival. We also took notes on how the organizers and
employees interacted with visitors to the festival.

To complete our observations, we also conducted two sets of interviews. The first
pati was done before the ethnographie study, and the second dming the ethnographie
study. The ones before the ethnographie study were to get acquainted with the festival
and what is done in general at the first stage. We conducted severa! day h·ips to
Quebec City, where we envisaged going to the premises of the festival and
conducting long interviews and discussions with members of the festival committee.
The second set of interviews, during the ethnographie study, was to confinn our
observations and enrich our unde:standing of the work, technologies, and creativities
that will be involved. We also interviewed the key persons, including the main
entrepreneur, his assistants and the various people responsible for the different
technologies involved in the festival such as the sound engineering team, lighting
systems team and monitoring team.

For each interview, we prepared questions according to the events or the parts for
which we would need clarification. There were always questions about chronological
events taking place during the festival and the operation of the technologies involved
in their creative work. Most importantly, what does the use of technology bring to the
creative work? ln addition, there are aspects on which we needed clarification; and
we interviewed employees, not only those employees immediately involved in the
event, but also other employees in order to get a more comprehensive understanding
of the event and any missing elements. Our aim was to gather as much information as
we could during the ethnographie study.
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4.6 Analysis

In arder to conduct our analysis, we adapted discourse analysis to our ethnographie
study. Eisenhardt (1989) and Eisenhardt and Graebner (2007) elaborated an excellent
roadmap for a consistent ethnography. Indeed , by providing so many steps for
justification of ethnographie studies, the authors imply that social reality is open for
inspection. Th us, as language is the chief modality for observations concerning
linguistic behavior and interpretation, an understanding of language was taken into
consideration for the analysis (Fairclough 2003 , Alvesson and Kaneman 2000).

In arder to examine our findings , we have called upon the process research presented
by Langley (2009). In this vein, the effect ofprocess oftechnology on creativity has
been studied over time. This temporal process, which we studied before the carnival,
during the cm·nival and after the cm·nival, enabled us to trace back and find the
historical issues related to the carnival which is impo1iant in the core of our study.

It is important to have gathered the information in routine ways and by creating an

agenda of the daily works that occurs in the festival. This enabled us to gather a more
in-depth inventory of files, audio/video files, photographs and documents when we
begin the process of analysis. Overall, we had to be very organized in naming the
files and creating appropriate directories in our computer and always be prudent in
keeping backups in case anything happens to the computer.

At first we gathered ail the information, collected data in our share drive and we
created an inventory in arder to have an overall view ofwhat we bad. Secondly, we
checked ali the data; including listening to audio files and watching the video files, in
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order to fi nd out the type of technologies and their use in the festival. We also looked
at various creative work and the related technologies for each creative work.

We have two types of technologies which are deployed during the festival. We call
them Pervasive technologies and Localized technologies. For pervasive technologies,
we named those technologies that are used over the course of cami val, before and
also after the cm-nival. For localized technologies, we designated as technologies
which are used for specifie creative works within the camival.

We also considered the cm·nival as a whole a creative work. While interacting with
data (Aivesson and Karreman 2000) , we noticed that the cm·nival works under
themes. Each year, there is a theme for the cm-nival in general. We named the big
theme as the macro creativity of the camival. This general theme of the carnival finds
also different expressions throughout each space and event of the cm-nival. The
cm-nival consists of a few spaces; each of them running on its own and having its own
them es. The process of finding these creative them es, whether macro or micro, is also
with interaction and use of technologies. We will illustrate this in the next
subsections.
4.6.1 Transmissive and Interactive Technologies for Social Creativity

As previously mentioned, we have two types of technologies which are deployed
during the festival. We called them Pervasive technologies and LoGalized
technologies. Table 13 presents the type of technologies, the type of creativity and
their classifications. The presence of pervasive technologies and the use of su ch
technologies have been studied over time. It became apparent that employees of the
cm·ni val use these technologies to access information, exchange inforn1ation and
communicate with each other. The information dispatch and access does not lead to
specifie creativity by itself, but without such technologies, keeping track of events
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and getting feedback from ordinary people are not feasible. Mentioning that, the
entrepreneur and hi s team emphasized that during the event, they keep track of every
event by taking photographs, updating the SharePoint, and !etting everyone know
what is going on on the site. For each task that was accomplished, instead of deleting
the task, the entrepreneur mentioned that he will put it as accomplished, because they
will get back to it when the cami val is over.

Table 13: Type of Technologies

Transmissive and
interacti ve

Pervasive Technologies
Type ofTechnology
iPod
Social Media

SharePoint

Imaginati ve

Loca lizecl Technologies
Softwa re design (A rchitecture)

Software and console fo r li ghting

Musical console

Transmi sive and
interacti ve

Walky-talky

Support and enable creati vity
lt is used to keep track of the ad va ncement of th e site,
constru ction plans
Peop le, who cann ot come to fes ti va l, can downl oacl th e
software app and visit th e carni va l virtua ll y. Facebook,
twitter pages are also th ere for on-go ing activities and
getting feeclback fi·om people. This in fo rm ati on are
coll ectecl and used for di cu sions for post-m ortem and
nex t yea r event.
Every activity of th e carni va l, includi ng bef01·e, cluring
and after constru cti on, pl annin g of construction,
pl anning of ateli er are kept on th e SharePoint which is
acee ible to everyone in the carni va l. Th i information
is cl iscussecl aftcr th e carni va l is over and th e
in fo rm ati on is useful fo r gathering th e acl va ntages and
cli sacl va ntages of the previous yea r enabling more
creative work fo r next yea r event.
Design of th e car·ni va l palace is clone by the
entrepreneur who uses specifie software to create it in
3D and mocleling it.
Once th e design is fi xecl, th e li ghting design will take
pl ace to create a programming language whi ch will run
24/7 cluring the car·niva l opcratin g !56 LED cli spatched
on th e ite. The design is acco mpli shecl from software
and the program is loaded in a numeri ca l console.
Creation of sound system which is semi -automatic. Thi s
creates a music sequ ence for th e entire car·ni val pa lace
event.
Communication is th e key i sue durin g every event of
th e carni va l. Walki-talki has been specifi call y usecl fo r
real ti me creati on of window which wa not planned
over the pl annin g.

It has become apparent and was mentioned in many interviews that once the camival
,

is over, they gather data from SharePoint, Social Media and they stmi on-going
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discussions with employees to find out the advantages and di advantages ofthe
previous year' s event. The information and the event is kept on the SharePoint and
everyone has access to it to complete, and add information in regard of each event.
This information is then used in the post-event (post-mortem) meetings and enables
the carnival personnel to reveal the problems oflast year and design the carnival for
the following year. B y design, they mean creation of theme of cami val and the theme
of the palace, the design of the palace, the design of lighting system , sound system.
So ali those require potential historical background of the past events in order not to
produce repetitive actions and events in the carnival and be creative to attract more
and more clients.
The recursive actions are then recorded on the SharePoint and everyone is given
access to that infonnation. Over the process of analysis, we understood that these
technologies enab le communication within and between groups of cat·nival personnel.

These recursive actions are recorded by use of infonnation communication
technologies, whether pervasive or localized technologies. During the process of
creative work, carnival personnel use and re-use the technologies to access
information. Each person and each recorded information is used to come up with new
ideas for the next event. There is an important contribution given to each individual
within this process.

The use of technologies enables the members of the team to know exactly who knows
what and who knows whom or what he does. This structure enab les more in-depth
ex change of information and communication via a social environment. The essence
oftransmi ssive and interactive technologies which are used both from localized and
pervasive ways enable to unfold those technologies that are used, when they are
meant to be used , and no one is forced to use the technologies. People use the
technologies and these technologies enab le this environment over the course oftime
in the carnival.
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Based on our analysis, the use ofthese technologies is very contextually dependent
and they are used by various levels within the carnival. The interaction with these
technologies is via a social process as there is no tool view attached to them. What is
important is the actual use ofthese technologies in the context, which enables
transmissive and interactive use over the course of time in the given context.
4.6.2 Imaginative Technologies for Social Creativity
The second aspect of creative work is related to specifie creativity, while using a
specifie technology. For example, the design of the palace is done by the entrepreneur
and he uses a specifie software for such design. This software not only gives him the
feeling ofbeing physically on the site, but also gives him the possibility of creating
something which is not physically present.

There are localized technologies which are used for architectural means, lighting
systems, musical consoles. These technologies create a sensation ofphysical
presence. The entrepreneur himselfhas become in-charge of the design of the ice
palace. After the camival is over, and the theme and symbolic identification of the ice
palace is known, the enh·epreneur will be in-charge of designing it and getting it
approved by other peers and the CEO of the carnival. lt is through interaction with
the software and discussions and collaboration with other members of the team that
the design takes place and the entrepreneur cornes up with the ice palace construction
plan.

While the software enables imagination and feeling ofphysical presence, the
discussion, interaction and collaboration between entrepreneur and employees
constitute a situated use of software to use (and incorporate) the theme of the ice
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palace and create a new design, a novel design for each year. Figures 5,6,7 and 8
show the sketching and designing pa11 of the palace.
Fig ure 5: Sketche of the lee Palace

Fig ure 6: Sketch of th e intern a i pa rt of Palace
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Fi gure 7: Sketch of the intern a i pa rt of th e pa lace from above

Fig ure 8: Sketch of inte rn a i part of th e pa lace fro m the id e ang le
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4.7 Discussion
4.7.1 Transmissive and Interactive Technologies Reconsidered
Communication is the key issue for creation during the event. People use
communication technologies, whether pervasive or localized in their daily work
towards a creative work. The festival in general is a creative work. We noticed that
the festival has two big themes. There is one big theme, which we cali macrocreativity of the festival and one smaller theme.

The general theme of the festival co mes via recutTent discussions that happen
between members of festival after each event. Once the event is over, they get
together and given advantages and disadvantages of the year, they choose a couple of
them es. The shOLi-listed them es (2-3 of them) are then sent to the executive
committee, who will choose the final theme among the suggested ones. Every single
activity throughout the event is recorded and shared on the SharePoint and kept for
festival discussion and use for the following year.

Pervasive technologies enable to keep track of the events, historicity, advantages and
disadvantage of the CUITent year. It is considered as a live-calendar of the events in
details.
These interactions are enabled and coordinated face-to-face as weil as with
communication technologies.

The second general theme of the carnival is the event of our study, the lee Palace.
The HQ employees of the festival are in continuous reflection starting from after the
destruction of the palace. They

reg~·oup

the advantages and di sadvantages of the

previous yea r. They get ideas from the employees of the festival and gather ail data
from the media in respect to what was good and what went bad. They come up with

L
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two to three propositions for the theme of the event. Then the CEO gives his opinion
on the outcome of the previous year' s event and chooses the theme of this specifie
element.

Communication technologies at the outset are used and deployed in the organization
of events in various perspectives, keeping the historicity of the events, and using
them du ring the intense moments of fieldwork. These interactions are aimed towards
the creative work of the festival.

The creativity, creation ofthemes, creation ofthe construction plan, creation of
events and ali work in the carnival, which emerges from these communications is not
predetermined but it is socially constructed. This social process of interaction
between members of the festival event is conducted over time, before, during and
after the event. It is important to note that the effect process oftechnology to
creativity is the way people deploy these communications systems in their daily
work. They are free to enact the technology as they fee) it. Therefore, there is no
prescribed use of such technologies for the creative work to accomplish.
In other words, we find interactive and transmissive categories, which lead to
information and communication exchange as key issues during this process. But these
two are not from variance logic, and the use oftechnology, interaction between
people and historicity of events play important roles in the way this communication
and information is constituted over the ti me. This· posits that there are no predetermined impacts and creativity emerges from the ongoing interactions between
people by communication and exchanging information.

4.7.2 Imaginative Technologies through ViJtualization
There are technologies which are deployed for the design of events. These
technologies are deployed and create virtuality and imagination for the designers. In
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such technologies, the user creates a virtual presence before the event has even taken
place. The feeling ofbeing physically there whi te even the festival is not yet
constructed is enab led by usage oftechnology. Walking in the camival, designing the
lighting system over day and night times, ali these are enabled with the use of specifie
technologies.

On the other hand, technology does crea te a system of viliualization in which the
creator can easily navigate with freedom. At the same time, he can play with the
objects in this viriual space. The viliual space created by means oftechnology
enables a sensation of physical presence and creating self-avatars. By imaging the
physical presence and rotating the objects, the creator is ab le to create a space which
will be eventuall y realized in the real world .

Therefore, not only does technology enab le creativity from information and
communication via process logic, it also enables imagining, virtualizing and
modeling the reality in viriual space and creation on the cloud to be eventually
concretized in the real world.

While creating based on virtual space and 3-D software, the creative person finds
unexpected discoveries which were not planned nor seen before. In this way, the
creative designer has created a situated-invention in the space that he has created
using specifie software. The designer brings up the physical objects to the virtual
mimic of absolu te environment and crea tes a sori of spatial cognition for himself in a
way that he can control the objects, play with them and create a new meaning for
them whi le being ali in viriual (Rahimian and Ibrahim 2011).

Computer simulated software enabled by haptic technology facilitates real-time
interactivity with virtual objects and makes it possible to mode! them. At the same
time, this Second Life creation enables meta-design and cou ld be eventually
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concretized in the real world (Rahimian and Ibrahim 2011 , Fischer 2000, Kohl er et al.
2011).
Figures 5,6,7 and 8 are selected among the photos we collected and show the design
of the palace even before the palace has been constructed. During our observations
and interviews, we observed that the designer was ab le to rotate and prepare day and
night ti me effects of the palace. The same applies for the in teri or design of the palace.
The in teri or design happens before the construction of palace.

4.8 Conclusion

We have studied the impact oftechnology versus creativity in the literature. We
categorized the literature and classified this impact under interactive and
transmissive. However, these two main classifications consider the impacts from the
variance logic. Therefore, we have extended our analysis by taking these two
classifications and applying them to an ethnographie study and discussing the impact
based on process logic.

Our finding posits that in process logic, not only technology has effects on creativity;
it also creaû~s an atmosphere of virtualization where the individual is able to interact
with the software to create a sense ofvüiualization and physical presence whi le
designing the palace. Therefore, our contributions is to consider the effect profess of
technology on creativity and to propose another classification under virtualization.

CHAPTER V
ARTICLE III: THE IMPACT OF CREATIVITY ON TECHNOLOGY
USE: THE CASE OF RADI0 4

4
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5. 1 Résumé

Nous en savons beaucoup sur la créati vité et la technologie comme des co ncepts
distincts. Cependant, notre compréhension de l'impact de la créativité sur l'utilisation
de la techno logie est très limitée. Il y a eu de nombreuses études dans le domaine SI
qui fo nt appel à des notions de technologie en cours d'utilisation et de la technologie
en pratique pour comprendre l'utilisation effective de la technologie, mais à notre
connaissance, aucune n'a abordé l'impact de la créativité sur l'utili sation de
technologie. Dans une première partie, nous présento ns la littérature existante sur la
technologie en cours d'utilisation (technology-in-use) et sur la techno logie en pratique

(technology-in-practice). Deu xièmement, nous présentons l'idée de la créati vité
comme un processus. Nous soulignons l'importance de la capacité d'absorption dans
le processus d'exercice de la créativité et de son impact sur l'utili sation de la
technologie. Les résultats sont tirés d'une recherche qualitati ve basée sur des
entretiens et des observations couvrant plu s de deux ans dans l'indush·ie de la radio à
Mo ntréal. Les résultats emp iriques sont étudiés en utilisant l'analyse du discours
fo ndée sur l'analyse systématique des entrevues, des observations et des docum ents.
Nous avo ns deux grands ensembles de résultats sur l'utilisation de la technologie:
d' Lme part; l' usage créatif des teclmologie est en train de redéfinir les flu x de
communi cation et d'info rmatio n; et d'autre part: l' usage créatif des technologie
redéfi nit le travail, ainsi que les utilisateurs, en fo nction de leur créativité sociale et de
leur capacité d'absorption, ce qui permet aux utilisateurs d' employer la techno logie
de manière plus intelligente, en fonction de leur ni veau de capacité d'absorption.

Mots clés : Technologie, créativité, technologie d'utili sation, technologie en
pratique, logique du processu , capacité d'absorption
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5.2 Abstract

We know much about creativity and technology as separate concepts. However, our
understanding of the impact of creativity on technology use is very limited. There
have been many studies in the IS field that draw upon the notions oftechnology-ïnuse and technology-in-practice to understand the actual use of techno'logy, but to our
knowledge, none have addressed the impact of creativity on the use of technology. In
the first part, we present the existing literature on technology-in-use and technologyin-practice. Second! y, we present the idea of creativity as a process. We highlight the
importance of absorptive capacity in the process of creativity exercise and its impact
on the use oftechnology. The results are drawn from a qualitative researcb based on
interviews and observations spanning over two years in the Radio Industry in
Montreal. The empirical results are analysed using discourse analysis based on
systematic analysis of interviews, observations and documents. We have two main
sets of results on the use of technology: first; creative use of teclmology is redefining
the communication and infonnation flows; and second: creative use oftechnology is
restructuring the work, as weil as the users, based on their social creativity and
absorptive capacity, whi ch enables the users to use the technology in a smarter way,
but depending on their leve] of absorptive capacity.

Key words: Technology, creativity, technology-in-use, technology-in-practice,
process logic, absorptive capacity
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5.3 Introduction

Over the past three decades, there have been onl y three studies in the IS discipline
that have done a literature review on the place of creativity in the Information System
(IS) di scipline. The first stud y was done in the early 1990s by Couger et al. (1993),
who conducted an extensive stud y to understand the place of creati vity in this
discipline. Couger et al. (1993) divided the studi es on creati vity into two research
streams: the origin-oriented approach and the process-oriented approach. In the
origin-ori ented approach, creati vity arises fro m the conflicts within an individual. The
creative process involves externalizing the intem al products of the im agination
through the interaction of primitive and more mature types of thinking (Freud 1970,
Couger, Higgins, and Mclntyre 1993). The process-oriented approach proposes that
the individual' s creati vity is a function of his or her ability to invoke and ex plore
remote associations in selecting a response to a problem (Mednick 1962, Couger,
Higgi ns, and Mclntyre 1993) . On the basis of thi s analysis, the au thors suggested th at
creativity is a neglected area in the IS literature.

In a second attempt, Tiwana and Ephraim (2005) addressed the studies on how
individual expertise in information systems development (ISD) results in creati vity at
the team leve! during the development process . Again, they suggest that there is a
need for fmiher research on creativity in the JS discipline, especially in the process of
looking at ISD.

In a third and more comprehensive attempt, Seidel et al. (20 10) have examined the
top journals of the IS discipline and looked into the kind of creativity di scussed in
these articles. Overall, they conclude that onl y a small number of scholars have
looked into the creativity issue and related issues in the IS discipline, and he posits
th at Jess than 0.5 percent of the authors in the top IS journals have attempted to
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investigate creativity in this field. However, Seide! et al. (20 10) provide no empirical
study, and this article is basically a proposai for future studies.
In our paper, we study the impact of creativity on the use of technology in
organizations. We conducted a qualitative research based on a case study spanning 2
years in the radio industry in Montreal.

In this research, we open the black box around the Information Technology (IT)
artefact and con tri bute to the understanding of the social aspect of technology and we
show how creativity plays an impmiant role in the use oftechnology.

The literature review reveals that many of the models proposed by IS researchers are
typical variance theories embodying an IT artefact (Seide!, Muller-Wienbergen, and
Becker 20 l 0) . Variance theories usually neglect the socio-technical process involved
in the use oftechnology. IT, rather than being an artefact acting as an independent
variable, is full y part of organizational li fe and it is incorporated in the daily !ife of
organization with ali social aspects of the organization. In this way, we argue that
creativity plays an important role and hasan impact on the use oftechno logy.
We consider that creativity is fundamentally a human process, and people use the
technologies different! y to accomplish their work in the organization.

From this point ofview, we draw upon the two concepts oftechnology-in-use and
technology-in-practice and discuss the main issues related to these concepts. We also
discuss the concept of " absorptive capacity" (Cohen and Levinthal 1990, Zahra and
George 2002) , and we highlight the role of expetiise integration while conducting
creative work with the use oftechno logy. Our results are twofold: creativity hasan
important impact on the use of technology as it redefines communication and
information flows , and also as it restructures work, while using the technology in a
smatier way, depending on the leve! of absorptive capacity of individuals.
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5.4 Theoretical Approach
5.4.1 Technology-in-use
First, we need to understand the existing Iiterature on the notions of technology-inuse and technology-in-practice on the basis of a literature review. Based on our
research these two concepts are closely related.

Techllology-in-use was introduced widely by the works of Wanda Orlikowski,
especially from her atiicle of 1992 (Orlikowski 1992), in which she theorized the
duality oftechnology, inspired by the ideas of Anthony Giddens (Giddens 1987b,
Giddens 1979, Giddens 1984) and his Structuration The01·y.

By duality of technology, Orlikowski means that technology is a product of hum an
action while it also assumes structural properties. Moreover, by the duality of
technology, she considers that technology is physically consh·ucted by actors (who
are knowledgeable and reflexive) working in a given social context. It is socially
constructed by actors through the different meanings they attach to it and the various
features they emphasize and use. She also considers that agency and structure are not
independent, and it is the on-going action of hum an agents in habitually drawing on a
technology that objectifies and institutionalizes it.

In that and subsequent studies such as Orlikowski (1995) , she proposes that there are
two aspects to be analysed in technology: the scope oftechno logy and the role of
technology. By scope, she means basically the hardware part oftechnology, what
makes it an object; whereas by the role oftechnology, she refers to the philosophical
opposition offoreseeing technology as a social object, where it is seen as a product of
shared interpretation and interventions. In the same vein, she considers that
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technology is understood as a social object, which means that it is defined by its
context of use.

The prescribed use oftechnology by the designers oftechnology is not always
followed when the technology is deployed in an organization. Usually, the
technology development, and technology usage are accomplished in different
organizations; and hence, different perceptions oftechnology usage are constructed
(Orlikowski 1992). In other words, while the technology permits a range of possible
uses, it is the technology-in-use that determines its value; and that value is
significantly influenced by the set of activities that intervene in the way people
interpret and interact with the technology (Orlikowski 1995). At the same time, we
can consider that the implementation of configurable technologies is strongly
influenced by users ' understanding oftheir own requirements and the propetiies and
functionalities of the technology (Orlikowski and Gash 1994). Thus, the actual use of
the technology is also influenced by people ' s knowledge and experience from
previous projects.

Orlikowski (1992) considers that in using technology, users interpret, appropriate and
manipulate it in various ways and are influenced by a number of other individual as
weil as social factors. Moreover, the use pattern changes over time as organizational
circumstances change (Orlikowski 1995).

As technology is used within a given context, the users are structuring the
technology. The structuring of technologies-in-use refers to the process through
which users manipulate their technologies to accomplish work and the way in which
such actions draw on and are reproduced in the particular context in which they work
(Orlikowski 1995, Barley 1986). The pro cess of structuring technology-in-use, as
described by Orlikowski (1995), is an interaction between technology as an miefact

--

'
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and its actual use, which influences and also constructs and re-constructs the
institutional propetiies of the organization.

A fier theorizing on the duality of technology (Orlikowski 1992), Orlikowski expands
ber earlier work and presents a practicallens through which it is possible to examine
how people interact with structures oftechnology use. Users ' interactions with
technology are thus recursive: in their recurrent practices, users shape the technology
structure that in turn shapes their use (Orlikowski 2000). Technology structure is not
external or independent of hum an ageney, but exists in the form of a set of ru les and
behaviours and the ability to deploy the structures (Walsham 2002) that emerge from
people' s interactions with the technology at hand - technology-in-practice
(Orlikowski 2000, Pozzebon 2003).

Orlikowski (2000) considers technology-in-practice to be sets of ru les and resources
that are constructed and reconstructed in people ' s on-going and situated engagement
with patiicular technologies. These engagements from her point of view are specifie
interactional structures that are routinely enacted as the users work with a specifie
technology, technique, appliance, deviee or gadget in patiicular ways in their
everyday situated activities. She also believes that users decide to use a technology;
and in doing so, they are also choosing how to interact with that technology. Thus,
users may deliberately or inadvetiently enact different rules and resources from those
anticipated by the developers. This phenomenon suggests that technology-in-practice
could be different from place to place and from one context to another. According to
Barley and Orlikowski (Barley 1988 , Orlikowski 2000, Barley 1986), on-going
enactment of a technology-in-practice tends to reinforce or re-structure
(transformation) the social system. Reinforcement means that the actors enact
essentially the same structures with no noticeable changes, whereas transfom1ation
means that the actors enact changed structures, with changes ranging from
incrementai to substantial (Orlikowski 2000).
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According to Corradi et al. (201 0) viewing the use oftechnology as a process of
enactment enables a deeper understanding of the constitutive role of social practices
in the on-going use and change of technologies in the workplace.

In summary, we can conclude that technology-in-practice is inseparable from
technology-in-use. lt is technology-in-use and the particular ways in which a
technology is used th at create the practice of a specifie technology in a given social
context. We can conclude that technology-in-use is phenomenologically embodied in
technology-in-practice.

5.4.2 Creativity as a Process

After discussing the notions of technology-in-practice and technology-in-use, we
consider that creativity is a process and discuss how the absorptive capacity will
influence technology use. For this, we will review what has been said on the kinds of
interaction that occur between technology and creativity in a process over time. There
is little doubt that creativity is an impOttant value in our contemporary society and,
consequentl y, it became object of study for a variety of disciplines.

It is in the process of transition from an exclusively individualistic psychology of
creativity to a more socially oriented one that three concepts emerge: social creativity,
group creativity and co llaborative creativity. The first reflects a rather theoretical
approach (Fischer et al. 2005) refe1Ting to the social origins and manifestation of the
creative as opposed to a picture of the creative individual working in a social vacuum .
The other two notions, group creativity and collaborative creativity, consider more
parti cul ar instances of at !east two individuals working together to genera te a creative
outcome.
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To study creativity as a process, we have adopted the work of Watson (2007) based
on the creativity literature in which he gives an extensive framework on social
creativity comprising four aspects under four main phases: creative persons;
individuals; social units, such as teams; and organizations. Figure 9 below illustrates
the creative processes derived from Watson (2007). Creative processes are canied out
with creative persons who produce individually generated creative outcomes. In the
second phase, individuals interact either with institutional factors, or with each other
or with a system to produce socially influenced creative outcomes. In the third phase,
the creative process occurs in social units such as teams, with or without activity
systems, to create socially constructed creative outcomes. Finally, in organizations,
the creative process can be carried out by the organization, which produces socially
generated creative outcomes.
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Fig ure 9: Socia l crea tivity co ncept map of Watso n (2 007)
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The outcome is an essential element since it is socially constructed and generated .
These social collaborations have been id entifi ed in the literature as four patterns of
collaboration: di sh·ibuted collaborati on, complementary collaboration, family
collaboration and integrati ve collaboration (Watson 2007). Each of these
co llaborations has specifie meanings . Distributed collaboration is found in long-term
patinerships as well as conversati ons where participants have similar interests and
inform ai and vo luntary roles; moreover, the interacti ons are spontaneous.
Compl ementary collaboration is based on expetiise or disciplines which enable crossfertili zation of ideas fro m different perspecti ves . Peo ple negoti ate to accompli sh the
task and the creators engage in mutual appropri ation whereby each persan adapts and
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integrates others ' ideas. Family collaboration is characterized by fluid roles by which
one member helps another to move from novice to expe1i; and, finally, integrative
collaboration tluives on shared visions and risk taking over the long tenn, making
transfmmations to new entities with an emphasis on co-creation. Wl1at is important is
to understand the negotiations, discussion and shared understanding of the use of
technology Watson (2007). There is an on-going interaction between technology and
the person which takes place over time to use various technologies and conduct the
work. The users have experiences with technologies; they are entitled to use
technologies as they want to accomplish their work.

It is important to mention that the "social" is intrinsic to creativity, and the creativity

outcome is embedded in the interaction between individuals and technologies,
settings and groups.

5.4.3 Absorptive Capacity and Expertise Integration in the Creative Process
Expe1iise integration has been considered an impottant issue in Information Systems
Development (ISD) (Tiwana and Ephraim 2005, Cooper 2000). Heterogeneity of
expettise, the quality of relationships among team members and the ability to
inteiTelate with the expe1iise ofpeers in a group play an impmtant role in the creative
process (Aaen 2008). In this respect, the absorptive capacity ofindividuals and team
members is an important aspect of the team 's creativity (Tiwana and Ephraim 2005).
Absorptive capacity has been defined in the literature as a firm ' s ability to identify,
assimilate and exploit outside knowledge (Cohen and Levinthal 1990). Zahra and
George (2002) define it as a set of organizational routines and processes by which
firms acquire, assimilate, transform and exploit knowledge to produce a dynamic
organizational capability. Absorptive capacity has also been defined as the capacity to
learn and to solve problems (Tiwana and Ephraim 2005).
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A good leve! of abso rpti ve capacity enabl es th e finn and its members to effecti ve!y
obtain and use externat and internai know ledge (Cohen and Levinthal 1990). This
will have an effect on the firm ' s ability to innovate and adapt to the changing
environment and will keep it competitive. At the same time, it will enhance the firm ' s
ability to be proacti ve and build various competencies of its own as opposed to
reacting to the industry' s dynami sm.

By absorptive capacity, scholars (Cohen and Levinthal 1990, Zahra and George 2002)
refer to the notion of an organization' s abso rpti ve capa city, whi ch is dependent on the
absorpti ve capacity of its individual members. However, organizational absorptive
capacity is not sim ply the sum of each individual ' s absorptive capacity. It is not
limited just to the acqui sition or assimilation of knowledge; it is also related to the
organizational ability to exploit the absorbed knowledge (Cohen and Levinthal 1990).
In other words, th ~ exploitation of the knowledge in the organization means using the
knowledge and allowing it to circulate within the subunits.

While expetii se is owned by individuals, and indi viduals use their absorpti ve capacity
to absorb know ledge from others, it is necessary to understand how the use of
technology is affected while individuals integrate specialized, individually held
expetiise into a collective proj ect (Okhu ysen and Eisenhardt 2002, Stein and
Vandenbosch 1996). In thi s vein, team creati vity results from findin g novel
associations and linkages among the diverse ideas, perspectives and domain expetiise
that individual team members hold (Sutton and H argadon 1996).

5.5 Methodological Approach : Jn-depth Case study

Our research is based on a qualitative study spanning two years (20 10-201 2) at a
radio company based in Montreal. Existing analogical radio services (AM and FM)
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can provide good quality sound und er favourabl e reception conditions. U nfortunately,
when condi tions are Jess favourable, AM and FM broadcasts suffer a loss of sound
quality.

Digital broadcasting offers the opportunity to deliver a signal fro m broadcaster to
receiver without any such Joss of quality. In addition, the use of a digital system
allows broadcasters to offer a complete! y new range of data services to accompany
audio programmin g. These enable the radio medium to remain attracti ve to
consumers at a time when it is fac ing increasing competition, most notably from the
Internet.

Our case study looks at a North Ameri can leader in streaming live radio in downtown
Mo ntreal which offers a variety of services to the radio industry, including live
streaming ofvarious radio stations and live streaming for the end users. For live radio
and on-demand radio, they provide end-to-end solutions such as web-based metrics;
inse1i radio ads on radio sh·eams, depending on the ten-itory on which they broadcast,
web media p layers, mo bil e players and w idgets.

The reality is that end-users are turn ing more and more to radio-on-d emand , where
they can choose whi ch radi o programmes to listen to, when to li sten and fro m which
deviee. We observe that Internet radio has become very popular. Table 14 below
illustrates online acti vities on the Internet by end users in various counh·i es ; this
shows that listening to music onl ine bas become quite impmi ant.
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Table 14: On line acti vities of Intern et u er in mature v . emerging mark ets 2009

Online Activities of Internet users in
ature vs.
Emerging
arkets, 2009 (
of respondents)
Mature
ma·r kets

-------------------------------------

Emerging
markets

6

5

81 ..

73 ..

2 .
28

ces

56

'?.7 •

We stud y thi s radio company which does an end-to-end user interface for radio
compani es around the globe. Their idea is basically a monetization of users for the
radio company. Their phil osophy is that they will capture every aspect of users who
li sten to a specifie radio station in a specifie location, and they will inj ect the
appropriate advetiisements for them. The end-to-end monetization process of the
radio station is illustrated in the fi gure 10 below.
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Figure 10: End-to-end moneti zati on proces for th e radi o on-demand indu try
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5.5.1 Interaction with Empirical Data
We have formulated our research question as follows: employees within a creative
sector such as radio use various technologies to accomplish their work in a recursive
mann er and create something novel over the pro cess of their work; they create
solutions for the end-to-end user ofmonetization of the product. We therefore
hypothesize that they use their creativity to tweak the teclmologies (software). The
creative process is accomplished in various steps and in each step they use
technologies. These technologies are used for codifying information, sharing
information, creating historical tracing of projects and communication. Our main
question is thus to understand the role of creativity in the use of technologies over the
of work pro cess. The absorptive capacities of individuals are also integrated in our
question as we seek to understand how users integrate their knowledge coming from
the organization and also their own previous knowledge to use the software within
the scope of project. In this vein, we have created an interview guide which led us to
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look into the use of technology fro m the technology-in-use and technology-inpractice lens and understand the role of creati vity in using the technologies.

Our data collection process is based on direct observation of the fi eld and interviews.
To understand the nature of the work in the radio industry and res pond to our research
question, we have gathered atticles from and on the radio indush-y. We first
conducted exploratory interviews with expetts of the field . For this, we did direct
observation during 10 days, and conducted semi-structured interviews with 10
employees and 2 with managers in the finn . Ali interviews were reco rded and
transcribed. For our observation, we have created direct observation parameters,
enabling us to gather more in-depth data fi·o m our intervention. In doing so, we have
divided the proj ects into tln·ee phases, before, during and after. In each phase, we
have looked at the tecln1ologies whi ch are used and the work whi ch is accomplished
in using these technologies. For each ph ase of the proj ect, we have interviewed the
key empl oyees involved in the proj ect and we interviewed them over the three
phases.

The first round of interviews are wann-up with the subj ects, and we tried to get a
sense of the proj ect, team members, the technologies involved and the way they
envisage to creati vely conduct the proj ect. The interviews towards the middle of
project focused more on the advancement and chronological issues of the proj ect w ith
respect to its initi al subj ect and the creati vity of the research in relation with the
technologies used. In addition, we investigated the actual use of technologies in
relation to the prescribed use of the technologies available to them at the beginning of
the proj ect. In other words, we investigated the new form s of technologies used in
this proj ect in arder to accompli sh the creative work of the player and the changes
that happen over time. In the third round of interviews we concentrate on the overall
project acco mplishment and trace the use of teclmologies fro m the beginning to the
end .
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We conducted a qualitative study enabling us to understand the role of creativity on .
the use of technology. As Ritchie & Lewis observe (Ritchie and Lewis 2003), a
qualitati ve research enabl es an in-depth understanding of the social world of the
pa1i icipants, and it helps to identify impl icit and explicit rules surrounding their
enviro nment. Second, it is based on data collection methods that create direct and
close contact between the researcher and the participants, which encourages rich,
detailed exchanges.

5.5.2 Process of Analysis
We therefore have severa! sources of data: one is from the interviews, the second is
via the observations we made whil e bein g in the setting of the radio industry and
taking fi eld notes; and the last one is the documents we obtained from the company.
At fi rst, we created an inventory of the data and shared it among our research team.

We transcribed ali the interviews . They were conducted both in French and mainly in
English. We statied analysing the interviews by searching for the use of technologies
in the processes involved in the radio proj ect. We added observations about creati ve
wo rk and the technologies involved to this fi le as we read the transcribed interviews.
We started coding by highlighting the themes that are elaborated. The themes are
explored across the data in different interviews and fro m observed data and
documents in order to identify the ro le of creativity on teclmology use. Should a clear
over-arching theme emerge, we return to the data to identify the missing parts and
fi nd a deeper appreciation of it.

5.6 Analysis of data

Our analysis of the data revealed how individuals use technologies differentl y in their
creati ve work and their experience with technology. New software is deployed in the
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radio stations, new ways of conducting work, and these are re-structuring the wo rk
fl ow and communication flows that are observed in the radio industry. The era of
analogue radio is over as the industry has moved towards the digital radio. However,
going to di gital radio differs from one company to another and the pathways can be
different. Indeed, the materi als and equipm ent become digital and this translate into
computers for production, diffu sion and information sharing. Therefore, in our
analysis, we look at the technologies and experience of use of technologies in the
radio company via functi onalities of technology, which illustrates the employees '
interpretati on and und erstanding of technology and their use of technology based on
their creative work.

Employees start by expl oring the technologies and understand what technology can
offer them and what it cannot do, within their work context. There are various
discussions around the use of technology, how technology facilitates their work, how
technologies create a learning environment fo r them with new ways of
communi cation, easy access to the info rm ation and possible increase in their
autonomy at work. Each person has hi s or her own leve! of absorpti ve capacity
(Cohen and Levinthal 1990) to understand the features that technology brings for
him/her. According to one of the interviewees: "... basically we start with that and of

course we 're tak.ing into account the client business requirement, the busines
objectives. So our creativity starts where we 're tly ing to match business
requirements, what we imagine as users requirement and our technological capacity.
We have good exp ertise of technologies available to us, and each of us in the temn
has spec(fic expertise for the business requirement of our client. We negotiate with
the client to understand their business needs and we see vvhat we have in our
technologies and our expertise to make it happen. Sometimes, things are not that ea y
and not all of us are aware of what we can do . We have lots of discussions in the
company within us to see the p er :pective of our developers with resp ect to
technologies and our capacity to develop the business needs .. . " .This can lead to a
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new application to a technology which was not prescribed or even thought of before,
as we observed. The type of negotiations around and within the use of technology to
twist and tweak the technology and use it differently creates new uses and practices
towards technology in va riou s steps.
To make things clearer, we di vide our analysis into two groups of proposition.

5.6. 1 Creative Use ofteclmology is redefining communication and information flow

The actual use of technology, Technology-in-use, changes the flow of information
and communication among users. The technology brings an increase and expansion in
the flow of information among and wi thin the organization. Each project in the radio
organization has a project lay out, project spectrum, and wikis are created to help and
improve the sharing of information. Technology has redefined communication and
information among groups ofpeers in the organization and makes it faster to get
infonnation and access to the information. Reading emails, getting infonnation from
wikis has become an impotiant pa1i of each project. In our case study, the users
created an internai wiki where information is shared for the employees of the
organization. According to one of the employees:

".. We have a wiki called Confluence. It's a kind of Wiki, like a depository ofprojects
and we document ail the projects there. We are not very strict about what should be
docum entee! for each project. Th ere is some information, most/y on the programming
side, that are actually documentee! for each project. ft is like the pool of information
availablefor everyone to access. We record the projects there and everyone has
access to them

if they need to know what has been done and how it was done etc... "

The project report is also available on the wiki for the rest of employees. However,
the tacit memory plays an important role. For example, one of the employees
mentioned that:

li S

"... We mee/ and then we say what the weak points of the project were: the mistakes
we made, what didn 't work, how can we correct it for next time. Then we list the
positive points of the project, what we !earntfrom this project we can apply in future
projects. We keep that, we archive everything that made all projects. But 1 think
most/y in effect, it's more the memory of the individuals.fi-om each p erspective that
really makes it workfor al! proj ects. "Ok, 1 remember we did this p layer fo r this
client and it had similar profile, why don 't we go back to the f eature set that we wrote
then " .. . "

Although everything can be availabl e to anyo ne for the proj ect internally, tacit
rnern ory of individuals play an important role in knowing what to look fo r, and in
creating and constructing the next proj ect based on the previous one. For example,
one of the employees mentioned that:

" ...-ln reality it's al1 tacit. 1 mean, we document for sure but for each project, do we
go back to al! the proj ects we wrote clown and saved in.files and directories, no. We
proceed by human memory : "Remember we did this, we could use this .feature again
vvith that technology ". And then we go back and.find the doc we go back to our wiki
and we go bacle to what we have clone befOJ'e. For example, .for a lot o.fprojects, 1
don't start.from scratch writing specs, 1 would copy what 1 did.for another proj ect
and start with this and then 1 would acld them, 1 woulcl subtract them and then. start
building sornething thal at the end rnight be totally different .. . " " ...we explore the
possibilities and then. we do a ki nd of.filtering clown to get the bes t options available
to use with respect to technologies and expertise that we have, al! taking into
consideration the business need of end-user (client) .. . "

Communi cation is also a key issue between the cli ent and the company. The
co mmunications between the client and the company are circul ated electroni call y and
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all parties, both internally and in the company have access to the information. Use of
technology redefines the way they communicate, which is a form of creativity.

The communication and negotiation between the client and the company is the key
issue in the creative process. One of the interviewees mentioned the use of
communication and negotiation via a different angle:
"... In some cases, we came to the client with ideas that we propose. And once the
dis cussion s tarts, it's an exchange between us and the client. We propose ideas and
the client ki nd of reaches the ideas, pushes them .further. Or we receive ideas fi'om the
client and ~-ve push those ideas furthe r. In the n1eantime, we see what we can do with
our technologies available to us and the expertise that we have.
it.

If we can do it,

we do

If not, then we see how we can explore ne-vv possibilities with our exp ertise and

technologies available tous. A IL that is basica!Ly communication between client and
us in a recursive manner. It's a very constructive conversation that we have with the
client. So in tenns of creativity, I think at this point it's a co-creativity, it's a cocreative process, and it's very interesting. We 're re ponsible.for writing clown, I'm
responsible actually.for writing clown the result ofthose essions, the result of this
negociation process, and we share every thing on our wikifor this current project and
other fitture projects ... "

5.6.2 Creative Use oftechnology is restructuring the work, using teclmology in a
smarter way
Technology enables individuals to work in a smarter way by restructuring how work
can be performed. The technology does not necessarily change the nature of the work
but it rather transfo rms the flow of work. Individuals use available technologies
effective! y and efficient! y to accomplish the work and also to organize the work.
There are plenty of technologies available to them but they use their creative thinking
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to modulate their work. For exampl e, one of the employees mentio ned th at in some
cases :
"...we take technology as il is but we just modulate if different/y. We know, for
example, such a script, such afunctionality that exists, but we combine it with
another.fimctionality th en we crea te something new ... "

Combining known concepts or exploring for an unknown concept is a key issue in a
creati ve process (Dewett 2003) and this changes the use of the technology. In doing
so , h1al and en ors in th e re-stmcturing the creative use of technology pl a ys an
important role. For example, one of the employees mentioned that:

" ...it's trials and en·ors. We try th ings thal don't work but may be we can do this
instead. Th ere are a lot o.[ trials and errors, there's a lot of brain storming sessions,
we do something. .. "

Or
".. . We have various technolog ies availab le to use and we do al! sort of iteration with
the technologies to co1ne up with a product ... "

Moreover, there are technologies whi ch are availabl e and the fun ctionalities are weil
known. However, over th e course of th e creati ve process, users push the technologies
further. By pushing, they mean that they change the use of the technology which was
not known before. For example, the programm ers, they use various technologies in
progra mming the software in the radio industry. One of the employees mentions that:
"... "Pushing " is Lik.e hacking, y ou take afeature and the original purpose ofthe
f eature, y ou take it ail away and y ou bring it back another way. This is may be more
on the programming sicle than the design. Programmers are also creative in their
own. way. Sometùnes there is a step and that's where they become creative. There are
steps that th ey don't wan.na be stuck in, they work. hard o they fine! a sicle way to get
to the re ult. So it's fo cused on result. 1 think we 're fo cusecl on results more than
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methodology. So we fo cus on the vision that we have, that we want to obtain and the
means to obtain it. It's up to each man tofind a way .. . "

Moreover, during the creative process, they push technologies as much as they can,
but it is also the resources which play a role and sometimes limit what can be done.
For exampl e, one the employees mentioned the following:

" We also push technology as much as we can. But sometimes, it's not technology that
resists,· it's more the administrative structures or the p eople in p lace, who are in
charge ofthose technologies. Yes, you could push it that way but you won't because
the holder of the technology says "1 do n't have the resources to make the
mod(fications that you're askingfor. Yes, it's technically possible but 1 won't do il. .,

Therefore, not onl y pushing the new use of technology changes the use of
technology, but also will ask for new administrative resources and therefore changes
the structure of the work.

Beyond pushing, is the risk taking, it is tweaking the technology which plays an
important role over the period oftim e. One of the employees mentions that if they
have time:

".. .we go deep, we tweak more, we research more, we te ·t more, we üy some th ings,
we allow ourselves to be more difficult, more demanding. .. "

At the same time, the absorptive capacity of individuals plays an impotiant role in
knowing the technology and getting the ideas to move fo rward over the creati ve
process. One of the employees mentioned that idea generation and absorbing new
ideas will help in design of the new product:
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" ...Other ideas either fit with the schem.e of work, so y ou 're able to absorb entirely.
Or there 's a negotiation: "This is your idea, 1 take this from y our idea but 1 don 't
think this will worlc". And then there's always negotiations for ms, "! take part ofyour
ideas and you take some of mine" and eventually we meet at halfway or when we're
bath satisfied. Ideal/y we would be bath satisfied. We work. to be satisfi ed in !ife so we
reach that point vvhere "l 'm. ok with this, you 're ok this? OK". And we bath think. that
is the best thing we can do. "

The analysis of post-mortems, after proj ects, gave us an important understanding of
the work process and the creati ve dimension pe11aining to it. The radio company
does cyclic proj ects; and as a result of the nature of cycli c projects, after each proj ect
there is a post-m011em as a way of getting feedback and sharing the advantages and
disadvantages of the project.

After each project, the members of project get together and go back to the initial
document which was the proj ect plan. One of the employees mentioned that:

"...So we al! mee/ and we go back to the initial document which vvas the proj ect p lan.
Basically we look at the project, how did we defin e the project versus how did we
deliver the project. So in the project p lan you have time line and budget, and
requirements for the client, what the client asked to be delivered. So we look at al!
that we p lanned, did we deliver on lime, did we deliver what was expected, did we
deliver resp ecting our budget in terms of hours worked versu hours p lanned, has the
client do ne his part as p lann.ed as wel!, if not what could be corrected n.ext time,
should we a/law more or less time for su ch activity?.. . "
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5.7 Conclu sion

Within the radio industry, technology has been widely used and has changed the
cun·ent wo rk practices. Users use technologies differentl y to achi eve thei r goals.
Creativity in tweaking the functionalities, pushing and iteration of use pla ys an
important raie. Using a social construction lens, immersion in the daily !ife of the
users, and conducting interviews enabled us to see that the technology is used
differentl y from what bas been prescribed by the initial technology des igners.
Designers get the ideas from other peers, integrate them, push and tweak the
technologies to create new functi onalities fo r the end-users. Creati vity in t~ea kin g
the use, the use which was not defined before plays an important ro le. Interaction and
communication while sharing infonnation are also very cru cial. Encourag ing
employees to co ns tru ct and share their und erstanding of technology and its fonctions
and capabilities enables learnin g over the tim e and also changes the perception of
technology use among employees. We understand that absorpti ve capacity is part of
creative use of the infonnation technology. lt shows the degree of und erstanding,
being able to ab orb new fun ctio naliti es and capacities of technology which
eventuall y will be incorporated in the use or a new use of technology. While users use
the technologies, they tweak the technologies to attain the new fun ctionaliti es which
are not kn own in the technology initiall y. By doing so, they sometimes reach a point
where it is not the technology which is not changi ng or )etting people change it, it is
the admin istrative resources which are resisting. Therefore, if poss ible, users will
need to challenge the administrati ve reso urces and either acquire other or more
resources or mak e administrators change their vision. In this vein, the use of
technologies not onl y changes the technologies itself, but also changes the way the
work is done.
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Creative use of teclmologies in the creative process is an on-going questioning
process on how users can create creative novel things with existing resources and find
new resources in order to create novelty.

To conclude, let us mention a few limits of the study. As it is innovative in its theme,
Creativity and technology, we need to do more research to confirm our observations
here. We only studied one finn , although in great detail , and would therefore need to
do work on other firms. We also studied the radio sector, and this is another
limitation; in future work, we would like to look into other sectors, digital media,
gaming or others to test our observations in these other sectors. Nevet1heless, we
think we have contributed new ideas on creativity and technology, particularly
including the concept of absorptive capacity as a source of mediation in the creative
capacity of individuals in a given context.

CHAPTER VI
DISCUSSION

In this pat1 of the disset1ati on, we discuss our academie contributi ons based on th e
findings th at are presented in the three above articles. A lthough we have presented
the discussion sections in ali three at1icles, it is impo11ant to elaborate more in this
fin al discussion . Thi s section of our thesis stm1s by discussing the first paper,
followed by a discussion of the second and fin all y the third . Finally, there is also a
general di scussion on the general contribution th e di ssertati on.

6. 1 Theoreti cal Impacts
6. 1.1 Arti cle I
In this m1icle, we have studi ed the literature on creati vity and informati on systems.
Based on the analysis, we found that the relationship between creativity and
infonn ation system s has been studi ed mainl y fro m the vari ance logic, w here th e
infonn ati on system has been considered from the positivist perspective. Therefore, in
view of the existing problem s with vari ance logic, notably considered from the
studies of Orlikowski , we discussed a new vision of creati vity studi es in IS by
considering the process happening between creati vity and inform ati on system s. We
discussed that there are inter-connecti ons between creati vity and infonn ation systems
and their impacts on each oth er are embedd ed, emergent and there is no
determinati on in advance on how and what happens in the relati on between creati vity
and inform ati on systems. This new logic enabled the grou nd of our

2nd

and

3 rd
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articles by looking specificall y at the interactions w ith the use of case stud ies in the
context of creati ve industries.

6. 1.2 Atiicle II
In this atiicl e, we have analyzed in more detail the impact of inform ation system and
infom1 ation teclmology on creativity. In this vein, we have discussed the published
papers within the IS discipline which have already studied creati vity and info rm ati on
systems. Our firs t contribution was to classify the existing literature on the im pact the
infmm ation technology has on creati vi ty. In this proposee! classification, we have
given two distinct sectio ns with few sub-sections. The 151 category is theTransmi ssive
impact that IT has on creativity. Within this impact, we identifiee! a few subsection;
codifying, accessing, combining, exploring, traci ng and retracing, and fi nall y sharing.
All these sub-categories are dri ven from the existing literature on the relationshi p
between creati vity and info rm ati on systems. The second category is under the title of
Interactive. In this category, we have class ifiee! the literature in IS und er contacting,
ex -changing and coordinating.

Moreover, we have stu died this categorization based on Orlikowsk i and Scott (2008)
to understand under which logic the vari ous contributions res ide. Based on
Orlikowski and Scott (2008) , the studi es on technology, and the impact of technology
in organi zations are fo und under two logics. The authors have extended the literature
by proposing a third category. The categories are variance logic, process logic and
third proposee! category is relationality.

Our analysis on the existing literature posits that our categorization, depending on the
epistemological ground and defi ni tions given to the technology, reside under variance
logic, which is consideree! a positivist vision, seeing technology as a detem1inistic
approach.
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Therefore, we have used the case study of the carnival-ethnography, in creative
industries, to elaborate more and extend the literature. We have adopted the process
logic study to understand the impact ofteclu1ology on creativity. Before discussing
the findings ofthis research, it is important to draw upon the nature of creative
industries and how they consider themselves as creative.

We have examined the cultural-creative indush·ies, which have creativity as an
inherent part oftheir existence. The Creative Task Force Mapping Document (CITF
1998-2001) in the UK defines creative industries or cultural industries as ' activities
which have their origin in individual creativity, skill and talent and which have the
potential for wealth and job creation through generation and exploitation of
intellectual property ' . The Cami val of Que bec is part of the creative industry which
operates in a project-based context (Defillippi , Grabher, and Jones 2007).

The cm·nival as a project-based organization has occasional and episodic aspects
which are impmiant for the continuance of creative works and attraction of more
people to the next event. The discontinuous and episodic nature of creative and
cultural industries impact the production of each offering (each year' s event), from
one edition to the next, and are neither continuous nor standardized (with no
repetition from one event to the next). This suggests that some types of creative or
cultural industries need to find dynamic balance between preserving the cultural
characteristics and the extent of the creative work to attract a maximum number of
viewers over time, which gives rise to a heavy reliance oftechnology to create
novelty. On the one hand , the episodic nature of ccreative/cultural industries requires
some degree of consistency between the past and the new edition; and on the other
band, new editions need to be different or fresh enough to attract new viewers,
especially repeat visitors who would not return to viewthe same old performance,
time-after-time. The optimal balance between the two is achieved with the help of
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internet-based technologies (IBTs) in general and the information systems (IS) in
particular. It suffices that with interactive and transmissive use of technologies, the
employees of the Carnival, capture and use the information that is necessary for
deriving the above dynamic balance and also provides sufficient information to
enable a thorough and objective eval uation of a performance or exhibit against other
competitors.

6.1.3 f\rticle III
In the third paper, we discussed the impact of creativity on the use oftechnology,
technology-use. Many scholars, including Orlikowski, have studied the anti-positivist
use of technology. In other word , it is technology-in-use which illustrates the actual
use of technology in the organizatio n and not the technology use which was
prescribed by the designers of the technology. In this paper, with the evidences from
the empirical data, we have given a new vision on the issues oftechnology-in-use and
technology-in-practice, which is the result of creative use oftechnology in order to
re-shape the technologies and give a new use to technologies.

As mentioned in various parts of this thesis, creativity studies in IS discipline have
been overlooked over the past years. Although many researchers have mentioned the
need to fmther the study of creativity in IS discipline, al! the more so as it is much
studied in management studies in general recently, there is not mu ch of empirical
research on the creativity studies in the IS literature. Based on our research , we can
see that there is no study in the IS discipline which has looked at the impact of
creativity on the use of technology.

In this research on a radio company, we have studied this impact through the lens of
process logic, where we have studied a radio design player company over the course
of ti me. Our empirical data and our analysis posit that creative use of technologies is
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through tweakin g, testing, pushing and m aking a smmi er use of the technologies. We
have presented two distinct themes under whi ch creati ve use of technologies happens.
First of al!, the use of technologies redefin es the communication and infonn ation
fl ows in the organization. Indeed, creative use of technologies enables information
fl ows and communi cati on fl ows in the organization. On the second theme, we have
concluded that technology is redefining the work, using the technologies in sma1ier
way.

What we have drawn from our analysis shows that users employ technologies in
various ways. There are plenty offeatures and modules which are availabl e to them .
However, creative use is not a single use or som ething which is prescribed. Creati ve
use of technologies is tweakin g, and pushing furth er th e technologies. Users employ
their creati ve thinking on how they can re-shape the use and create something novel,
create something which was not done before. By modulating the technologies, while
knowing the features whi ch are available to them, and whil e hav ing expe1iise which
is accumulated over the course of time, and their expertise integration, indi viduals
modulate the technologies and create a new use of technology.

This process ofm odulating the technologies does not come qui ckl y; it cames with
tri al and en·ors, and discussions whi ch are around the use of technologies. The
iteration of technologies is essen ti al throughout the new use of technologies. Users
push technologies as much as they can. Also, as we observed, sometimes it is not the
technology whi ch resists, but the admini strative limitations and structures of
organization that make it impossible to push fmiher. In some cases, we could
envisage the restructuring of the organi zation to make this new push, hacking and
tweaking of technology possibl e, but it may also be fin anciallim itations that at some
point make it impossible to go furth er.
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6.1.4 Intertwinement of Processes: Technology and Creativity
Based on our studies, atiicles I, II and III, we defend the position that creativity
should be considered via the social lens and contextual basis. In doing so, and similar
to views of Amabile ,Csikszentmilhaly ( 1999), as weil as Stenberg and Lu bart
(1999), creativity can be best studied via the social processes and contexts in which
the creative work is happening. Technology viewed from the process logic, is also by
ail means a social process in which the use and the process of use is understood on
how the technology has been incorporated in the daily activities of individuals,
groups and organization over the course of ti me.
We have discussed earlier in the articles that there is the process of interaction
between technology and creativity which the creative work can happen and also this
interaction is not pre-deterrnined. The aim of this dissetiation , in term oftheoretical
impact is to move fUiiher the discussion and introduce the process of intetiwinement
between the processes related to creativity and technology. According to the Oxford
Dictionary, the word ' intertwine ' has the significance of connecting or linking two or
more things more closely. Or in another meaning, it is the issue of twisting or
twinning two or more things together in such a way that they become one. For
example, ' a net made of cotton intertwined with other natural fibres ' creates a new
type of cotton with an ensemble of different ingredients.

In discussing the intetiwinement ofthese two processes, we would like to propose the
use one metaphor, the game of curling, with the concept of creation of social process,
or social place (Lefebvre 1991 ). In order to understand the social process, or the
creation of space, we shall investigate on the roots of socio logy of space (Lefebvre
1991). The sociology of space is an inter-disciplinary conception, which is illustrated
in understanding of the social practice, institutional forces , and material complexity
ofhow hum an are interacting with the space (Lefebvre 1991). There have been
various definitions attached to space. Michel Foucualt considers the space as ' the
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space in which we live, which draws us out of ourselves, in which the erosion of our
lives, our time and our history occurs. The space that claws and gnaws at us, is also, it
itself a heterogamous space .We live inside a set of relations ' (Kahn 2000).There have
been attempts to consider the duality of space; for example, Lôw (2008) , has
developed the idea of relational model of space by focusing the on the orderings and
social goods . As per her, the tem1 ordering denotes two aspects: both the static order
created by the spaces and the procession ordering, the action dimension. It is
important to understand how the space is consh·ucted, constituted over the course of
time. So what is important to retain is that spaces are created by agents and their
actions and that is been constituted in the process and over the course oftime.
Figure Il : Gameo f Curling
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Taking into the consideration the curling game as the metaphor (Figure 11), we
consider that the social place is created in the arena of curling game. Reaching the
ending pointis also considered as creating something novel and hit the records of
before. Therefore, in each creative work, there is a continuous novelty to take place.
Each time the ball is rolled, the players try to achieve the highest score, win the game
and hit the previous records. Therefore, although it is project-based, it is not the same
as the previous game and the initiatives to pave the way for the ball to role in the
appropriate direction are different from the previous game. There are few flows of
processes in this arena:
The first one is the presence of spectators in the arena and their app lauses to
enchant their favorite teams to achieve and make the work done.
The second process, is the interaction between pla ys of each game, they create
a co-creation to achieve novelty and new score.
The third process is the process oftime, from the point when the game starts
until the end ing point.
The forth process, is the game path. This path is not fixed; it can change by
the way players are using their tools, shuffle-boards, to pave the way for bali
to reach the ending point.
The fifth process is the presence of coaches, to lead, train, ana lyse and make
the infonnation available for them for the cun·ent game and also for the future
games.

As mentioned, the creative work takes place in each time of the game, but no game is
the same as the previous one. None ofthese processes can be taken apatt. Their being
and their existence are subjected to the presence of this social place, the arena. In
other words, we cannot take one pro cess out of the game and make the ga me happen .
They are not separate entities, and they constitute a mutual ensemb le with continuous
interactions. We call upon these interactions as intertwinement, as they are all
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necessary to create a creative work happen and the processes are not only interrelated, inter-dependent, but intertwined, and they constitute the game of curling.

Taking into consideration the conceptual synthesis of social creativity proposed by
Kuo (2011) , which is inspired from the ' Systems Model ofCreativity' proposed by
Csikszentmihalyi (1998) proposed that there is an interaction model, and the
creativity is a product of the dynamic interaction three dimensions, individuals,
domain, and the field. Based on this Model of As we have seen with the results and
analysis of our case studies in this thesis, we push further the mode! of creavitivy by
taking into consideration the ensemble of these pro cesses in the social place as
discussed by (Lefebvre 1991). In this mode! , the creative work happens in the social
place, called the organization. And the interactions are intertwined together over the
process of ti me to give way to novelty, and to creative work. The intetiwinement
between field, individual, and the domain is present to make the creative work happen
(Figure 12). The pro cess of technology-use is not only part of the domain, but also
part of the field , and a Iso part of the individual ' s knowledge, personality, thinking
style, intellectual abilities and etc. In other word, the process of technology-use is not
only in each part, but also it is present in the social place used by everyone to make
the creative work happen .
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Figure 12: Technol ogy and Social Creati vity
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6.3 Impacts for Practice

In addition to the theoretical impacts of this research, we believe that there are also
impacts for practice which could be taken into consideration in the world of business.
1) The first contribution is discussing the fact that in each organization, there is no
predetermined factor that determines how creative work can happen and how
individuals can use the technology to create something novel. Over the course of
creative work, the technology can be used as the means of knowledge sharing and
giving access to individuals in the company, and there should be motivation for
the individuals to use such technologies. Individuals can deliberately use the
teclmology in their organizations over the pro cess of their creative· work.
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2) The use of information systems opens era space of autonomy for the users, who
can use it as they want, when they want and how they want. In doing so, they
have the capacity to access the infonnation throughout their creative work.
3) Managers and the project leaders should encourage the employees to document as
much as they can on what they have done and what they are doing. Sharing these
information is essential for the rest of group and circulating these information via
their close-internet circuit is enabling. It is all the more important in the IT sector,
as there is a lot of mobility of workers from one fim1 to another.

CHAPTER VII
CONCLUSION

7.1 Introduction

Thi s thes is work is based on the fo rm at of three articles as an altern ati ve fo rm at of the
traditi onal thesis.

In the first paper, we have highlighted the impo1iance of creativity studi es in the IS
discipline and we have di scussed that although creativity and technology have been
widely studi ed in the literature, their relationship has been overlooked in the IS
literature. W e have investigated the trends of research which was present in the IS
discipline by looking at the impact of technology in organi zation, fro m va riance
logic, process logic and more recentl y fro m the relationality logic. This paper
provides a repertoire of research strategies th at ca n be do ne on the relationship
between creativity and informati on technol ogy which have been hi ghl y neglected in
the literature and which we propose to develop in future research in IS .

In the second paper, we investigated fmiher this relationship between creativity and
info nnation ystems, centering on the impact that inform ation systems have on
creati vity. ln the first stage, we cl ass ifi ed the existing literature on this impact, and we
proposed this classifi cati on under transmiss ive and interactive categori es which
enabl e creati vity. Further, we di scussed that thi s class ification on the ex isting
literature considers the technology from the tool view, which is under va ri ance logic
or considering the impact of technology pre-determined. W e adopted a different angle
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of research by conducting an ethnography study to understand this impact from the
social process view and we have concluded that not only technology impacts the
creativity from tr·ansmissive and interactive but also creates a new type of impact
under imaginative.

In the third paper, we have the impact of creativity on the use oftechnology. The

argument is that many scholars have studied the technology as the actual use of
technology, but none have studied what creativity does in terms of changing or
tweaking in the use of technology. In this paper, we discussed this issue based on two
themes which illustrate how creativity impacts and re-shapes the use oftechnology.
We have further discussed the impact of creativity on the use oftechnology on the
basis oftwo different themes, creative use oftechnology as redefining
communication and information flow , and creative use oftechnology as redefining
the work, using the technology in smarter way.

7.2 Further Contributions of this Research

The very first contribution of this research is to push further the understanding of
creativity in the IS discipline. Many other human science disciplines have studied
creativity by means ofvarious epistemological grounds, but in the IS discipline, there
has been a relatively narrow view of creativity. We have discussed further the
concept of creativity in this discipline and put more emphasis on this concept by
looking at the process logic rather than variance logic. We believe this thesis gives
more insight on this concept and opens up the concept of creativity in this discipline.
This dissertation makes a contribution in three aspects:
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Paper 1: It investigates the challenges of defining the concept of creati vity in thi s
discipline. It also contributes to the advancement of this research by opening the era
of creativity and IS as process logic.

Paper 2: It gives a new breakdown of the impact ofiS on creati vity in the present
literature and by co nducting an ethnographie stud y, it shows new impacts of IS on
creati vity from the process logic. In addition, it proposes new methodological
avenues. We have conducted the ethnography b y means of audi o-visual tools which
could be later di scussed and investigated for future papers, to present a new vision on
IS by condu cting audio-visual ethnography, which to our knowledge has never been
done in the IS discipline. Futiher, it suggests an em ergent and promi sing qualitati ve
approach to investi gate soci al phenomena ofiS and creativity.

Paper 3: In this paper, we have analyzed creativ ity in the use of technology. Many
studies in the p ast have analyzed th e lS from the social, process and technology-inuse perspecti ve, but none has studied the impotiance of creati vity in the use of
technology. Therefore, not only it is a new di scussion in the TT field , but it also opens
up to the analysis of new social phenomena related to creati vity which also open new
perspectives for the analysis of the use of technology. The issue of absorpti ve
capacity was also presented, although in a limited space due to the article form at, but
we consider this an impotiant dim ension, to be pursued in future research and
possibl y another ariicle from this stud y more concentrated on thi s theme.

In addition to these paper-based contributi ons, this thesis contributes to bringing new
fi elds of analysis to the IS discipline and also to bring the IS di scipline into the
creati ve industries analyses, something whi ch has not been done mu cb. Creative
industries as context have been widely neglected in the IS discipline, whereas the use
of TSin such industries are prominent. It is impotiant to develop the analysis of the
use of technologies in those indu stri es, as it has not been done much to date. With the
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constant availability of new software for design and implementation, creative
industries have adopted them and incorporated them into their work. It is important to
discuss and open the creative indushies as acontext to conduct research and
understand what happens to IS and its relation in the high- creativity-intensive
industries known as creative industries.

7.3 Limitations ofresearch

As all research, this research presents some limitations, which also can be open up
new directions for future research.

First of all, as mentioned earlier, the concept of creativity bas been widely used in
various disciplines, but only a narrow version of it bas been studied in the IS
discipline. This means we are at an earl y stage of creativity studies in this discipline
and there are few works to compare our own to. From another perspective, we can
consider that this opens up avenues for future research.

Second limitation, this has to do with the lev el of subjectivity of the researcher
involved in any qualitative method (Harker 1999). There are issues with
generalizability attacbed to the qualitative method, which are associated with the
leve! of subjectivity of the researcher, access to the field, as weil as dependence to the
field etc. (Yin 2009). Qualitative methods used in this research have been a useful
approach, enabling us to describe and illustrate the process logic of creativity and IS.
However, these methods are not well suited for the general isation of ce1iai n concepts
across different contexts and frameworks. In order to avoid the limitations given by
the qualitative methods, quantitative methods could eventually be used to test our
hypothesis on broader populations in more contexts, but again, this may be difficult
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with the subject at hand. We first need more qualitative studies before any
quantitative study can be envisaged.

The third Limitation is the fact that we did not address the cultural dimensions in the

use ofiT and encouragement of use ofiT in the organizations. This dimension bad to
be left unattended due to the already extensive topic of the dissertation, and
particularly the two extensive case studies, done in two cities of Québec, but where
different cultures may have been at stake. Cultural aspects and organizational culture
are very impotiant in the organization as they detennine if users of IT tools can do so
quite freely or not. Therefore, future studies could give more attention to the cultural
aspects of the organization and managing creative people in the organization. This is
an avenue of research we could also envisage to pursue.

Fourth limitation wo uld be the ti me and access to the field. In the case of Quebec

City Carni val, we were given extensive access to the field , however, in the case of
radio, the company was very busy and we were given a more limited access over a
more limited period oftime. It may have been more suitable to conduct identical
qualitative methods, i.e. ethnography, in both organization, which would have been
much deeper and allowed more follow ups for further research in the future.
However, our interview guide was weil developed and we bad many returns with the
people to pm·sue questions that came up from the first transcriptions.

7.4 Future research
7.4.1 Creativity and IS from Socio-materiality perspective: Logic ofRelationality
In this study, we have looked at the technology-creativity relationship from social
processes. However, Orlikowski & Scott (2008) have classified technology under
three research streams: under social structure of variance, process and relationality.

----------
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We have classified the literature und er variance and we have extended the literatu re
with the process lens, and the social process dimention. However, there is a third
stream of research which is open to considerati0n which is the relationality
perspective; this would lead us to look at the socio-materiality in information
technology. Since creativity is highly linked to materiality (Jacucci and Wagner
2007), and the creativity appears with interaction between the mate1ial within the
social context, this would be an impotiant avenue for future research, i.e. to stud y
creativity and technology from the socio-materiality perspective.

7.4.2 Aesthetic Creativity and Sensory Ethnography in IS
Many researchers consider that there is an aesthetic aspect related to creativity (Drake
2003). Aesthetics theories are rooted in the litterature of philosophy and hum an
sciences, especiall y from William James (James 1956), John Dewey(l958) and
Merleau-Ponty(Merleau-Ponty 2013 , Crossley 1995), in which they discussed how
aesthetic knowledge can be perceived as the foundation ofindividual , col lective
beliefs, creativity and practices. Considering creativity-technology as social, it would
be interesting to study this via the sensory ethnography. Based on our research , there
is no research in the IS discipline taking into consideration the sensory ethnography.
lt would be an interesting topic to introduce this ethnography to study the creativity-

technology relationship by incorporating the sensory ethnography elaborated by Pink
(Pink 2009). In this ethnography and in contrast to classical ethnography, not on ly is
the ethnographer' s body an imp01iant source of knowledge but the ethnographer uses
his own embodied sensorial experiences as a means of conceiving and understanding
other people ' s experiences, ways of knowing, and sensory categori es, meaning and
practices (Tafre hi 2012, Pink 2009). In this ethnography, there are definitions
attached to ensory place (considering both ethnographer and pa1iicipants are
emplaced in social , sensory and material context), sensory memory and sensory
imagination (Tafi·eshi 2012, Pink 2009). This could be used in the future to approach
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our a bj ects and themes, but thi s would require a better grasp of this type of research
process, which is not simpl e.

7.4.3 Stud ying Creativity- IS with Vi sual Qualitati ve Method
Another future research that could bring both theoretical and methodological
advancement in the field of IS and also in Creativity-Technology studies would be to
conduct a more extensive visual qualitative stud y (Pink 2007, Jon Hindmarsh 2007,
Heath and Hindmarsh 2000). Attractiveness and novelty of creativity could possibl y
be better understood by using a visual methodology. We have gathered an important
number of v id eo fil es during our stud y for arti cle II, and we consider using them in
more detail as preliminary data fo r such a future stud y.

APPENDICES
Appendi x 1: Definitions of creativity and Conceptual Categories
Definiti ons
A creative solution is a
resolution to a diffi cult
problem .
Boyer ( 1990)
Bringing something
into being th at is
ori ginal (new, unusual,
novel,
un ex pected) and a Iso
va luable (useful, good,
adaptive, appropriate).
Och e ( 1990)

Creati vity is a
generati ve or
prod ucti ve way of
ex peri encing reality.
Smith and Carlsson
( 1990)
Creati vity is flu ency,
tl ex ibi lity, ori ginality,
and somctime
elaborati on.
Ton·ance ( 1990)
Creativity i assoc iated
with problem so lving
and creative th ink ing.
Kebanoff et al. ( 199 1)
Organi zati onal
creativity is th e
creation of a va luable,
useful new product,
service, idea,
procedure, or process
by indi viduals workin g
together in a
comp lex social system.
Woodman, Sawyer &
Griffin ( 1993)
Crcativity is the
achievement of
omethin g remark ab le
and new, someth ing
wh ich transfo rms and
changes a field of
endeavour in a

Outcome
1

Synthesis
solution,
reso lution

Mod ifi cation Interaction

bring
somethin g
into being

ori ginal,
new,
unu ual,
un ex pectcd,
novel,
va luable,
usefu l,
appropriate,
good ,
adapti ve
ex perience
rea lity

ori gina lity

Creati on

generati ve,
produ ctive

elaboration

flexib il ity,
fluen cy

problem
so lving,
creati ve
think ing
valuable,
new,
usefu l

creati on

rcmarkabl e,
new

achi evement tran fo rms,
change

workin g
togeth er

Engagement
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Definiti ons
signifi cant way.
Fel cl man ( 1994)
Crca ti vity has to do
with ··so lve problems.
fas hion proclu cts, or
pose new
questi ons within a
domain in a way th at is
in iti all y consideree! to
be unusual
but is eventuall y
acceptee! within at !east
one cultural group .. .
Fel cl man et al. ( 1994)
Crea ti vity is a special
class of probl em
sol ving characteri zecl
by novelty.
Newell , Simon & Shaw
( 1994)
Creati vity is having th e
abi lity to crcatin g
thin gs, showing
imaginati on and
ori ginali ty. Oxford
paperback cli cti onary
( 1994)
Sorn e degree o f
creati vi ty occurs
whenever people solve
probl ems for whi ch
th ey hacl previously no
learn ecl or practi ced
so lution. Creati vity is
the process
of sensing problems or
gaps in information,
formin g iclcas, testin g
and
moclify ing th ese
hypoth escs and
co mmun ica ting th e
res ults. T orrance
( 1994)
Creati vity cl ea ls w ith
th e generation of
altern atives and icleas
that ca n be usecl
in the pro bl cm sol ving
process. Creativ ity is
changes in perceptions
and
concepts.
De Bono ( 1995)
Crea ti vi tv is th e

M odi fi cat ion Interaction

Outcome

Synthcs is

Creation

acceptee!

sol ve
probl ems,
pose new
questi ons

Fashi on

novelty

problem
so lv ing

ori gin ality

imaginati on

Crea tin g

so l ve
probl ems,
sensing
problems

formin g
icleas

moclify ing

problem
solv ing

generation

Changes

heuristic

l ni ti ates

useful,

Communi cat
ing

En.ga_gemcnt
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Detlniti ons
process th at in iti ates a
produ ct or process that
is useful,
correct, ap propri ate and
va luablc to a heuristi c
tas k.
Dollinger ( 1995)
Creati vity is located in
th e interacti on between
th e creator and the
fi eld's
gatekeepers who
selecti vely retain or
rej ect ori gi nal produ cts.
1t may be use fu 1
to th in k of creativity as
a fo rm of persuas ive
communication, in
which the
creator is th e source,
th e ori gin al produ ct is
th e message, and th e
judge
[gatekeeper] is the
recipient.
Kasof ( 1995)
Creati vity is playing
with imag inati ve
possibiliti es, leading to
new and
meanin gful outcomes
whi le interacting with
icleas, peopl e and th e
environment.
Lumsda ine and
Lumasdaine ( 1995)
Empl oyees believe
th ey have th e freedom
to genera te new ideas
and creati ve
ideas and .. think
outside th e box:· and
th at th eir creative
contributions will be
accepted and
appreciated. Robert &
Yan ( 1995)
Creati vity is detin ed as
behavior th at results in
identi fy ing ori ginal and
better
ways to acco mplish
some purpose. 1
detl ned indi vidual
creati ve behav ior as
developing solutions to

Outcome
correct,
appropriate,
va luable

Synthcsis
tas k

Creati on

Modifi cati on 1ntcraction

interaction,
communi cati
on

ori ginal

ln teract ing

new,
meaningful

imag inati ve

new,
acce pted,
appreciated

th ink outside Genera te
th e
box

judged
original,
novel,
app ropri a te

identi fy
bcttcr
ways,
solu ti ons to
j ob-related
problems

Developing

Engagement
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Definit io ns
j ob-relatee! probl ems
th at are judged as bath
novel and
appropriate for th e
situati on.
Shalley ( 1995)
A produ ct or a
response is creati ve to
the ex tent th ar
appropri ate observers
independently agree it
is creati ve. Appropriate
observers are th ose
familiar
with th e domain in
which the produ ct was
created or th e response
arti culated.
Th us, creati vity can be
regard ee! as th e qu ality
of products or
responses j ud ged
to be creati ve by
appropri ate observers,
and it can a Iso be
regard ee! as th e
process by which
something so judged is
produ ced.
Amabile ( 1996)
Creati vity is th e
generati on of new and
usefu l ideas concernin g
produ cts,
services, processes, and
procedures in
orga ni zati ons.
Amabile et al. ( 1996)
lndi vidual s in a hi ghl y
focused state of
consciousness take new
perspecti ves
and reassemb le
interrelated parts of a
system in novel and
unusual ways
leadin g to viabl e
solutions.
Csikszentm ihalyi
( 1996)
Creativity is the
missing link between
contex t and inn ovati on
as outcome. Pure
crea ti vity is cast as
fi·eedom from

Outcome

Svnthesis

Creati on

Modi fi cation Interacti on

Engagement
1

appropriate
observers
agree is
creative,
qu ality of
produ cts
judgcd
creative

produ ced,
created

new, useful

Generation

novel,
unu sual,
viable

take new
pcrspectives,
solutions,
reassemb le
part
of a system

innovati on
as
outcome

Enterpri se

- -

--
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Defini tio ns
di stracti on, and the
ongoing enterpri se as
th e
maj or distracti on.
Draz in et al. ( 1996)
1 defi ne creativity as a
domain-specifie,
subjecti ve j ud gment of
th e novelty and
va lue of an outcome of
a parti cular ac ti on.
Ford ( 1996)
Creati vity in vo lves
divergent thinking,
which is th e tendency
to present
so lutions that move
away fi·o m established
ways of doing things.
Mumford et al. ( 1996)

We defined creati ve
perfo rm ance as
produ cts, ideas, or
procedures that satisfy
two conditions: ( 1)
th ey are novel or
origina l and (2) th ey
are potentially
releva nt for, or useful
to, an orga ni zati on.
Further, we consider a
produ ct, idea,
or proced ure novel if it
in vo lves either a
signi fica nt
recombin ati on of
ex isting
materi als or an
introdu cti on of
comp letely new
materi als.
Oldh am & Cummin gs
1996)
Creati vity in parti cular
is associated with
hi ghly intrin sica ll y
motivated states,
ca lled "ecstasy'' and
"fl ow" in which total
in vo lvement in th e task
at han d
rcsults in loss of selfconsciousness and th e
sense of time.

Outcome

Creati on

Svnthcsis

Modifi cation Interaction

Engagement

novelty,
va lue,
domainspecifi e,
subjecive
judjement
divergent
thi nk ing,
present
solutions,
move away
from
esta biished
ways
ofd oing
things
recombinat io
n,
introd uction
of
new
materi als

novel,
ori ginal,
uscfu l,
relevant

1 (

total
in vo lvement,
ecstasy, fl ow

-
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Defi ni tions
Csikszentmihalyi
( 1997)
As a tïtting thinkin g
style for nonlin ear
systems, creati vity is
characteri zed by
spontaneity and
fl ex ibility, with a
balanced in tegrati on of
rational analyti c and
un conventional
· imag inative processes.
Katz ( 1997)
Creati vity is a proce s
of fit between
indi vidu al and
orga ni zatio nal tàctors
that
results in th e
produ cti on of novel
and use fu 1 ideas and/or
produ cts th at
innuences indi viduals·
responses.
Li vingsto n et al. ( 1997)
Creativity is bringing
togeth er kn owledge
from di fferem areas of
ex peri ence to
produ ce new ideas.
Creativity is not
something limited to
chosen rew. il" a
fund amental part of
being human. Ail of us
are naturall y creati ve
and intent
new approaches to
problem as we go
about our dail y li fe.
Creati vity in vo lves
u in th e constant
di co very of new and
improved way of
doing th ings, it
means chall enging we il
tried and traditional
approaches and coping
with
confli ct and change
which thi s inevita bl e
causes.
West ( 1997)
To gencrate good
ideas, creati ve th inkers
depend on th eir prior

Outcomc

Synthesis

spontanei ty,
fl ex ibility

thinking
style,
imag inati ve
processes

novel, useful

Creati on

Mod ifica ti on 1ntcraction

produ ction

new

bringing
produ ce
togeth er
kn owledge,
discovery,
improved
ways of
doing things,
new
approaches
to
probl em

good

creati ve
th in kers,
kn owledge,

Generate

Infl uence

Change

Engagement
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Definiti ons
knowledge and
th eir abili ty to
recogni ze its releva nce
when th ey need it, not
just on their
abili ty to combine and
adapt ideas and
distinguish good ideas
from bad ones.
Eckert and Stacey
( 1998)
Creati vity is th e
generati on of ideas
whereas innovation is
putting th ese into
acti on by sit'tin g,
refinin g, imp lementing.
Gurteen ( 1998)
Creativity is ta king
someth ing that perhaps
yo u believed would
never come to
pass, declari ng it
possib le and then
workin g to make it a
rea li ty.
Hargrove ( 1998)
Creati vity is th e abi lity
to develop new ideas,
refers to imag ination
and to the
abili ty to think
originall y and can be
describ ed as app lied
imaginatio n or the
Establishing of a new
idea . 1t can be seen as
an active, stimul ati ng,
uplift ing
process of growth
towards an unkn own
unique ouput,
achievement or
creati on
in times ofdiffi cul ty or
opportun ity.
Kroon ( 1998)
Creativity is associated
with creative problem
solving.
McFadzean ( 1998)
Mooney attempted to
defi ne creativity in
tcnn s of what is
referred to as

Outcome

Synthesis
Creati on
recogni ze its
relevance,
comb ine and
di stinguish
ideas

Modifi cati on Interacti on

Generati on

work ing to
make it
rea lity

new, uniqu e, imag in ation,
think
unkn own
ori ginally,
growth
towards
an un known
outpu t

problem
solving

what is
referred to
as creative

develop,
creati on,
achi evement
'

establishing

declaring it
possib le

Engagement
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Defi nitions
crea ti ve. He co nsiclers
fo ur approaehes: the
creati ve proclu ct, the
creati ve
process, the creati ve
person.
Beattie ( 1999)
Origin ali ty, freshness
of percep tions,
di vergent-th i nk ing
ab ility are ali weil and
goocl in th eir own ri ght,
as desirable persona!
traits. But without
some form of
publi c recognition th ey
do not co nstitute
creativity. 1 cl efin e
creativity as ·a
perso n' s psychologica l
engagement in crea ti ve
activity' .
Csikszenrmihalyi
( 1999)
Creati vity is th e
process through which
in vention oecurs, th at
means creativity
is the enab ling process
by which someth ing
new comes into
ex istence.
Brazea l and Herbert
( 1999)
Crea ti vi ty is a ehoice
macl e by an incli vidual
to engage in producing
novel
icleas; the leve! of
creati ve engagement
ca n va ry from person
to persan and
from situation to
si tuati on.
Drazin, Glynn &
Kaza n j ian ( 1999)
A mong theorists and
practitioners alike,
th ere is a yiew thar
crea ti viry is
something to do w ith
processes thar procl uce
new and va luab le
icleas.
Ri chards ( 1999)

Outcome

Synthesis

Creation

Mod ifi cat ion Interacti on

EngaJ?;ement

1

ori ginal ity,
public
recogniti on

fi·eshness of
percepti ons,
cl i vcrgen tth i
nking
abil ity

new

in venti on

Engagemen t

comes into
ex istence

novel

proclu cing

new,
va luabl e

Proclu ce

Engage
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Definiti ons
Creativity is thin king
beyond th e box .
Ri ckarcls ( 1999)
A commonl y acceptee!
definiti on fo r
"creati vity" is a new or
novel iclea,
appropri ate for its
context, th at creates
va lue.
Sternbero ( 1999)
Seing creati ve is seeing
th e same thing as
everybocl y else but
thinkin g in
something diffe rent.
Fi !lis and McA ul ey
(2000)
Creati vity should be
defi nec! as a sociall y
constru cted label usee!
to describe
acti ons embedded
within particul ar
contcx ts. Creati vity is
defin ed here as a
domain-specifi e,
subjecti ve j uclgment of
the novclty and va lue
of an outcome
or product of a
parti cul ar acti on.
Ford and Gioia (2000)
Creativity in volves the
prod ucti on,
conceptuali za ti on and
development of
novel and appropri ate
ideas, processes, or
so lutions. The
defini tion of creative
strategy or solution
va ri es by th e fie ld or
required creativity
should affect job
incumbents' j ob
in vo lveel , but ali
creative behaviors
res ul t to some degree
Ill

idcntify ing ori ginal and
better ways to
accompli sh some
purpose.
Shall ey, Gil son and
Blum (2000)

Outcome

Synthcs is
thin king
beyond
the box

Creati on

Modifi cat ion Interacti on

Crea tes

new, novel,
appropri ate

thinkin g in
something
di fferent

sociall y,
embedd ed

domainspecifi e
subj ective
judgement,
novelty,
va lue

novel,
appropria te,
ori gi nal

conceptualiz prod uction,
deve lopment
a ti on,
solution,
ori gin al
and better
ways to
acco mplish
sorn e
purpose

Engacremcnt
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Defi niti ons
Creati vity is the abil ity
to visuaiize, foresee,
generate and
implement new
ideas.
Hell riegel, Jackson and
Staude (200 1)
Creativity is the
generati on of ideas th at
result in th e improves
efficiency or
effecti veness of a
system.
Kuratk o and Hodgetts
(200 1)
Creativi ty is th e abi lity
to consistently produce
di fferent and valuable
resulrs.
Levesq ue (200 1)
Creativity is based
upon novel and use fu 1
ideas, regard less of the
type of idea,
the reasons behind its
production, or the
starting poi nt of the
process. To enab le
prospective analys is,
we need to categorize
creativity based up on
an
indi vidual's initi al
engagemen t in creative
activity.
Unsworth (200 1)
Creativity is the
generation of new and
potent iall y va luab le
ideas concerning
new produ cts, services,
manufacturing methods
and ad mini strative
processes
and contributes to
orga niza ti ona l renewa l.
Zhou and Geo rge
(200 1)
Creativity refers to
activiti es such as
··laterar ·...original.. or
··novel"' th ink ing.
ex ploration,
ex perimentati on and
imagination as weil as

Outcomc
new

Svnthcsis
visualize,
fo resee

Creation
genera te,
imp lement

imp roved
efti ciency

Generation

different, va l
uab le

Produ ce

novel, useful

production

new, va lub le

Generation

ori g ina l
novel,
lateral
thinking,
imaginatio n,
intuiti on,
ex plorati on,

Modification 1nteraction

Engagement

Engagement
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Definiti ons
th e more postmodern
qu a\i ty of intuition.
Banks et al. (2002)
Earl y findi ngs
conc\uded th at
ori ginali ty was an
important dim ension of
a
creati ve new produ ct.
Creati vity results in the
produ cti on of some
novel output
that is sati sfying and
represents a real \ea p
for wa rd from th e
current state of th e
art.
Kri stensson,
Magnusson and
Matth in (2002)
Creati vity is th e
development of ideas
that are uni qu e or novel
and are deemed
to be useful in a wo rk
situ ati on whcrc th e
·standard action· is not
appropri ate
(Kylén, 1999).
Guilford suggested
four measures of
creati vity. Fluency is
the
ability to generate
many ideas. Flex ib il ity
is th e ability to
generate a widc
range of idea s.
Ori ginality is th e
abi li ty to generate a
novel idea . Elaborati on
is
the abili ty to develop
or embc\1 ish id cas
(G uilford, \967). Thi s
di vergent
thin king· perspccti ve
helps describe a broad
range of crea tivity.
Kylén et al. (2002)
Creati vity may refl ect
either a recombinati on
of ex isting materi als or
an
introdu ction of new
materi als to th e

Outcome

Synthesis
Creati on
ex perimental
ion
Production

ori ginali ty,
novel,
new

unique,
novel,
use fui,
appropriate,
ori ginali ty

Mod ifi cati on Interacti on

di vergent
thin ki ng

development Elaboration
of
ideas,
gene rate

recombinati o
n,
introdu ction
of
new
materi als

Engagement
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Definiti ons
orga ni za ti on.
Maelj ar, Oldham &
Pratt (2002)
Creativity is what
emerges from
persistent engagement
within a fi eld.
Accorcling to Amabile,
creati vity is simpl y th e
production of novel
and
appropriate icleas, in
any rea lm of hu man
acti vi ti es ( ... )the icleas
must be novel
different from what' s
been clone before, but
they can·r be simply
bizarre; they
must be appropri a te to
th e problem or
opportunity presentecl .
Pri charcl (2002)
A procluct or respon se
is creati ve when
observers
inclepenclentl y agree
th at it is
novel and appropri ate,
useful , correct, or
va luabl e to th e tas k at
hancl , and when
that task is open-encled
and appropriately
carri ecl out via
cliscovery rather th an
via a precletenninecl
step-by-step procedure.
Taggar (2002)
We consicler empl oyee
crea ti vi ty to be the
produ ction of ideas,
proclucts, or
procedures that are (a)
novel or original and
(b) potentia ll y useful to
th e
orga ni zati on. These
iclcas may retlect eith er
a recombinati on of
ex istin g
materi als or an
introdu cti on of new
materi als to th e
orga ni zati on. Further,
creati ve icleas may be

Outcome

Synthcsis

Creation

not simply
bizarre,
novel,
appropriate,
different

problem

production

observers
agree,
novel,
appropriate,
useful ,
correct,
va luable

Disco very

novel,
ori gin al,
use fu i

production

Mod ifi ca ti on Interacti on

En o-ao-ement

Engagement

recombinati o
Il ,

introdu ction
of
new
materi als
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Definiti ons
generated by
emp loyees in any job
and at any leve! of
th e orga ni zati on, not
just in jobs th at are
traditionall y viewed as
demand ing
creati vity.
Baher, Oldh am and
Cummin gs (2003)
A number of attributes
are assoc iated wi th
creativity, including
di vergent
th inkin g abi li ty, di verse
ex perti se, and a
problem-finding
ori entation.
Elsbach & Kramer
(2003)
Li and Gardner offered
a Ci) inese defin ition of
creati vi ty as "th e
so lution of
problems and produ cts
in a way thar is initiall y
ori ginal but is
ultimately
accepted in one or
..
more cultural setti ngs
( 1993 : 94) th at
parall els a commonl y
accepted Western
definiti on of crea ti vity
as the produ cti on of
novel and usefu l
ideas for processes and
produ cts rh at are
acccptcd within
relevant domains.
The core concept of
new and practica l ideas
is paramount and
common to
creativity as it has been
dcfin ed in both East
and West, and so
novelty and
usefulness of ideas isar
th e center of th e
defini tion we adopted
in the current
stud y. Fanner et al.
(2003)
Creati vity is a
continuous

Outco me

Synthcsis

Creation

Mod ifi cation Interacti on

Engaoemcnt

di vergent
thin king,
problem
findin g
ori entati on,
di verse
ex perti se

accepted in
one or
more
cultural
sett ings,
accepted
within
relevant
domains,
ori gin al,
novelty,
new,
usefulness

solution of
problems

Prod ucti on

1

1

new

new way of
actin g

created

reo rga ni za ti o
n,
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Defin i ti ons
reorganizati on of our
habits in our aeti vities.
··Jfth e
indi vidual succeeds in
modifying hi s view on
th e world and in reori entatin g
his acti vity a new thing
is crea ted: a new way
of acting, which cou id
be
stabili zed and turn
itsel f to become an unrenected rout ine.. .
Kern (2003)
Crea ti vity is th e
imaginati vel y giftecl
recombin ati on of
kn own elem ents into
somethin g new.
Crea ti vity adds value to
knowlcdge and
progressi ve ly makes i t
more useful. Hence,
crea tivity is a byproduct o f th e
kn owl edge economy,
where kn owlecl ge is th e
key resource.
Kn ow ledge neecl s
crea ti vity .
Lapi erre et al. (2003)
Crea ti vity is a soci al
process.
( ... ).l ndi viduals ca n be
crea ti ve in their j obs by
generatin g new ways to
perform their work, by
eoming up with no ve l
procedures or
innova ti ve ideas, and
by reconfi guring
kn own approaches into
new altern ati ves. Thu s,
creati vity does not have
to ex ist only on
speci fi c types
of proj ects; it ca n occur
wh il e an indi vidual
perform s in va ri ous
work situati ons. We
defi ne creati vity at
work an indi vidualleve! co nstruct as an
approach to work that
leads to th e generation

Outcome

Svnthes is

new, use ful

kn owleclge,
imagnati ve ly
recombinati o
n of
kn own
elements

new, novel,
appropri ate,
innovati ve

solution
reconfigurin

Crea ti on

M odificati on 1nteracti on
modify ing,
reori ent

Enga_
gcm cnt

.

(T

"'kn own
approaches
in to
new
a1tern ati vcs,
reconfi gurecl

generatin g,
coming up

socia l
process
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Definiti ons
of novel and
appropriate ideas,
processes, or so lutions.
Within th e work
context, th e concepts of
novclty and
appropriateness are
important( ... ) a mi nor
adaptati on of ex isting
ideas so th at
they are reconfi gured
to a new app lication is
creati ve, but at a
relati vely low
leve!.
Perry-Smith & Shall ey
(2003)
Co llaborati on has not
been the focus of
crea ti vity research for
decades. Thi s is
amazing as th e so urce
of creative
achi evements is no
longer onl y indi viduals,
but more and more
combin ations of people
(Sonnenburg 2004).
Sundgren et al. (2003)
Wh il e severa!
defi niti ons of creativity
have been offered ( e.g.
divergent
thinking as flu encyth e ability to produce a
large number of ideas),
fl ex ibi lity
(th e abil ity to produce
a wide va ri cty of
ideas), ori ginality (th e
prod ucti on of
unusual ideas) and
elaborati on (developing
or bui lding on other
ideas)
(G ui lford 1967), we
have choscn the
definition put forth by
Amabi le ( 1996) as
the development of
novel ideas th at arc
use fui.
Bi6rkman (2004)
Creative problem
so lving occurs whcn an
indi vidu al or group

Outcome

Synthes is

Creati on

Modifi cation Interacti on

achievement

col laborati on

,
combination
of
peop le

novel,
usefu l,
ori ginali ty,
unu sua l

di vergent
thinking

new

problem
solving,
new way of

Elaboration
produ ce,
produ cti on,
developing,
bui ldin g,
development

Engacrcment
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Outcome
Defi niti ons
devises a new
way of circum venting
the obstac le. Accordin g
to two probl em so lving
the01·ists, a perso n's
ab il ity to form intern ai
symbolic
representati ons of
extern al settings
affo rds the opportun ity
to menta ll y manipu late
and test
potenti al soluti ons to a
problem without
having to ph ys ica lly
enact ail of them.
Bu rroughs & Mick
(2004)
Accordin g to Kirton
( 1976, 1987, 1988,
1994) the concept of
creativi ty may be
broken clown into two
dimensions. ( .. . )The
adaptor prefers to
improve things
within ex isting
framework s an d
ex isting bound arics.
The innovator prefers
to
do thin gs di ffere ntl y,
restru ctu ring prob lems
and tl·ameworks.
Kaufmann (2004)
Creativity is a process new
th at brings new
kn owledge, that is,
previous ly unrel ated
elements of knowlcdge
th at are synthesized
bring new insight
through a mental
process. There seem to
be four sub-processes,
·Jayered· into each
oth er, whi ch
conn ec! with each other
in a va ri cty of ways.
The proccsses are:
va lue creation
processes; scaffo ldin g;
imaginati on processcs;
matcrializati on
processes. ln the
creative processes the

Synthcsis
Creation
circum ventin
g the
obstac le,
form
interna i
symboli c
·representatio
ns of
extern al
settin gs,
solu tions to
problems

Modifi cation 1ntcracti on

improve, do
things
different ly,
restru cturin g
framework s

matcriali zati
brings
previously
on,
creation
unrelated
elements of
knowledge,
synthesized,
imag ination,
imag inati ve

Transforms

En.gacrcment
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Definition s
imaginati ve is so ught,
th at whi ch cl id not ex ist
be fore.
Real imaginat ion is
concern ee! with new
insights. ln a creative
process,
imag ination may be
intense, but with short
duratio n. Finall y, th e
materi alization process
transfonns concept into
materi al objects.
Kri stensen (2004)
Crcativity has been
defined as a judgment
of the novelty and
usefulness (or
va lue) of somethin g.
Pirola-Merl o and Mann
(2004)
Creative thinking
in vo lved breaking
clown and restructuring
our knowledge
about something in
orci er to ga in new
insights inro its nature.
Creativity is
somethin g th at occtn·s
when we are able to
organ ize our thoughts
in such a way
th at readil y leads to a
di fferent and even
better und erstandin g of
th e subj ect or
si tu at ion that we are
considering. Ri ckards
( 1985 , p. 5) defi nes
crea tivi ty as:
ïhe persona! discovery
process, parti all y
un conscious, wh ich
leads to new and
relevant insighrs·
Ri ckards ( 1988, p. 225)
also advoca tes a view
of creativity as
a uni versa l human
process resu lting in the
escape from
assumptions, and
disco very of new and
meaningful
perspectives or as an

Outcome

Svnth esis

Creation

judjement of
novelty,
use fu !ness,
va lue

new

Gain
breaking
clown
and
restructurin g
knowledge,
orga nize our
thoughr,
even
better
und erstandin
g,
di scovery,
escape
from
ass umptions,
escape from
mental
stuckness,
intern ai
restructuri ng

Modification Interacti on

En<>a<>ement
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Definition s
·escape from menta l
stu ckness ·. 1n broad
tenns he bel ieves
-creati vity is to do with
persona! , in tern ai
restructurin g.
Proctor et aL (2004)
Creati vity means
co ming up w ith fresh
icleas for changing
products, services,
and processes so as to
better achieve the
organization's goa ls.
Creati vity is
generaIl y defi necl as th e
prod uction of novel,
useful ideas or problem
solutions.
l t refers to both the
process of idea
generation or probl em
sol ving an d th e
actual idea or soluti on.
( ... ) ln hi s evo lutionary
th eory of creati ve
thinkin g,
Si monton ( 1999)
proposecl a process of
va ri ation and selecti ve
retention ( ... ) l n
a signifi ca nt
mod ificat ion of
Ca mpbell 's ori ginal
icleas, Simonton
suggestecl
th at va ri ation neecl not
be (and usually is not)
bl ind or ranclom.
Rather, it is
gu ideel by the ex istence
of kn owlecl ge elements
that are ava i labl e for
combination in to new
variati ons within the
creator's minci, by th e
cxtent to
which the creator's
minci treats those
elements as relevant to
the problem at
hand, and by hcu ri sti c
processes for
co mbining those
elements.
Amabil e et aL (2005)

Outcomc

Synthcsis

Crcilt ion

M odifica ti on Interacti on

fresh , new,
no vel,
useful

better
achieve
organization
al
goals,
know leclge,
prob lem
so l ving,
so lutions,
creative
thinking,
changing
elemen ts of
knowleclge,
co mbin ation
of
know ledge,
co mbin i ng

com ing up,
production,
generati on

Changing

Enga"cmcnt

1

1

1
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Outco mc
Definiti ons
Convergent thin king is
seen as a single- focus
acti vity or as ' thin king
th at
proceeds toward ... a
single answer
(Th ompson, 2003, p.
98), w hil e divergent
thinkin g also tem1ed
·lateral· th inking (de
Bono, 1985) is a mu l tifoc us
acti vity th at all ows for
·co nnicting ideas.
paradoxes, ambiguity ,
and do ubr
(Thompson , 2003). ln
innovation
management literaturc,
di vergent behaviour
is described as being
ex pl orati ve; it increases
compl ex ity of a system
and
· tends lo follow a
random or chaoti c
process· ( ... ) Th ese
attributes,
·convergent' and
'd i vergent' . can be
used to des cri be ph ases
in both, in th e
crea ti vity process and
th e inn ova ti on process.
ln th e crea ti vity
pro cess
convergence is seen to
be preva iling in th e
preparati on ph ase as
weil as in
·e laborati on and
eva luati on·: di vergence
is considered the main
characteri sti c
o f the incubati on and
insight ph ases.
Haner (2005)
Crcati vity has been
novel ty
described as the abili ty
to th ink fl ex ibly
( considerin g many
di fferent approaches
and catego ri es of
th ought) as one of th e
crucial clements
that ca n lead to novelty

Synthesis
di vergent
thinking,
convergent
thinking,
lateral
thin kin g,
eva luation,
expl orati ve,
incubation

Crea tion
preparati on

think
fl ex ibl y

Lead

M odifi ca ti on Interacti on
Elaborati on

Enga<>cmcnt
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Outcomc
Definiti ons
in ideas.
Kurtzberg et al. (2005)
Improvisation may be
close to pure
··creati vity.. or perh aps
more accurately to
creati ve orga ni zati on,
th e way in which wc
respond to and give
shape to our
world. The process is
th e sa me whenever we
make a new
arrangement of th e
in formati on we have,
and produ ce a recipe, a
th e01·y, or a poem. The
di fference
with doing it à
1"improviste. or
all ïmprovv i o. is th at
th e attention is focused
on th e precise moment
when thin gs take
shape.
Vera and Crossan
(2005)
Creati vity ha been
seen as a bas ic ski !! for
th ose whose job it is to
in vent and
design new produ cts,
materi als, or services.

Synth esis

Creation

Modifi cati on In teraction

improvisati o
n,
givc shape

new

in vent

Design

( ... )

Bourgui gnon (2006)
Creati vity re fe rs to
novel and sociall y
va lued proclucts in the
1 stud ied domain .
Chen (2006)
To in vestigate
collecti ve creati vity as
a disti nct phenomenon
th at emerges in
interactions, wc adopt
the perspecti ve th at
creati ve solu ti ons are
buil t from th e
recombinati on of
cx isting ideas (A mabi le
1988, Van de Ven
1986, Weick
1979, Hargadon and
Sutton 1997). Rather
th an foc using on th ose
aspects of the

novel,
sociall y
valuecl

new,
va luable

generation
solutions,
recombinati o
n of
ideas,
combinati on
of
ideas,
confluence
of o lcl icleas

collecti ve,
interacti ons,
social
interacti ons

En_gaocmcnt
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Definiti ons
creati ve insight thal
represent th e ex nih il o
generation of new and
va luab le
ideas, thi s perspecti ve
looks at how creati ve
moments represent the
confluence
or old ideas. ( .. . )
lndi viduals may
contribu te discrete
"old.. ideas wi thin a
parti cul ar social
in teracti on. and( .. . )
the "creati ve" value or
th ose ideas
evo lves through their
combination
confluence with oth ers.
Hargadon and Bechky
(2006)
Creativity is th e ability
to come up with ideas
th at could lead to new
inventions. Ibrahim et
al . (2006)
To think is to create.
There is no oth er
creation but to crcate is
first of ali to
engender "thin ki ng" in
th ought. This is a
·creati ve · thinking one
that is fi·ee
from establi shed ideas
and ways of thinkin g.
Th is process of
·becom ing· the
what migh t/could be
th e creation of what is·
not yet, is achi eved
throu gh
thinki ng in new,
pcrhaps prcviously
unimag ined, modes of
thin kin g.
Jeanes (2006)
There is a tradition,
going back to
Schumpeter, th at sees
creati vity in a business
context as simil ar to
groundbreak ing
innovations, such as
the creation of new
forms of orga ni zati ons,

Outcome

Svnthes is

Creati on

new

inventi ons

come up,
lead

new and
unimagined
ways
of think ing,
creati ve
think ing,
think,
thou ght,
free from
establi shed
ideas

crea te,
creation,
creatin g,
becomi ng,
achieved

novelty, new
fo nns
of
orga ni zat ion
s,
va luab le,
accepted,
recogni zed
as

creation

Modification Interaction

soc ial fi eld

Engaacmcnt
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Outcome
Definiti ons
creati vity
associatecl with th e
revoluti onary role of
th e
entrepreneur. On th e
other hand, there is a
huge li terature on
creati vity in
orga ni zati ons, whi ch is
more interestecl in
anoth er type of
creati vity perfo rm ecl
by a type of actor th at
Kirton ( 1989) ca li s th e
··actaptor.. rath er th an
the
..
··innovato r. who is
more like an
entrepreneur in
Schumpeter· s sense.
With a
creati vity regime, 1
mean those
in stituti onalized norms
that defi ne what
novelti es are defincd as
valuable (Boden 1994;
Lasswe ll 1959), th at is,
are
acccpted or rccogn izcd
as creati vity
(Czikszentmihalyi
1988) within a give n
social fie ld such as art,
science, industry, and
peclagogy.
Kupferberg (2006)
Creati vity in volves
remote associati on,
which is th e abili ty to
see conn ections
between seemingly
di fferent concepts;
di vergent thin king,
whi ch is th e
tendency to present
solutions th at move
away from establi shed
ways of doing
things (G ui!ford , 1950;
Mum fo rd & Gustafson,
1988); and fl ex ibl e
thinkin g,
whi ch is the ca pac ity to
come up with different
categori es of responses
to a

Synthesis

remo te
associati ons,
ab ility to see
connections,
di vergent
thin king,
present
so lutions,
fl ex ibl e
thin kin g

Creati on

Modifi cati on Interacti on

Engnacment
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Definiti ons
single problem
(To n·ance, 1974).
Perry-Smith (2006)
ln th e literature on
organi zation creati vity
th e noti on of creati vity
is ai med at
capturin g what is
novel, in th e mak ing, in
a state of becoming.
Creati vity is
what emerges from
persistent engagement
within a fie ld.
Styhre (2006)
Crcativi ty in the
bu sin ess wortel most
often res ults when
empl oyees bring old
icleas to new peopl e,
enacting ··knowledge
brokering·· (Hargadon.
2002;
Sutton, 2002). Sutton
a Iso designatecl
organi zati ons
recogni zing a new use
for
ex isting proclucts as
creati ve. Finall y,
Sutton also cleemed
produ ct a creative
when th ey result from
new combinations of
cx i tin g ideas. It is
clear th at in ali
of th ese instances of
orga ni zati onal
creati vity, the novelty
ari ses fro m an
indivicl uat·s (o r a
group ·s) ab ility to
recogni ze a
relati onship between
two
thin gs th at oth ers cl id
not recogni ze. Thu s,
when empl oyees are
clemonstrating
an increasecl sensiti vity
for recogni zing unusual
as ociati ons, they may
be
particularl y va lu abl e
assets to help
organi za ti ons improve

Outcomc

Synthcsis

Modi fica tion Interacti on

Enoaoemen t

Engagement

novel,
novelty

novelty

Creati on

in state of
becoming,
making

kn owleclge
brokerin g,
recogni zing
a
new use,
recogni ze a
relati onship,
new
comb inati on
s of
ex istin g
ideas

empl oyees
bring old
ide as
to new
peopl e

163

Defi ni tions
thcir creative
performance.
Ting Fong (2006)
Creativity is the abili ty
to procluce work thar is
both no vel and
app ropriate.
Zackari asso n et al.
(2006)
Creativity has been
conceptualized as: (a)
th e indi vidu al
persona li ry traits th ar
fac ilitate the generatio n
of new ideas, (b) th e
process of gencrating
new icleas,
(c) outcomes of
creati ve processes, and
(cl) cnvironments
condu civc to new
ideas and behav iour
(Rh odes, 196 1). These
perspecti ves led to
mu ltiple
definiti ons of
creativity. For Martins
and Tcrb lanchc (2003),
iri s the capac ity
to generate new and
va luable ideas for
produ cts, services,
processes and
procedures; fo r
Sternberg ( 1999), the
abili ty to prod uce wo rk
th ar is both novel
(i. e., original) and
appropriate (i.e.,
uscfu l); fo r Amabile
( 1996), th e set of
qu aliti es of proclucts or
responses th ar are
j ucl ged to be creative
by appropri ate
observers.
Aives ct al. (2007)
Creativity is popu larly
regard cd as something
genu inely spontaneous
and
irrat ional and hence, by
its very defin ition,
impossible to control.
Crcativity in
the · Western · tradit ion

Outcomc

Synthcs is

Creati on

no vel,
app ropria te

Produce

no vel,
original,
app ropriate,
useful,
new, j udged
to be
creati ve by
appropriate
observers,
set of
qualities of
products

generation,
generating,
produ ce

spontaneus,
irrational,
imposs ibil e
to
control,
di vergent,
im pulsive,
messy

Modifi cation 1nteraction

Eno<wement ·

164

Defi nitions
Outcomc
from Plato to Freud
and Popper has mostl y
been
regardee! as something
di vergent, impulsive
and ·messy". This
particu lar
perception of creativity
precipi tated the
assumpti on that
creati vity is embodi ed
in a particul ar type of
personality: th e
indi vidual creative
gcnius (Bi Iton &
Leary, 2002: 54;
Boden , 1994b).
DeFi lippi, Grabher and
Jones (2007)
Creat ivity is the
establishment of links
between va ri ous ways
of thinkin g.
Bi Iton (2007)

If we restri ct our
consideration of
creativity to an ini tial
insight and dcfinc this
as the assemblage of
new combinati ons, then
what we mi ght cal i
generati ve
creativity should be
increased by exposu re
to a wide va ri ety of
ideas and
components th at have
not alreacl y been
combin ee!.
Fleming, Ming and
Chen (2007)
Creativity is the abili ty new
to make or otherwise
bring into ex istence
something
new, wheth er a new
soluti on to a problem, a
new meth od or deviee,
or a new
arti stic objcct or form.
Gil and Spi li er (2007)
Creati vity is a soft
proccss that starts from
when th e problem is

Synthcsis

Crea ti on

esta bi ishmen
t of
lin ks
between
va ri ous ways
of
thin king
asse mb lage generati ve
of
new
combination
s

solution to a
problem

imag inat ive
process,
solve

Modification 1nteracti on

assemb lage
of
new
components

bring into
ex istence,
make

share ideas
wih
others

Enoaoement

165

Defi niti ons
brought up,
including th e momen t
when the idea to solve
the problem has been
born and .
ends with th e sharin g
of th e idea with oth ers.
lt is a soft, imaginati ve
process.
Mostert (2007)
Creativity is the
tendency of empl oyees
wi thin an indi vidual
wo rk environment
to prod ucc novel ideas
that are useful in an
orga ni zati on.
Schepers and va n den
Berg (2007)
Creati vity": ge neratin g
a novel and effecti ve
response to a heuri sti c
probl em.
Winder (2007)
Creativity in vo lves a
large number of peop le
from different
discipli nes
working effecti vely
togeth er to solve a
great many problems.
Catmull (2008)
Creativity is generall y
trcated as a com posite
of novelty and utili ty.
Creativity
relates to ideas
generation.
Litchti eld (2008)
Creati vity is a process.
The creative process
bas been descri bed as
invo lving
sevcral stages (Wa ll as,
1926), including
prepa rat ion, incubation,
illum ination,
and verifi cati on.
Creativity is the ex tent
to whi ch th e uses
gcnerated were both
novel and useful.
Madja r and Shall ey
(2008)
Crea ti vity is a mental

Outcome

Synthesis
prob lems

response to
an
heuristic
probl em

Genera ting

people
workin g
together

so lve
probl ems

Generation

novelty,
utili ty

novel, use fu 1 illuminati on,
verifi cation generated,
preparation

new,

Mod ifi cation Interaction

Produ ce

novel, useful

novel ,
effective

Creation

mental

.generation,

Enaaaement
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Definiti ons
process in vo lving th e
generati on of new icleas
or
concepts, or new
associati ons of th e
creati ve minci bctwecn
ex isting ideas or
concepts. From a
scientifi c poin t of view,
th e produ cts of creative
th ought
(sometimes referred to
as di vergent th ought)
are usuall y considerecl
to have
both ori ginality and
appropri ateness. An
altern ati ve, more
everyclay concepti on
of creati vi ty is th at it is
simply th e act of
maki ng someth ing
new.
Wik ipedi a 2008
Creat ivity is marked by
the ability to create, to
bring into ex istence, to
in vest
with a new fonn, to
prod uce through
imag inat ive ski il , to
make or bring into
ex istence somcthing
new.
Webster Onlinc 2008

Ou tcome
ori ginality,
appropriaten
ess

Synthcs is
process,
new
associati ons
of creative
minci,
crea tive
th oughts,
di vergent
th oughts

Creati on
mak ing

Mod ificat ion In teraction

Engaocmcnt

1

new

imag in ati ve

crea te,
make,
bring into
ex istence,
produ ce
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Appendix 2: Inventory for Carnival ofQuebec
Type

In form ati on

File name

Comment
PLA

Interview,
CEO (entrepreneur,
aucli ovisual Daniel Bouchard)
(audi o)

1 G

1" interview with Dani el Bouchard- Interview with Daniel Bouchard
ta lks about himself,
11 Sept 2009 .mp3
his position in the compan y, tep for 0 1:24:32 min
developing the carni va l; what has
been sa icllast year (cliscu sion on
acl va ntages and di sadva ntages of la t
yea r re ults); roles of employees and
th e aft er festi va 1

CEO (entrepreneur,
Dani el Bouchard)

Recorcl ecl (a udi o)

(Audio and video are
icl enti ca l)

Showing th e ateli er, empl oyees,
costumes, mova bl e stages, etc.
At thi s office, telling how he designs
the palace (u e of th e oftwa re
autocacl)

Documents, Hi story
instituti onal
Pl annin g

Mark etin g

Documents, General informati on
from
Intern et

Book of Carn ava l de Québec, La
Grande Fête de l' hi ver. 2003 ( 140
pages)
List of clail y tas ks to be completee!
concernin g the lee Palace, upd ated
dai ly on th e website, 20 10 ( 18 pages)
Li t oftask to be clone by ateli er
works, concernin g th e lee Palace,
20 10 (4 pages)
Plan of lee Palace, 2010 ( 18 pages)
In form ati on prepared to be pre entee!
to Quebec government offi cial , 20 10
( 1 page)
Press Review about Carn ava l
Festi va l on 2009 (524 pages)
Press Review about Carn ava l
Festi va l on 20 10 (544 pa cres)
General inform ati on about Ca rni va l
(So urce: Carn ava l Website)(9 pa.ges)
General in fo rm ation about lee Palace
(Source: Intern et in general and
Carn ava l Website)( Il pages)
General inform ati on about Parade
(So urce: Intern et in general and
Carn ava l Website)( 12 pages)

Interview with Dani el BouchardQucbcc City 16 Oct 2009.ds
02: 12:26
MOVOOI.MOD
43:06
MOV002. MOD
08:2 1
MOV003.MOD
38: 12
MO V004.MOD
12:25
MOV005.MOD
0 1:20
MOV006. MOD
18: 00
MO V007. MOD
0 1:56
MO V008.MOD
11 : 12
MOV009.MOD
00:02
2:1 4:34
Provencher 2003 - Carnava l de
Quebec.pclf
Choronologie 20 1O.pcl f

taches atelier. pclf

Pl an.pclf
Communique_ bi lan 2010.pclf

Revue de Presse 2009.pclf
Revue de Presse 20 1O.pdf
Quebec Winter Fe ti val v l .doc
Palace v l.doc

Parade v l .cloc
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DOl G (Observation: photos, video and notes)
Day 1:

50 Photos

Dl -6 Jan 20 10
Diary version 19 Feb 20 1O.cloc
De cription of observati ons related to Di ary version 19 Feb 20 1O.cloc
each video of clay 1
MOVOOAMOD
0 1:49
Constru ctions of wa ll s
MOVOOD.MOD
03: 12
Machine cl ifticu ltie
MOVOO I.MO D
00:52
Preparin g the cement of snow and
MOV004.MOD
0 1:0 1
water
MOV005 .MOD
00: 10
Cutting the ice cubes
0 1:56
Complain about the weather (not co lcl MOV006.MOD
MOV007.MOD
00:34
enough)
In terview of F01tier with Ca noe TV
MOV008.MOD
0 1:36
MOV009.MOD
00:04
(on hi role, 6500 of bl oc of ice,
01:32
temperatu re, the thematic of the yea r, MOVO IO.MOD
00 :1 9
hows the constru cti on plan, and the MOVO II .MO D
MOV0 12.MOD
02: 14
fee ling about the palace)
MOVO I3.MOD
03 :29
MOV0 14.MOD
0 1:47
00 :27
MOV0 15.MOD
MOVO I6.MOD
00: 12
MOV0 17.MOD
00:55
22 :09
D2 - 7 Jan 20 10
Diarv version 19 Feb 20 10.cloc
Description of observa ti ons relatecl to Diary version 19 Feb 20 1O.cloc
each video of clay 2
PRGOOI
Construction to the 1'' tl oor of the
MOVOO I
00:56
palace
MOV002
00:02
Repair ing the tractors whi ch has
MOV003
09: 37
mechan ica l issue
PRG002MOVOO I
02 : Il
MOV002
02 :56
15:42
D3 - 8 Jan 20 10
Di ary version 19 Feb 20 1O.cloc
Descrip tion of observa tions relatecl to Di ary version 19 Feb 20 1O.cloc
each video of clay 3

17 Video

17 Photos
Notes
Day 3:

00:25
0 1:1 7
00:27
04: 13
00:30
00:55
06: 11
02:46
0 1:41
0 1:48
07:53
0 1:08
00:25
0 1:16
30:28

Preparin g the tielcl
Constru ction plans
In teraction between employees
Welcome ofCEO
Cutting cubic ices
Deliver of cu bic ices
Lig htning up the site
Preparing water and now
Building the wa lls
Equipments on the site
Check ing contin uously the pl an
Number of workin g da ys before the
opening ceremony

Notes
Day 2:
Bu ilding

MOVOOAMOD
MOVOOD.MOD
MOVOOI.MOD
MOV004.MOD
MOV007.MO D
MOVOOB.MOD
MOVOOE.MOD
MOV002.MOD
MOV005.MO D
MO V008 .MOD
MOVOOC.MOD
MOVOOF.MOD
MOV003 .MOD
MOV006.MOD

14 Video

5 Videos

47 Photo
Notes
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Day 4:

Towcrs have been co nstru cted
Weather too co id - the water is
frozen everywhere
Mechanica l issue with the tractors
Ha ving lunch with construction
workers
Ta i king with Ben : Chi ef of
Mcchani st of th e site
Ta lking w ith Martin the site manager
Checkin g the balance of the tower
Martin talking with Walki-Ta lki e
Use of wa lki-talki e extensi vely
Daniel explains the wirele s system
th at they use
Daniel talk about lpod and !phone
system
A rri va i of Electrical Cab ine for th e
Palace

17 Photos

D4 - 13 Jan 20 10
Diarv version 19 Feb 20 1O.doc
Descripti on of observa tions related to Diary version 19 Feb 201 O.doc
each video of day 4
PRGOO I Electrical ca bin
MOVOOI
00:20
Arrivai and in tallation
MOV002
08:01
Daniel and Martin : Change of
MOV003
co nstru cti on pl an
35 :34
MOV004
00:34
Th e issue of temperature
Problem of using wa lki -talki e and the MOVOOS
14:39
PRG002mi understanding of channe l
MOVOO I
05 :28
1:04: 36
DS - 14 Jan 20 10
D iary version 19 Feb 20 1O.doc
De cripti on of observa ti ons rc latcd to D iary ver ion 19 Feb 20 1O.doc
ca ch video of day 5
Di cussion of misunderstanding
PRGOO 1 while using th e walki-ta lki
MOVOOI
00:26
MOV002
04:28
tcchnology
MOV003
Temperature issue
02:45
MOV004
Big tent is coming from Vil le de
01:36
MOVOOS
00 :25
Bainvi ll e
T a!kin g about next schedu ling
MOV006
24: 19
MOV007
06:25
PRG002 MOVOO I
02:23
MOV002
05:03
47:50
D6 - 15 Jan 20 10
Diary version 19 Feb 20 1O.doc
Description of observa ti ons rclated to Diary version 19 Feb 20 1O.doc
each video o f day 6
PRGOOIA rti sts a king for ice cubes
MOVOOA
Daniel talking to visitors
Il :35

Notes
6 Videos

Day 5:

15 Photos
Notes
9 Vid eo

Day 6:

16 Photos
i

Day 7:

Notes
17 Videos

PRGOOI MOVOOA
MOVOOC
MOVOOD
MOVOOE
MOVOOF
MOVOO I
MOV002
MOV004
MOVOOS
MOV007
MOV008
MOV009
MOVOIO
PRG002 MOVOO I
MOV002
MOV003
MOV004
MOVOOS

01:59
15 : 12
00:26
04:05
02:22
01:30
02:00
03: JO
01:0 1
17:43
00 :23
02 : 14
03:24
20:39
04:58
06:54
06:42
05 :1 5
1:39:57

18 Video

170

Palace is almost fini shed
Preparing the museum ins ide of
Palace
Constructin g the small glis ade nex t
to the palace
Student scul pture
Interview with Daniel
Agenda from the data base
Verifi cation of mu eu m plan
Di scuss ion of Daniel and Forti er on
the construction of glis ade and the
planning of it

13 Photo
Notes
Day 8:

7 Videos

Ph oto
Notes
Day 9:

8 Videos

6 Photos
Notes
Day 10:

19 Videos

MOVOO B
MOVOO I
MOV002
MOV003
MOV004
MOV005
MOV007
MOV008
MOV009
PRG002 MOVOO I
MOV002
MOV003
MOV004
MOV005
MOV006
MOV007

05:0 1
00:26
03 :00
00:47
04:30
Il :03
10:22
07 :00
05 :39
-

06: 14
02:55
Il :38
0 1:42
0 1:42
06: 10
0 1:42
1:3 1: 26

D7 - 20 Jan 20 10
Diarv version 19 Feb 20 1O.doc
De cri pti on of observa tions related to Diary version 19 Feb 20 1O.doc
each video of clay 7
PRGOO ISchedu le issue (planned timing,
19:2 1
occurred timing and produ ction
MOVOO I
timing)
MOV002
13:45
07 :1 6
MOV003
Coordination between new
PRG002 employee for each event
Importance of scheduli ng given by
MOVOO I
06 : Il
MO V002
01 :07
Forti er
MOV003
17:28
MOV004
14:54
1:20:02
0 8 - 2 1 Jan 20 10
Dia rv version 19 Feb 20 1O.doc
Descript ion of observa tions related to Diary version 19 Feb 20 1O.doc
each video of clay 8
PRGOO IStage insta llation
MOVOO I
02:43
1nstallation of lighting system
MOV002
Di scuss ion on what to put and why,
07:27
MOV006
even when the plan was di scussed
10:30
MOV007
0 1:30
earli er
Daniel' co nccrn s on the tim in g
MOV008
14:43
MO V009
Secur ity mea urements for the
19:55
PRG002 entrance on th e site
MOVOO I
Il :40
02 :34
MOV002
1: I l :02
D9- 22 .l an 20 10
Diary version 19 Feb 20 1O.doc
Descripti on of observations related to Diary version 19 Feb 20 1O.doc
each video of day 9
Bad tempera ture - ra in
PRGOO IElectrica l install ation and the
MOVOO I
00 :37
problem of ra in
MOV003
01:04
Ti me issue and temperature (behind MOV005
2 1: 23
MOV007
06:45
schedul e)

----------------

17 1

Arri va i of trail cr - programming for
the lighti ng system
Stop of ra in - group back to work

39 Photos
1

Notes
25 V ideo

Day I l :

89 Photos
1

Day 12:

Note
34 V ideos

MOV002
MOV004
MOV006
MOV008
PRG002MOVOOA
MOVOO I
MOV003
MOV005
MOV007
MOV009
MOVOOB
MOV002
MOV004
MOV006
MOV008

00:30
04 :32
02:29
04: 37
0 1:25
04: 12
02:06
00:23
00:44
03:03
05:30
00 :54
00 :27
0 1: 12
03:50
1:05:43

D 10 - 27 Jan 20 10
Diarv vers ion 19 Feb 20 1O.doc
Description of ob ervations re lated to Dia ry vers ion 19 Feb 20 1O.doc
each video of day 10
Sculptu re compa ny sta rted their work PRGOO I 12: 14
D isney l nc. has arrived for the
MOVOOA
Aba raham Palance
MOVOOC
27:42
Dan iel givin g explana ti on to vi si tors MOVOOE
2 1:39
MOVOO J
08:59
Sounding system insta ll ation
MOV003
02:29
Install ation of Regi e de Sound, and
MOV005
03:46
Regie de Musique
Programm ing the lighting system MOV007
00:58
MOV009
02:44
testi ng of it
MOVOOB
06:4 1
M artin puttin g pres ure to fini sh the
last part of cm·n i val
MOVOOD
01:59
MOVOOF
04:34
Light program mer and the testing
MOV002
01:46
MOV004
0 1: Il
MOV006
02:4 1
MOV008
0 1: 13
MOVO I O
00: 25
PRG002MOVOOA
00:18
MOVOOB
00 :25
MOVOO I
0 1:28
MOV002
03:36
MOV003
10:22
MOV004
03:09
MOV006
00 :57
MOV008
16:46
MOV009
00:39
2: 18:4 1
D 11 - 28 Jan 20 10
D iarv vers ion 19 Feb 20 1O.doc
Description of ob erva tion related to Di ary vers ion 19 Feb 201 O.doc
each video of day 1 1
PRGOO IStarted stuclent scul ptu re
MOVOO I
6h before the start of carn iva l 00:40
Daniel moving here and there
MOV003
0 1:25

172

Tcsti ng the musica l instrum ents
Opening ceremon y of ca rni va l
Uoyful event)
Cell ph one not workin g and peopl e
are not happy

3 Photos
Note
Day 13:

17 V ideos

MOV004
MOV005
MOV006
PRG002MOVOOA
MOVOOB
MO VOOC
MOVOOD
MOVOO E
MOVOOF
MOVOO I
MOVO I A
MOVO JB
MOVOIC
MOVOID
MOVOI E
MOVOI F
MOV003
MOV005
MOV006
MOV007
MOV008
MOV009
MOVO II
MOVO I 2
MOV013
MOV0 14
MOV0 15
MOV0 16
MOV01 7
MOVO J8
MOVO I 9
MOV020

02:45
12:49
07: 16
04:46
02:08
02:06
12:05
05:39
10:18
01:38
00:37
00:49
04:14
0 1:47
03:4 1
00:59
03:20
03:36
03:06
0 1:40
04 :38
02 :1 4
04 :53
04: 17
12:03
17:20
13:39
04:30
10:26
07: 17
10:04
0 1:35
4:39 :59

D 12 - 29 Jan 20 10
Diary version 19 Feb 20 1O.doc
Description of observati ons related to Diary version 19 Feb 20 1O.doc
each video of day 12
PRGOOI 1" day of carn iva l
V isitors éoming to th e ca rni va l
MOVOO I
00:20
Ben preparin g th e C Ds and DJ s
MOV002
0 1:36
0 1: 11
MOV003
As kin g th e organi zing committee
02:22
about their impression on th e ca rni va l MOV004
MOV005
14:03
start up
11 : 17
Coordinati on between vo lunteers and MOV006
MOV007
01:3 1
employees
Sound system: how it works and it is MOV008
09:28
PRG002 operated during the ca rni val
Y outube and Carni va l
MOVOOA
08:53
MOVOO I
03:46
MOV003
07:43
MOV004
07:42
MOV005
02: 11
MOV006
00:37
MOV007
00:37
MOV008
02:30
MOV009
01:20
- - - -

173

No te
Day 14:

2 Videos

1

Day 15:

No te
3 Videos

7 Ph otos
Note
Day 16:

17 Videos

Note
Day 17:

3 Videos

2 Photos
Note
Day 18:

6 Videos

No te

Description of observa tion rclated to
each video of day 13
Mart in talks about visitors
And the visitors of the carni val
An·ival of bonhomme de Carni va l
Description of observa tion rclatccl to
each video of day 14
Entrance to the palace prcmi ses
Martin talkin g about his sati sfacti on
on the work!sa lary and the
"sentiment d ·appartenance "

1:16:30
Diary version 19 Feb 201 O.d oc
MO VOO I
MOV002

00:27
17:44
18: Il
Diary version 19 Fcb 20 1O.doc

PRGOO I MOVOO I
MOV002
MOV003

-

18:5 1
14: 3 1
09:4 1
18: Il

D 15 - 4 Fcb 2010
Diary version 19 Feb 20 1O.doc
Description of ob erva ti ons related to Diary version 19 Feb 20 1O.doc
each video of day 15
Preparation of th e show for tonight
PRGOO 1 Back-stage preparation
MOVOO I
02:25
MOV002
Coord ination
0 1:3 1
Sound checkin g for the how
03:29
MOV003
Director of programming co mes and MOV004
05: 14
ex plain the new changes of the
MOVOOS
02:3 1
MOV006
03:42
program for tomorrow
MOV007
0 1:45
MOV008
00 :52
PRG002 MOVOO I
0 1:04
MOV002
0 1:39
MOV003
00: I l
MOV004
00: 15
MOVOOS
00: 13
MOV006
00: 12
MOV007
01 :07
MOV008
07:46
MOV 009
05: 15
39: I l
De cription of observa tions related to Diary ver ion 19 Feb 20 1O.doc
each video of clay 16
Daniel and Jeremie: Doing the bilan PRGOOIof the ycar
MOVOO I
02:52
MOV002
07 :59
20: 15
MOV003
3 1:06
Diary version 19 Fcb 20 1O.doc
Description of observati ons related to Di ary version 19 Feb 20 1O.doc
each video of clay 17
Press conference
MOVOOI
0 1:5 7
Preparation for the press confe rence MO V002
00:26
MO V003
00:53
MO V004
04:23
MO VOOS
00:45
MO V006
13:20
2 1:44
De cripti on of observati ons related to Diary ver ion 19 Feb 20 1O.doc
each video of day 18

-~

r

174

Day 19:

Destruction of Palace
Electronic parts to take out
Tak ing out Lightening system
Destructing the sculptures

15 Videos

Site building, restaurant (Gathering)

104 Photos
Note
Day 20:

16V ideos

35 Photos
Note
Day 2 1:

9 Videos

-

PRGOOI MOVOOI
MOV002
MOV003
MOV004
PRG002 MOVOOA
MOVOOB
MOVOOC
MOVOOI
MOV002
MOV004
MOV005
MOV006
MOV007
MOV008
MOV009

-

01 :02
10:55
14:22
04: 16
-

00:43
03: 15
03:06
10:05
02:02
02:47
00:57
0 1:03
09:46
00:49
05:42
1:05:50

D 19- 15 Feb 2010
Diary version 19 Feb 20 1O.doc
Description of observations re latcd to Di ary version 19 Fcb 20 1O.doc
each video of day 19
PRGOOICleaning the sculpture section
MOVOO I
Deconstru ction of the pa lace
02:20
MOV002
0 1:19
Taking away of chemica l restroom s
Dcstroying the remaining wa ll s ·of
MOV003
05:48
MOV004
00: 14
palace
MOV005
00:2 8
MOV006
05: 10
MOV008
00:4 1
00:1 1
MOV009
PRG002MOVOO I
00:3 1
MOV002
04:46
MOV003
01:02
MOV005
06:43
MOV006
01:06
MOV007
01 :38
MOV008
05:45
MOV009
00:30
38: 12
Di ary version 19 Feb 201 O.doc
D20- 16 Feb 2010
Description of observations related to Di ary version 19 Feb 20 1O.doc
each video of da v 20
PRGOO IDemol ition day
MOVOOI
Il :01
Emotional day
MOV002
Man ag ing whcre to dump the ice
01:20
MOV003
00 :59
lt is a famil ial ga thering on the site
MOV004
05:22
Daniel : 3 weeks to build and 30
MOV005
05:39
minutes to demolish ! He is happy
00:55
that is it clone. He says: On pen se au MOV007
MOV008
01: 18
futur!
MOV009
12:35
PRG002 MOVOOI
05:31

175

5 1 Photos
Note
Observation Notes

144:40
0 2 1- 17 Feb 20 10
Diary version 19 Feb 20 1O.doc
Description of observati ons related to Di ary version 19 Feb 20 1O.doc
each video of day 2 1
Total amount of pages: 116 pages
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